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This =eport ms prpd 4In direct g~opt of plawmivg for the Nevnet
Obita Leboratoxy and as 8 pert of the do@4te effort of the frainirg

ResrnhDivision~ on Vie problems of 1cang-tezu ftiU retention, The i-sorriog
p1ad~ mmoitozr6,q a s~ms and vritiV wers ae lishle1r~ey undar

tea 1700, N= tatrsIn Ushesig of Syst~e for Opera tor f and
~aluat W e.~i task in a part of project 1710, M Pecttors in te 1)eeip

of Training Sytem, uuder the direction of Bra Gordon A. Mo~traM., The
.fuWd needed for the contractual data aollation, prolinu ansyses, and

were drain from rasources available for rei~achi on Hman Perforsamoo (Badget
Code 7803). Xost of thes funds mse specially allocated for the ymorpoe and
the rest came frog those aseigned to projeot 6114, Silidation Techniques for
Arapace Crmi Traliog, under the direction of Mr. Carl V. K*Tul+,y.

The actual testp vhich w In two phamsts me oon&otad, t7 the Wartin-
Xarietta Corporation at its f1atiaoz Xiviion inider Hational Aeronatics and
*2A*e Adanistration (MUS) cotracts NA~v-1034, Reseah an Pilot Skill Wowe~-
tion for Namned Flight and NAB*w43199 Test of Pilot etention of Simlatedto
Miegion Skills,8 Dr. Milton A. Gzodo1w. y, w of the KMWa nned Igue
Ing IArtnent, 4r~d the details of the test, the date, ofllection, the
preliminay aam and the preparation of prelizmay reports (Grodaky et all
1964t 1966a). go, me supported In the workc bywwa associates, especially,
J. A. Mandour, 1). Roberts, J'. T. Wrfield, and T. No Flaherty* Althouia secured
by Air Forae ftmds, the supporting ontracts (as Indicated by their designation)
were aragdby NWk oc behalf of the Air For.., Wei vas vMr desiruble 1--
cause the work cooplemted directly anid required the use of data obtained under
the KMS contrats IAM-833 and MAr-11879 m Reliability Prqpgr, nduo with
Martin-*arietta Corporation, hltim Division. fr. Haber Moore, ini4tistor
ad teabnical monitor of the NASA contract B on hwaan roliality, gxaciously
attended to amr ts for this progra as wafl, participated In initial

Systw Ooma liaison officers to RABA, provided helpful xguin n
eo ewt andd the necessary awA mtv with teat persorml for their
participaion. The test peronnel vare 12 aerospace research pilots tho had
previously participated in the humn reliability prms Those partinipating
in the first test phase are Captains James N, Irriu, lathin Xmaery, Albert Le
Atirell, the late James S. 11clutyre, R-3brt K. Paroons, ad Russell 3T. Scott of
the U. S. Air Force. Those participating In the second test phase arm Captains
Frenis 0. Heubook, Thurlow HL Ralph, Chales He Stone, ad Jawes X. Taylor of
the U. S. Air Forc. and Lieutwat John L. Finley and Richard Z. Truly of the
U. S. Navy. All of the pilots responded to the teat rqt~t e7wl n
porforsed in a thorcughy professional wer, as =s most nooessary to the
validity of the test.
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Yo =o f b mamMUr pilo Uem test.4 on, a aaue:

the MI in artmm=of the alisen btt for Uhs skill rmntion t.es the
MiaSIo VW Ooe" Into a stv'l. L2-hoaw W~uwI V mmi of lows
sinftw tamks a d ±irg pe *am Fllovin~ the tint owe or thzs dqs
of a"Itiona1 trining 0an "looted asimo phases ins givu~ all Oven.

The annlyais of resul'ts foonnod attention om ind~vi&sl and crew perfomi-
ance a". the end of training# 121 the zkil ratention. test missiong and InW
folloing retraining trials, a reprsented by 22 selected flight euntzrol

pammtemdistributed over nine mission pbase By the use of novl amltIa
tehnqusth. levls of pewforuance obsred yorepmmtd as ra1Iabilitims;

or probabilities of mmeues in meeting hypothetical orlteria for the pmto
Also, for greater senitivity to chmp in capability, test and ratrmin*r
parforus vmr altenatively repressated as probabilities of suoces In
metln the lvel of perforac estimted achiemble IW each Individul i n 9~%
of his parfoxranoa at the end of traininS.

On meeful evaluation aa to possible blame the obtained probabilities
ane tame to indicate (1) that lack of direct prectice of critical taske ovw
8 wtor am In long duraton vpaoe missions will result in unmooeptable
skill daterioratioa unlems suitable asea"cuhindigadop -
tionsa pla r; and (2) that aeospa reseach pilots axe capable of perforg.-
ing the typo of mission used In thi mtnuyg providing emtraae care in givui to
their training and their in&Uvihlal perfonsam reliability in demonstratoa.

E&for further esa on skill retention ane indicated and the ad a
of the novl analytio, msthodolojy used ere statede
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MTMO!J OF SIKCU LU LANIfl MISSION SKMIL
A TWT OF PILOT

8EMIO I

L YMOIUCTIO11

The requirement to perform specific duties and tasks after extended
periods &ring whioh they axe not performed is a familiar experience in bot,
military operations and everyday living-end, incomplete recall under these
circumstances is a familiar sequel. However, the need for long retention of
critical knowledges and skills has seldom been so dramatically wphasized, or
become such a matter of importance, as it has in relation to planning for
extended space operations. For, it seems evident that in the space context
there will be in the foreseeable future oircumstanoes in Uhich there is limited
or no opportunity to engage in practice operations for training. Frthermore,
there is a significant difference between routine activities and space opera-
tions that gives additional reason for interest in retention.

In everyday living and in routine military operations, there is often a
considerable tolerance for error so that the quality of performance may vary
widely and still be counted acceptable, But, in current apace systems (as in
the newest high performance weapon systems), the initial and operating invest-
ments are so large, the criticality of the missions so great, and the risks of
failure so numerous and severe as to seriously call into question traditional
tolerances for human error. In this context, then, of more stringent human
performance requirements in increasingly lengthy missions, perhaps not inher-
ently affording opportunities for practice of critical tasks, it is important
to aek, Wou- d operator perfomance be sufficiently degr-ded th=ugh tho procza,
of normal forgetting as to require some kind of special remedial attention?

Of course, what one is really interested in, is the more specific ques-
tion, Would the forgetting of critical skills on the part of 1 (or these)
particular operator(s) in L particular system performing M e particular
mission so adversely affect the probability of mission success as to warrant
special attention in design? The question itself clearly implies that certain
kinds of information must be available if an accurate answer is to be given*
First, it is necessary to know what the relationship is between mission tasks
performed by the operator and the probbility of mission success. Those tasks
which are most relevant to mission suocoess and which carry stringent performance
requirements are naturally of primary interest. Second, it is necessary to
know the nature of these critical tasks in sufficient detail so that accurate
estimates about their retention can be derived. Se kinds of -seks are more
quickly forgotten than others. Finally, it is necessary to know the capabil-
ities of the operators-how well they can acquire and retain such skills. Even
very competent test pilots differ in their skills at the various kinds of
activities whioh must be performed on a given mission and in overall oapability.
Furthermore, the competent individual seldom is capable of performing all

aspects of a mission equally well.
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I bUi Akind of Ina~ =- b e ezmsmh to Us
iumtiam o tdall ovintIm tmIt, Is ;72Tm to~ Aa, am opao 4U LU
acqisitim~ em4 mtemtln ba ob%&* tmmlst*PU mt**t

ticmt and m= to tks m1 on amill asn delr ft D to ti
reama tws; Lu theacm niim This, of oowmq Is ruled amt s luprao-

timi.l what, then, a= the vaitamuws to =a, 4m opomaiomz toot4

rvaistic, apeoatIon for twt denignp WAtznigprma(? bti h
aw-diTfomatim an pilot m I1 retw,161m they ngtbe udIn either' of

=espcilr adfldflight veWAisao so that at letthe poixfor of

am aecito isadantgesin the uso of eithswr tecbzIqus 18 that the mmo
oct.ut mat toe ffeative wrie with them. TMe sop as
3a21m0?orm inovde ls the fall rong of misseio tams p?0p117 Intoi"-
100.4~ obn nd memed In tiss with thoaw tutse of spca ntrs nd a
inisicas of full &imation. ,wmv it doss so at the zm of ermls
In tvAs ==s and, mo icrml, realistio baz&uds of the sotual apeatixia.
On ths other? hmAn ffpeci traInIn vehicles ymti$ fall for abort of pro~fid
Ing the folI magne of tasks ormia n cVrUyrelated In a realistic
famhion in Missions of aa2vthirm now mlistic & tm.Aw v h
flight risks ame not cmably gmet. Tbun, the Lutepoaonf&Wtt

realtsobtine tythm mu mat ampmte oma for the lack of realium.

Thare ane still otbar diffioultioa ismv" In 6amfiin Wbit±CoI Uvof*

for docidizg about the alt±U1 rztention p7.flo It this in to be dmis vMeryooIy

-'2-. 4A....444ftA wmA A#.Aat 1w

boon idastifieo As a result, it in Imaible to obtain the relatively precise
informatou moed on the proper p erma pfoxming relqamt tacks or to
interpret the azwt signiflomwe or =V skill lomma d-wn 1A Gml
dm=w theref oo u=ywekradls offa for .ioii.of :

In view ofsc ifclie naebiSgumffiont nomtaPm
direct tests for owly deaonim It= then be cuppomed. that the problom can
be coveniently handled ath miofprovious exeietlst so kl
rotantion. ftah wobre ane of =Qrisnts oandta~tedsic190o
this topic (FAiqor and ErW~, 1960), bat few uoeful principles for design han
beon or ovn be extracted fiva that racearch. The main resons are that minplo
tasks hardfly repz'osntative of opozutioml tasks have boon uzo4q tho cubaoctm
=aod in thse studion have not boon typical of individnole vioilibe callod

upon to perform space mizzsin, and the validity of sWatudies is doubtful
beoou* of unsolvod mthodological probloes in onuciting themn. 'Umvs froM
this avedlable Iifozmt ion it uc' be ocacludad maey that cam ftowomt =W
ocu as a function of (1) the =amr of the task, (2) the dogroe of mki3I
acquirod., (3) the rortention Interva, and (4) tho obaracteristica of tho por-
forcar. Little else sa bo wscrtod.



Ut&atM to as±n battor Wet (M tUS Wg~itzft Of ths akun reeium Proesi
in gpmc opmrtiems, An wach., it wW be placed on the zi1441.dvmbn
bat==e tba lest gaot w $i@Jut ObIMM0. fvtr S definite effort Vw zad
to re rep wfttivo data by hwMtwAP*=4 M M teO
thmae v&O wSil1 perfam Wmac gissicog, perfora twks Lihe thawe to be ewountwed
in qy .D m of this the nmtz ane =0 eppct limab.e then coet
mvailable data in the literature an the tqo. On the other baa4 bc= no
ra qst= was Imlved in tbe test, =0 fa=ion Ca task critlitY WAs
lacking and absolute ejnfcenc for sisslon wmsantb awnD
fthsfore, tl* results wst be omidesd relative to 'the linitati~is of this
sli~laticn wsed and tse prior ski I I I le aftaied tT tUs test uam, kd
may not be aa aaricus a dnmwk aw nIW be =W & RoletIvo ztwI

,wy be awre useft myo l there in no asa rz thet Waecfic tws
task mritiftlities, opwratirgwrimena eA and il levels Vill TM parallel

IXore specificaly, -the intet of the stuy =a to obtain a bettor otiwxte
thanz was otharwis availa of the dqGof akill 1o0= in *YPIcal spac vehicle
operatics which miy be expected over periods up to 3 ucuths daretli. 70wthis
puxpose & rglAtively omplete gicuiated ffpec mission wes uzed, w perfomed b7
speociaI1 triaerospace raseac pilots*

Prelftionl7 reports of the study (oudacted In two phas) hMv be=~
preps~L j . - adaky, 3. L. Madw et&I (1964) wd b7 M A. Grodaky,
D. Roberts and J. Kmftr (196&a)p vkr, 4j~tly responible for its execu-
tion. Hoirvmr, a different, more Intmwnive ealyuis of the data than Is p--
sented in thoe. reporto OMd advw e IW MY~ Of PlOvidirg for a MOTO

prci ston o -wmt ad iinl iteproetaw . Also, as a ooci-
vanienog to users of the infoaaation, a uizglb drzsC-dticn of the stu~y seened
desirable, Accordjvingy, this report in intended as a relatively COMpletO
&d13oription of the atu with ampbauis upon analytic results =nd their inglicov-
tions. BSew details on tasbs, iwjtrnct&;tiw#~ nd tezt p oas hav boen
omitted and for those the reader my~ "fer to the prelininary reports and the
closely related report by Grodn~y, at al (1966b).
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I brief, the toot requized the perormnos of a simulated lunar laridfr
sission arid, additionally, eected taalm frog that mission IV four eua
pilot crmw that had been trained various periods of tize earlier in the mission
tasks. The simulated toot mission vw performed In cmpnesed time so that
intervals requiring no critical mission activities were greatly shortened.
Also, each~ ae mber pezrormed as crew o mder in ea&h min pbw* so that

mamm vare obtained for each idividwl of each crew. 1Wutiple measures
of performance were obtainad for each phase (with a few ezeeptions) anid tba
several Idnds of task pr-tors involved and related to tUs previously obsorved
perfoxmme Li this moction the details of the test concornixW the test per-
sonnl anid their provioun training, the test performance %qientst the
Instrumntation, anid the procedures used for testiog and data analysis are
briefly prezented.

The test personnel ooneieted of 12 aroupace reseoxch piloto who were
all graduates of the Aeroepace Research Pilots School at Edvwrda Air Force Bus.
At the time of test 10 had the rank of Captain anid two were U. S. Favy Lieuten-
ants& ThW were currently ass pd to azeleta or iretzrotional flyin
positions with the Air Pbro, and have bachelors dma in either engineering,
pbysical science or military science. Their background includes considerabla
M4ite.W. =d fl413-n operince, apely in f4ghter airoraftt a4 shown by the
listing in table 1.

Before testing, the 12 pilots had participated, as crews of three, in
oxiftsive taining in the simulated ision. This tvaining wYs accomplishedI as a necessary part of the Rational Aeronautics and Spame Administraticn. study
of hucm reliability described in the report by Orodsly, et al (1966b). TWO
of the crows had trained consecutively in the late spring anid summer of 1964
and the other two had trained concecutively in the su~er and fall of 1965o
This circumstance adto it pogsible to obtain a natura variation in retention
interna 1W the simple expedlient of coscutively testing each pair of coen
later. Thus, the firist two crew returned at such atimean to povide retention

t ~~intervalsof 4 ad9 vaks and the scondtvo ownaroturnod at tch atimeoas
to provide retention interma approximating 8 and 13 vooks. Accordingly, the
crmw are rooferred to, for onvenience, an 0-4,9, 0-" andA 0-13. Similarly,
Individual pilots (P) of the c.-Amu a"e dooignted by a number (i, 2, or 3)
indicating the order in which they performod in test. Mhust P-91 in the first
pilot tested in the 9 'ek craw ad he vas followed by P~9 n -3

I4



41 34 11 28W0 20 3m.00

42 32 10 2200 400 ow

43 30 10 1760 715 2475

91 34 12 3175 150 3325

92 35 13 1600 800 2400

93 33 10 272D 60 278D

81 29 9 290 100 3000

82 31 9 1620 0 1620

83 31 9 1600 0 1600

131 34 14 2190 1590 378D

132 27 %J 1135 315 14

133 33 10 4500 0 4500

Now 31.9 10.3 2350,0 360.8 2710.8
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"Ma simul&*ed miion fom Whih the cova had proviow2y raceIv -troin"
inM me a 7-&V lama 1andisW minion* The niclation began vith an ascent
(antos t rl Controlled to 100,000 feet) fto 4 100 M( Fw gorbit and oonr
tinued, h ths followIn suCCessio of =jor activities:

treslamar inser'tion
transposition of fliWb Softies

pomiicadaternisatians oandonz corrections
lunar Orbit insertion
lama landing

earth =ftry

aanaltitude of 25,000 fact. mnte pes appopriately an these mjor

vlassliaiated eargenoiese

Notof the simulated flxt 9An accomihed by the crew of thme from
withn aocad module*. r~br mnnnlydsgae oadr
navgatrpand engineer, but each member had his tur~n at performing each

imporkint activity. The mission plan warz so as to provide norually
on-duty periods of 2 houro, off-durty periods of 2 hour.,p and two 4-'heu sloop
periods every 24 to 26 hours. Sloop periods were gaes7precefdd aud followed
by off-duty periods. Exetics to thin scheduling occurrd in the lunar landing,
esplorst ion, and talwoff phases, uhich were aacmplished IV two of the tUme
o etebez'e from aboard a sprte excursion nodule For these phanss orew-

mema ee "- cOntimnes dt f= 8 'to 14 hurs, dependin fm poaition. Tme
reault wa that over the complete mission each crm ber sfpet ap rdte3I'
TO hours on-ftty, 50 hours off-&4t, and 50 hours sleeping.

=4ioi. EMUh ~t~tis The critical flight activities vhich had to
be accomplished for 8 succeseftl misaion are I riefly chawaterizad as follos

1. Tramalunar insertion. After about 2 hours in parkinS orbit a rensin-
Ing boost propulsion unit is relit to obtain the additional veIlocity I AV)
required to escape earth orbit and enter a trenslunr trajectory. This requires
interrogation of a guidiance computer for infor~ation (an vehicle attitudo, initioc-
tion tImo, and 4AV)q proper attitude control, and timely Initiation and cutoff
of propulsion in accordance with the iziformtion providO&

2. Transposition. Beginzdag with an initial configuration consist inS
of first ths ooIan codule ((It), than a service module (MI) OOSf1Iit
propulsion, then the lunar accursion module (L~,and a raining boont pro-
pulsion unit, a reIMt of modules in ocomplished. This requiros first
initiating an autonatic eparation soquonoor that cp~tes the EM frl= the
LI1, jettison. tho I=t adeptor,, and acooleratoa the MI-Mt combination forIad
and stops it. Than the pilot pitchas the WI-0Z 1800, flies it backwiard with
reference to amotor diplay, and dok it aainst the XCuppr ha+oh The

onaiming, boost propulsion unit is then jettioed

6
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3* Position determinations and midoouxse corxections. Position dtte'mina-
times and eny neoeseazy midourse corrections are mads at four times during both
the trmmlun andi the traserh ciae. phases. These invelva mkn optical
eightinga with a natioal ins'trtmnt to measure the angle between an earth
or moon is ltark and a sterp as veil as star aightings; to obtain data for the
guidance omptera Using the automatically calculated values, the inertial

meafarngunit in then aligned. On the basis of the corrected nvgtoa
inforsationg as analyzed by the compter, the pilot then mams the indicated
velocity inorements in the appropriate direction as to modify the trajectory
toward the desired path*

4. lamar orbit insertion. On the far side of the moon, at pericynthion,
retrothrust is wmaully applied to reduce the velocity appropriately to achimv
an 80 Ir( circular lunar orbit. The W~-W1 combination rmisin this orbit while
the lunar excursion. is carried out.

5. Lamar lending. The lunar lending sequence is ool~sod of several
distirguishable subsequences. Operated by two, creummers (iiile the third
remains in the CU)t the IM~ is first separated from the CH9 tx-enlatad clear of
it and stabilized in the saws circular orbit. INextq at 1040 centrl angle from
the landing site with the I= reoriented toward the oenter of the woon descnt
propulsion is fired at the proper time to achieve an elliptical orbit with a
perilunt 50,000 feet over the landing site without dbaein orbital period.
A ballistic descent trajectory is then followed with attitude being controlled
to permit redar trackinzg of the We( At thei proper time, ba IM s oarrisc out
by orienting the ISH and firing the landing eagine to provide a thnst vector-
te craw's line of eight boing 900 relative to both orientation and vector and
tovwd the lunar surfae Pitch and "1il adjuetmts arn used to control, alti-
tude and lateral disa at and thntmt levl is vmried to achiev raeo velocity
directly over the landing wit.* The vehicle in, then pitched up to normal attitude
and tbrmnt adjusted for a hovering -position at 1000-2000 feet. Pi&ly; thn-1st
is reduced to achieve an acceptably low rate of desont to the landing site with
translational corrections moa to avoid displacmet from the exact touchdown
site desired*

6. lunar ascent. Upon completion of e~loration and other datiea on the
ltnar surface, the IM crew prepares for aasnt by separatIng the landing angine,
abadnn it at the site, The ascent engine in fired with the vehicle oriented
for a vertical trajeitory, yaw being introduced durIng initial ascent to obtain

downrageiews. Pitch is then introdmced to achieve a desired ascent profile
to 50,000O feet and velocity is adjusted to achieve a Kobnsn trnsefer orbit with
apilume at the 4CH orbital altitude. The sequence in initiated at a time which
willrecult in the L=being aheadof the (2tin orbito Pitch and roll adjust-
vmts a"e used to control altitude and out-of-plano motions. irort, with the
engine off and the vohicle comating aroiund the soon gadually 92AWnn altitude,
the vehicle in oriented so that the CZU can be cquired and tracked by radur
and seen (at about 20 E2 separation) IW moas of flsigboa*=n. Rndezvcus
in then acomplished by using translational thrus% to adjust the orbital velocity
vector to match that of the CU, leas a cosing rng.e rate. This rate, is gradually
reftced for stabiliation In the sawe orbit with a, =313l sepaation distance.
Finally,, docking in accomplished by controlliw3 the LOI attitude and transla-
tion to obtain closing at a very low rate with the IM foroard hatch and the WU
forward hatch aligned Upon transfer of the lwam m enra team to the My1
the IM is left in lunar orbit.
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Twmitorbit Uaion. Sufficient veUM locity Is
dbt vd17fUP4thewrco=gn*tet p the Iw orbit mndenter a

tVM rtrtS* z7 Attitd stI4 ad t ely UAUitan cud Of

p1ihA irmw27 posio~n ae mta annamradw =o a-
timm are aQ~e

8. Bat antry. The earth entry spawis be~m bly jettlaig sM
and ortivting Uhs CH base forn. before the wt's atropo iU zwpoVi
entry into- - atmtosphere tUs tris attitude of the vehicle yviua osu
lift-des ratio of 0.5, Wol ontrol is used as the solo w of atrfllaw

the tje~t=-dM*ection in the direotion of ths lift vector bolms obaie
in this war, At 25,OO feet ths Mt shield in jettsw end. a dwnchute
daployt end at 15,000 feet the wain chute is dsplao4

It is evdtthat tto aritical mission activities involved avait
of tasks. Th~ Wbe eowintly atasorised as fll~ht cotrol, nvitir
and information hsnsfin (i'.., ofmqornvgurl ew I~

ormtol ad sitchng are a involv in all of the mAjor activitis, ht
the nrgtiwnal task is 4qiw only An the process of w&Mposition

detwiorw, In this alwatong the flight ontrol mea alwast strictl
,ml In that antomtic contral mwlimited to an attitu 1-ol function

relatve to fired iner-tial ag"or to local vertical in orbit, ahp in the
attitude of either vehicle, initiatio n d cutoff of the ame end tm1st-
tory control wsre all trader direct pilot omrol Of ,o~e meas7fih
infrmt ion =a avalable th;happroriate displqs and tms interzaaion
of the simulated flight ape. w itate ousatied bg the omfor their
om use, were available to and used bthem

In addition to the mjor activities just dnocribe4j
the crwWsrelistically reuie to carr out other Atorm approriate to
ths simlated sist.on and study purpoes. ,duau~ of courvs, to the main
activities they hActi praatory chek to rim. Also, periodicoally =I-
ftmct ions wmeintro 4 for which argenoy prooedures were required. ISO-
mtric exeises tieh had a praaiaad erlter we~ poet - pa-eodially3
Only fre a-dried food was rvie and each item each sea us rated. Dio-

mcl r~a a of blood presure, oral teprture, and puls ate wa
reuarly tam IV the individual armbea. face. and urine smles were
pwkmpdfor later analysis. While on the lux= suface the creow identified
rookasmlea, photograpo a siulated wirface displag anid described it orally

and in writing. ,owm sat activities as these ane not of direct relevac
to the test of skill reet ian presently being doscribed, beyozt ev to
f--arr oamterite the sliodated smion for ihich the tout 1aeow had
been traines&

p~jewgtzp~r~ Each of the test crow received 5 wesof sollied
tainuztl for the isicuasted sissics and then, in the 6th weprow h
siculated miss1= in real tine. Thus, for the purpose of the retention test,,i
they any be considered to have received six weeks of treininoj, the last w.Awbeing davotod to a oocilote performaco of the actual (almalated) a±siot.

Thring the 5 nksli of psudosaio trainfrgj, a semiastonised trainingf
plan =a follomod to achiev an orderly protjmnsicn of skil acquisition. In
emerel, the crews worked an S-hour d&y, 5 dys a suck in the simulator, plus [



about 2 hour Ser day, 6 &Wes a week at pbyoical conditioning. The first 3 to
5dap5 were deod to lecture (cono.nng the mission, the vehicle syntems,

and. the displWay nd cotrols), to atu4V of missionl and system Writton mateialeg
and o crw dm~antor rftmet of their cheodists* A medical mi&

tion mas given and physical conditioning was started at that time.

Following the iuitial period,* each o ameber uaa introhiood to and allowed
to pxactice iufvi~1uuly each main ;ission task, in turn. The instructor first
dwmtrated the task and then Gosrved and critiqued as necessazy the crew-
uember'&, initial porformances of it. Rotdistio mission oommnioation prooedures
me"e used &urin the periodo

In the next portion of the training sequenoev orwebers practiced as
whole se cua of tasks, the main activities involved in the mission (e.G., the
lunr landimg sequences). Special practice on particular tasks was inyterapersed
as either convenient or needed.

Finally, daring the last 5 to 7 days, as this training continuedo prepae-
times for the mission in the form of briefings on oheokijeta, food, and geology
were condacted and physical status assessed. In the last two dAys of their pre-
mission period, 0 -4 and 0-9 performed the mission im fast time, with the coast
phases eliminated, aa a whole crew. This permit bed some adaptation to the living

aragments and miscellaneous mission requirements as well as further direct
practice of mission tasks. 0-8 and 0-13 performed this fast-time mission several
days earlier in their training sequence.

Ths simulated mission vas then performed in real time over a 169-hour
period, as already described.

In general, both pairs of crew received the same type of training. How-
evr, the arem trained later (0-8 and 0-13) did receive substantially more actual
praotioo in the various mission phases than did the earlier crews. This was
largely the natural onseuenca of continuing experienoe in uaing the simulator
and improvement in operating routines

In the tent of skill retention the crews were not,, however, required to
perform the full 7-d&V simulated missioz. Instead, in the interest of minimiz-
ing coats uiile still providing an adacpate teat, they were required to perform
the mission in fast time-that is, with the long translunar and transearth coact
Periods and the position daterminations and midcourse corrections normally per-
formed in then eliminated, In addition, the systems and log ohecks normally

parformd4 as well as the transearth insertion phase itselff also were not
required. Since the interest wms in primary mission activities, the other actiw-
ities originally included also were omitted. These omissions made it possible
to complete the fast time simulated test mission within about 13 hours of a
single worklay, ikile still allowing as before, each orenmember to perform each
major activity. Ia this w=y,, conaiderable test performance data were gathered
with winimlI simulator operating time and cost. The planned test mission sched-

tiles are reroduced in abbreviated forn in tables II and III to illustrete theI tecting sequence. From these it may be noted that except tor tranwiosit",on
by 0-4 and 0-9 pilots within crows performed the test in an invariant order,



%S

phs Tins (m ) pilot ?rev.
Briefing 0800 - Pilots# Ofi oe -

Pilot Insertion and Prelmoh omck 0830 1 2 3

ftrth Am t l 0930 1 2 3

Trwaluna Insertm 0950 2 3 1

Ti~msluna Thation 1010 3 1 2
Trunapition 1030 3 1 2

anspoitic 1050 1 2 3

Tjwsgosition 1120 2 3 1
IM Statu Cbeok 1145 1 (3*)

Ia=e Orbit ThxAian 1230 1 2 3

Ismar Obit Tmen ta 1310 3 1 2

I.mmu Iimd~m and Aeoat -
Mocktn with M 1330 3 (1*) (21)

Lamn landing and k8ont -
Vookwg Vfh at 153o0 )

Dooking with at 1730 2 (3* )  (1*)

Barth Entry 1930 1 2 3

Brth Etry 2000 2 3 1

2100 - Piloto' office -

i io In IaN= z raii UIo~
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I

TAM Inl

&S!teouo for 0-8 cm4 0-13 Test Ulisi

Briefing 0730 -Pilots' Office -

Ehrth AXCont 0800 1 2 3

Tz'anw1tar insertion ~ 0915 12 3

Trannspoition 0935 1 2 3

LM Sts hook 0955 1* 3

Lunar 0rbit Ineertion 1035 1 2 3

Luna Lnding 1055 I* 3*

mwAsmntl Radm m' lbokbng 1155 1 3

Earth Hnt17 1255 1 2 3

Translwnar Insertion 1340 2 3 1

Transposition 1400 2 3 1

I=a=' Orbit Insertion 1420 2 3 1

Wmi r Iazding 1440 2 1 1

Iar Asoont, Sandvow, Dooking 1540 2* 1

Ewrth Entry 1640 2 3 1

Tmanslunar Insrtion 1725 3 1 2

Transpo ition 1745 3 1 2

Lumar Orbit Insertion 1805 3 1 2

Iar LandiAg 1825 3* 2

Lunar Aeot, Rendmvausq Dwodzg 1925 3 * 2

Completion / Dbriefing 2115 - PilotW' Offioe -

Positioned in Iun= 1 rsi~n Modulo

11
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But, those of 0-4 and 0-9 all perfoamd .4 given mission m wtbarfore going I
on to the nwcr. we~mnt9 wheras those of 0-8 and 0-13 parforned the =ntire
mianion in aequaa before tahanging position. Actually,, because of their
affective and expeditious porformarwo, the crew comipleted their missions
swimtat earlie than Is shmmn,

On the 4W (or cays) following that in Yhich the fast-im test mission

mepefnrmd each craw mes than further required to perform, ropotedly,
selected prlmzy mission activities of Wpecal interest. An in the test mission,

sahormmer frwdon omo h pes o tht dtwre obandkt
all ths partiianrtse The pwu'poze of these trials mas to obtain a basis for

at the end of original trining (partioularly those hawing 3 days of additional
trials.

Fortimof ho re=, rceiingI dq o ramts trala th prmn
miso twose oelted res rc i ion I M of n rp ad r, tLe priasr

*asearth insertion, and earth entry. For the other tvo ormgs raceiving 3
days of repeated trias, the lunar orbit inertion wa substituted for the tres-,
earth inertion and the I=1 earation and doorbit y wasm additionally raquired.
The ntrber of trials given accordingly area shomn in table IVp for the two pairs
of crows, respectively. Because of their speedy perforn 1 noaq the crews were able
to perform more trials than had been planned originally.

Lunar I'al Orbi ift rtion (WI) 12

Serapstion (Tnd 2tobt S~ 12(6foP4)

Docking (d o 6 81 (28 for P-131;P42,P~3
24 forp for32 P43133)

Earth Yhtry W ~ 5 12

Exost fr P- i0 performed only 8 S~O, 12 Bat and 8 M phases

12
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The facilities and equipment usd in this test were those used in the
previously mentioned contract research an human raliabiliby, in %hich the tra~in-
ing and real tim sission wer peromed. Tho major components employed vare
a simulated omd. module with associated outside displays; a simulated lunar
excursion modile crewr corment with associated outside diapleje; extensive
analog computing and recording equipment, a simulation control room with panels
and consoles for monitoring displays, making Inputs to them and recording system
outputs; and supporting office and mainteace areas. A main simulation area
(about 1500 eq. ft.) contained the two vehicle simulations, the control room
vae adjoining, and most of the analog onputing equipment ms in a separate
buil dinig over 1000 feet away.hangaae

ggM~dJQAWAThe simulated CH we a truncated 60 0 cone of aluminmm

sound-damped cradle, A hatch in the base (or rear) was normally used for entry
and a hatch in the small end allowed crew transfer to the LM9 vho attached to
the CK. Figure I depicts the vehicle as seen from the right rear and shows the
normal entry batch with naiainleupetnearby. The front cL' the vehirle
may be seen in the background of figure 2.

Figure E ight-Rear View of Comand Nodule

13
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The interior space ww arranged by mme of sitable part-floors wd
fixtures into several areas, The duty area vw located in the upper forwxd
portion. It oonsiated of a main control panel stretching completely across
the vehicle, amall side panels, and three sasts mounted sideft-y-sida facing
the panel. The middle met could be moved forward or b or removed
completely for use in the off-dut' area. The seats were allocated to the
com~mnder, navigator$ and eineer -n left to right placement. In the upper
rear portion was a sanitation area for waste disposal at the left and a food
and water awe at the right. In the lover portion were a sleeping area to the
left (containing a mattress, privacy curtains, and separate lights) and an off-
duty area to the right of a central bay. A navigator's station was just inside
the entrance hatch in the rear bulkhead. Three TV cameras provided separate
monitor views of the three crewmember stations. There were live microphones
in both the duty and off-duty areas as well as individual headsets. Main rocket
engine noise was simulated through a separate speaker above the duty area. The
interior of the vehicle was lighted and air conditioned by integral units.

At the pilot's station (figure 3), in addition to appropriate function
switches and status indicators, were the main instnments and controls for
controlling the vehicle. A sidestiok for translation vas located on the left
ai mrost and another for attitude control was located on the right armrest.
Deflection of the translation control resulted in proportional translatory
accelerations. Motions in X- and Y-dimensions produced compatible forwrd or
sideward accelerations, respectively, and clockwise twisting resulted in doim-
ward accelerations. Dfleotion of the attitude control produced proportional
angular velocities in the same directions as a conventional aircraft stick and
the additional tit.t motion produced yaw in the direction of twist. A 3-axis
ball indicator with pitch and yaw error needles provided primary attitude informa-
tion, A digital indicator vas provided for setting in desired velocity incre-
ments, as in orbital insertions and corrections. This would pulse down to zero
as the thrust was introduced, at hich time the pilot aas to aut off the engine,
For transposition a 3-needle display indicated the information on CH positionrelative to the LM4 necessary for the pilot to translate back to it, by orn-

pensating for the indicated errors. for reentry, a 2-needle roll meter indicated
the roll pr--gam aund actual roll supe.-position of the tWo neaedles e-ing the
continuously desired status. Actually, since this status was virtually impos- AjK sible to achieve, deliberate uncommanded roll corrections wore required.

At the navigator's station (figure 4) vare mounted a single line of
sight scanning telescope, a dual line of sight sextant, a small 2-axis stick
(for proportional control over shaft and trunnion angular rates of the tele-
scope and one sextant line of sight relative to the other sextant line of
sight), a small 3-axis stick for "bang-bong" control of attitude drift, and
associated switches. Outside the module, oporated in conjunction with the
navigator's equipment was a gimbal-moAmtod asa=mI-I of a starophere and slide
projectors. ith these, a starfield (1100 visible) and one of up to six
different earth or moon views were presented on a 7-1/2-foot spherical screen
as a .1isplay for navigational fixes and guidance system alignments in oislumar
space. The navigator's attitude dr!. t control moved the entire soene in yaw,
pitch or roll at very slow rates through the gimbal drive mcohanisms.

14
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Figure 4. Wavigatort s Station

The entire CM simulation was programmed on one Pace 231R Computer using
several eoonomization techniques. Because of the communalities in equations
for orbital insertionsg midcourso coroz -tie transposition and earth entry,
it was possible to program the rotational equations and change of velocity
calculation once for all these phases. With this arrangement and additional
programmed oalculations, as required (for earth entry, in particular), the
change from one phase to another was accomplished merely by ohaging certain
potgntiometer settings (e.g., mass, mass flow rate, thrust, oment of inertia,
control gain). No more than 12 changes were required in any circumstance.
Earth ascent and position determination required unique programs, but relatively
little computational equipment by comparison. Then, additionally, to obtain
desired informat ion ma pilot performance from flight parameters and manipula-
tions of them, the program was separated into two patch panels. One contained
all phases to earth entry and the other contained only the earth entry phase.
These were arranged in ouch a w7 that different potentiometers were used, thus
enabling a switch from ona to the other without changes in potentiometer settings.
Appropriate checkout and calibration techniques wre used following changeover
from one phase to another to insure a oorreot simulation. The computer controls
were wired so that appropriate portions of the program automatically became active
whenever the pilot selected a given control condition, and terminal values at the
completion of the task were automatically hold for readout.
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oftw r woa fain foiwnrd in semierect potr.The seats consistod
ofharnesses attachad to vertical cradles of tubing. A forward hatch permitted

aooeva from end rotua to the CU( uhen the IM( vw attache. The ompartmet =a
swported at the center of gravity by a 3-aris hydraulically driven gimbal
sfystem that pantted attitude chanpes of± :k 0 in Pitch and roll andk* 1800 in
yaw in response to computer signals. (Atually, pitch and roll woe used only
in dooking to the limits of * 150.) The gimbal system =a aupported by a steel
stand of each height that the hinge-point wae 8-1/2 feet above floor level. The
front or hath and of the LML cr=w omtn my be soen In the middleground
of figure 2, uhioh shows the cmpartment just ahead of the simulated Mit which
is at the rear.

At the pilot's station the prl=7r controls provided for flight control
were an attitude stick, a translation stick, and a main engine throttle. The
attitude stick =a floor-vounted. Deflection of it in a given direction produced
proportional angular rates in pitch, roll, and yaw, Reraddeflection resulted
in pitch-up, movement to the right producd yaw in the saedireation, and
ounterolookwiso twisting produced right roll. To operate the stick it was

noeeary to depress a trigger which, then releaaed,9 returned the system to an
automatic attitude hold condition. The trenslat ion control mas a T-stiok projoec--
ing horizontally from the instrument panelo In one mode used for doorbit,
rendezvous, and docking, deflections produced proportional translatory accelezar-
tions, In the other mode, used for hovering, deflection produced proportional
translatory rates. Up=4z-downuardl, right-left, and foro~vrr motions
whiah it permitted all resulted in translations in the corresponding directions.
A trigger on the translation stick oupled the throttle to it and looled the
simulated vehicle in a hover wile still enabling tranlationz.-

Thin-n -y -9ply included a AV counter, a ombined --ss~eAd
oross vorte mter, a combined attitude and attitudo rate motor, a rage
mter, a range rate mter, and a MT diaplay of dnnmoand crosarazgo, dia-
placet thr omteadin sle. n a ina te iaed C.to engineloat the o
plct ent fo h adn ie si the soptdVIOo a&glMtr iad the toi addvlt theoej time and out off the engine when the indicated value reached zero. The range
and range rate mters were interpreted with the aid of a table attached to the
Panel which showed the schedales of range rate with range for various throttle
settings producing a vehicle stop at the landing site. The attitude control
display was a large meter indicating attitude by position of a long horizontal
needle and attitude =ate by position of a short vertiole needle-the optimum
continued intersect of the two for various braking attitudes being shoun by
appropriate curves. Similarly, an ascent profile on the sa= mtor guided the
powered ascent. In addition to the CRT display of doazeand orosarange
displacement, a dornerate needle was also included on the- oroeorange meter
to facilitate the hovering and landing tiaks.

A spherical screen, tvo projector asemblies, and a translator Vore used
to provide realistic outside views in the various phaeso of the lunar orcurs ion.
Soparate triangular windowa in the crew compaxtsont alloxod each orovmecber a
viewfield *90~ in azimuth and 18 to -900 in elevation. The appropriate riom
wore simulated by projoctions on a 24-foot diameter screen. A star-horizon
projector mounted on a 3-aria gimbal systci on the coiling of the simulator room
and driven IV computer signals drwe realistic indicatiorm of pitch, roll, yaw

18
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oentral angle and tatituda. TMe atarepbere of 18-inch d~smwtor inoludvd the
2300 brightest stars. A smll inadsoont lamp and suitable mke &uaS;*
outside it gave the illusion of the moon and eeisth and moon horiscn. F=r
?0fld850us, a separate project7or mo2-mtod on a 2-awds gimbal supot and oriented
by computer sIgmal. derived frm thovAu Tvpramptng the orbits of the vehicles
(LM and (A) gave a realiatic view of the M outlined 1W lite flaahing m
which became a steady o&.Ii! inareing in @;zo with inehvma.Wn
cidentally, as range ap~proacod. 12 feet, through nonaparent 3/32-1n&h perfor-
tions (spaced 1/2-inch) in iho soreen, the crew viewd an illuminated trwwnstor
consisting of a lightweight shall of the sam Wn as Uhe CL Then, for dcclv-
irgt the screen mee rapidly aaparated along a vertical enterline and the two
halvos rotated baokard and to the side IV pneumatio pistons and hydreulioeastua-
tore. With the 10o4 artment giabals paeittin& pitch, roll, and yaw motions
and the translator mounting permittizg vertical and lateral travels up to k 5
feet and fore-aft travel up to 12 feet, physical docking =an then aoomplieo
Translations, Vy mewns of direct rnt eleatric motor servosystems an4d cable
drives, were signaled IT the computer on the basis of pilot deflectionsa of the
LM translation stiak. The M~ me asmmd stabilized in relative position. The
uimulated LLM osa tm the screen (partly open), &a the translator (ME) my
be seon in the center to reargroamd of figure 5- Zust the sidevall. of the
simulated (Ci show in the foreground of this view.

The M~ simulat ion required the use of two Pace 2311R Computers ad cmn-
siderable associated switohing and relay circuitry. Becamse of dllailerities
in parameter ranges, cmend imputs, etc., the mission ma divided into e series
of indivi&ZS1 probLems or phases Also, because of the reture of the operation,

£tio axes of references are required: an orbital, with translating origin and
nonrotating axis for deorbit and randezvousp and saborbit&l, with nontranslating
origin for braking,, adn and ascent. The equations of not ion were pror=d.
only once and stepper smitches were useCL to go from one phase to the next* &wept
for the inclusion of attitude hold circuitry and rotation of the roll axis to
900, the rotational equations vore perfonsd. in the conlventional my~. In pro-
gramming the transla.tion equations, because of the display range reur ,ne
careful attention mse given to the problem of scale changs. Thoe were acoom-
plished bcy switching the displacements at the resoaling point of the Man.0 619~-
play and by alternately using parallel integrators and vtorivS tbo variable
values at a acab, factor 10 times higher than the one being used.. The long
coaating descent and aitcent phason wer" funotion eted rather then ooqtrptedo
As with the CK simulation, the computer controls vers wired so that terminal
values at the completict of the phases wore automtically held for raadout.

Siula in Cntol nd eordi~.The entire sisulat ion wee monitored
and coordinated from an adaen ontrol room, a view of which Is shown in
tigure 6. Inoludod. wer a oommiator' a console, a flight, diroctorts 5 onsole,
systems operation omilos, and data recording equipment. An interom Syston
connected the control room with the simulated vehiclas and computer parsomiel.
It provided for monitoring of all oQCMication IV control and cputer Person-
nel, tape reording of all vehile-control room ca oitional do'i'n issions,
and separate cc~micat ions with the obaervar-*psrator in the =mai imlation

room. Vehicle-control. aomiations could be delaysd an a fmoton of rAPg.
Adimrt telephone line =ae available betwocn, the flight director and. computer

personnel. Thoe oomniioator had, available the nace==7z camniost ion equipwmt,
oatorsp and a TV monitor (switohable to &xy of the three CC crow posit ion
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monitors or a eweors viswing the LV docking. The flight director bad avail-
able a bizilar TV monitor; daplioates of most CU and LM~ flight instzumonts;
duplicates of all OR and IN -marning and caution indicators; indicators omi

the mission timer and outside projection dirplays. 2Nmerons system operations

fall monitorship of the flight crew's operation and approp~ate responses to
it as well as the introduction of malfunction indications.

Within the control room, three 100-channel Brush binary recorders uore
onnected to either the simulated CH1 or LM( compartment to record naming
inrformat ion on swituh positions and status indicator lights. A fourth as
connected to the CK iinfliaht test system. Nonflight system motor rvadings,
motions of the navigation optics, and forces exortad during the isometric
exercises were recorded with three 50-channel Cansolidated Mieotrodynamios
oscillographs. In the computer laboratory, flight measures were recorded on
five Mark 200 8-chamno- rectilinear, recorders and two I'- z 17-inch X-! plotters

and digital printouts made of relevanrt terminal oonditlons on the compters.
LIMI-tation n In view of the emphasis upon assessing

task skill, as such, tas simulation mes oonsidefed to be veasonably afequate
for the purposo of this study. This may be evident from the brief description
just given of the Inetrumentation, although the reader mywish to check or,
el'ain details in the report by Orodsky, Xmaur, et al196)or others to

which that report makes referaes. However, certain rather obvious deviations
from a fullp high-fidelity simulation should be noted for the record,

Firet, ames and conditions deriving from motion were simulated Ina
limited way. Although attitude and translatory motions could be asde up to

tio o asen an renty cceertios nd ibatinsor of impacrt a on land-
liesporllt rea t %wrnet eitdsgiiatfo the real6b l odne

and wittio wa no reuire no wa th us ofpersonalprtciequ-

madewit reerece oley toinsrumntsrater hanwith at least part use
of a ou-th-vidowview Siulaionof heout-the-window ve ecniee

member raot ivat ions and emtoa epne rioulaxly anxiety) were some-
what disI'ferent than may be expeoted on a rea mission.

Just uhat tffect teedepartures frm eim may have had on the out-

come of the study is difficult to guess. Ther* are reasomeble bases for arguing5
that ipeoifio .ask performnce may have bwsen solectivoly improved, or se4 .ectively
degraed., or vvvn unchang*4 b thod oiumtnoa and specifia owase ma~y be
made and supported ty prvcs tudiss of theae variablea. Bowever, it is
doubtful %hathei ovoelal performance on a real asinof this nature would
exceed %hat displayed iii tho teat. The prinoipal advantage accruing in the real
mission is osidarefl to boe resltiin moiato to perform well and without
failure. All the teat personnel gave evidece of ouch an intent. Gertainly,
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4 their rovponse to the aimulation was generally favorable-the principal excep-
tica being the ariticiam ty 0-4 and 0-9 of the unconvsntional fly-from arrange-

omt ihich cased confution in direction of' control motions, Consequently,, the

directional reponse of this indicator was reversed, so as to be conventional,
for 0-8andO0-13.

The detailo for arnent and conduct of retention teuting waro simple4
and straightforward. Having previously been contacted informally concerning
their avnilability mid warned of the probable requirement for their presence,
the test personnel were subsequently directed by message from Air Force Systems
Coz~and to be present for the specified period-3 days for 0-4 and 0-9, 5 days
for 0-8 and 0-13.

I Accordingly, and in keeping with informal word paswed to them, each crew
arrived at the test site for duty just after noon their first day. As scheduled
in the firkst phase the first crew to be tested (0--4) arrived on a Monday and
concluded teat duties Wednesday evesning; the second crew (0-9) arrived on the

same Wednesday and concluded test duties Friday evening. All testing in this
phase vas conducted during the 5 days of a single worikweeka As scheduled inthesemdphse te irt re t b tstd 0-3)arivd n onayan
completed work the following Friday and the second crew (0-8) arrived the
succeeding Monday and completed work the succeeding Friday* There was one
exception to this general arrangement in that P-81 of 0-8 was obliged, becauseP
of unforeseen other duties, to leave at noon Wednesday rather thsn, to complete
the workweek.

byUpon arrival at the test site for duty, each crew vas given a briefing
ments for, and manner of conducting the test. Folloving this, each crew was
allowed to choose how it would review the systems and tasks in the balance of
tim avial thtatrno.Veir zheoklists were available to them at that

and descriptions of aW change in the simulation (these were trivial), 0-4
spent about 1/2 hour, 0 -9 spent about 2 hours and 0-8 and 0-13 each spent about
1 hour reviewing their tasks and procedures. However, the crers more not per-
mitted to view the actual displays and controls or enter the simulators. This
completed the first day's test activities and crewmembers were then free to
pursue their own concerns until the following morning.

On the second day, each crew then per~ormed the simulated fast time
mision discussed earlier and outlined in tables II and III. Qn completion
eah w once again free of duties until the following day. On the third
datand the following two days for 0-8 and 0-13, each crew then repeatedly

prformed selected mission phases, as shon in table IV. On completion of
these at the end of the workday, they were given a very short briofing on

gnrloutcm of the tuencouraged to make any comments te hocon-

cerning the test and their test porformance, and then released to return'1 23



Thraughout the simulated miesion and mission pss performammais, appro-

meliatic oa==iioatioas prooefures twro used. Certain other Natin-Marietta
and Air F'orce personel, also ware p osant periodicallf, to monitor the ocrndiaot
of the test, but thay did not intert.ct with the pilots during actual test

PerformanceM Measures

Eavirg compressed the normal 7-day mission int a single workday by
omttngthe misoe±aeous acivtes norwall~jy req!-edadthe logws

phases, including the navigational tasks of those p1 waoe the measurable aspects
of perforaanoe were considerably reduced. Irevirtheles there were a number of
measures still obtainable, such as the various slystem paramters reflectirg upon

procd~in and folowin vaiousphass. T~wavr, n -the ts prodranc of
flight control, the associated switching requiroent-i andtepoeua woeks
pdntlan florin vnsiious flhss contrlp caaiit he ratest ofmtheseo

0-8 and 0;-13 on the days i2ollowing the test mission even the procedural and
switching act ivities were eliminated in order to obtain additional. data on the

constraining decisions mas to limit the primary utility of the data to the area
of flight control). ?rthermorop as doscribed tV Grodsky et al (1966a) and
Grodsky at al (19646b)t the data on switchizg and procedures do not show evidentI sensitivity to the retention variable. Alsot being of a frequency naturs and
subject to various ft-wtionations as to criticality, phase, position andi so
forth, it seem unlikely that valid inferences could be based upon the few ass
in each properly distinguished subset. On the conclusion, then, that -harse &%ta,
contribute little to the understanding of skill retention in this inst they
are not treated in this report, but they are summarized for the curioui. AarI in appendix 1.

With respect to flight control, of course, a large nmber of weaurabla
parameters were recorded, and scoe limitation as to vhioh would be omsideredLI was necessary to keep the analysis and interpretation tasks manageable. Thus,
having enjoyed the opportunity to oment concerning the various MSamn
possibilities before they were seleated, it sow-ad appropristo to uav in this I
analysis of retention appro~idmately the sawe measures agreed to by Martina-
Mauietta. and =AA for use in the closely related human reliability progmm
(Contract NAi-1187). This group of measures bad been carefully selected from
the mmVl possible with the intent of providing a sufficiency of inftbmation
for adequate reprosentat ion of the flight control performance and their general
significance can hardly be questioned, The use of essentially the wsAe makres
also allows for nore direct oroas-oceparison of fludings in the two studies and
of results obtained via different analytic methods. Accordingly, flight control
and operations were represented by tbA various measures, ws brief34 described
in the following pareagrephs. The associatod hypothtical eystam criterion for
each, arrived at in the same wmy and in view of early data, Is also included.

isanelmsr kmX~~ Orbit, mld Tremearh Insert in TX CL.~2
in these throe insertion phasos tho aspects of Performance consiftred most

critical a"e the velocity out-off and tLe adoquacy with 'which the pitch prog--m
is trocked. Any error in initial orientation of the vehicle (M~) would be
promptly nulled out as a pitoh error. engine-ignition may oocur within a time

span of 30 seconds vithout difficulty, and coasting attitude is not critical*
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Since a specific velocity was required at cutoff, as irdicat. d by a eounter
pulsing to zero, it was appropriate to simply record in feet per second the

deviation from tho required value. Similarly, since pitch control adequacy

was reflected in minimal deviation from an optimal program, the differential
was integrated over time to indicate overall accuracy. Hz~ljver, accuracy can
be reflected in two obvious way-as average or arithmetic mem deviation and
as a variation or standard deviation about that moan, Hence both the mean
pitch error (x) and the standard deviation of pitch error (s) were recorded.
In the analysis presented in the following these have been wombined on a trial-
by-trial basis to provide an estimate of the maximal error occurring 95% of the
time (95), assuming the error distribution normal. The actual relationship

used is

.95 0 R + 1.6449s

In this way pitch control accuracy was represented by" 
a single meamture. The

criteria selected were t 10 fps for velocity and a 0 for both pitch error
mean and standard deviation, or ± 0.26450 for the combined pitch error.

Tn_______i___(oT_ _ . Performance of the twansposition phase was considered
best reflected in the displacement and displacement irate of the two vehicles at
docking, the closing rate at impact of the two vehicles and the fuel zequired
for accomplishment of the phase. Initial separation and stabilization were
accomplished automatica)ly and a error in inversion to 1800 could easily be
corrected# Hence, displacement (in feet), displacement and impact istes
(in fps), and fuel (in slugs) were recorded. However, in the following analysis
displacement was omitted from consideration on the argument that if the phase

As accomplished at all, the amount of displacement wuld be acceptable. The
corresponding criteria selected were 1 fps for both rate measures and 10 slugsof fuel.

SepaRaticn and Deorbit S . Separation of the L4 from the CK and
subsequent deorbit in the LEK constitute the first main phase in the lunar
excursion sequence. The most critical aspects seem to be the proper orienta-
tion at the time of ignition and timely engine cutoff upon achieving the r-roper
change in velocity. Accordingly, the measures selected as of special interest

were velocity cutoff error (in fps), pitch angle error (in degrees) and yar

angle error (in degrees). The corresponding criteria were set at 2 fps and
± 20 and * 10, respectively.

Bakg and Rover (MH). After t1 ,a deorbit and subsequent coast descent

(in wnich no piloting is required) the braking and hover phase of the lunar

landing must be accomplished. This is naturally a critical phase and, at least
i n this simulation, a complex one havin a number of moasurmble aspects. As a
result, a variety of ucosures were selected for special attention. These in-

eluded the percentage of available fuel consumed (an efficiency measure)t the

displacement (in feet) from intended touchdovm site, the vertical translation
or impact rate (in fps), the lateral translation or disp]3aement rate (in fps),
the roll and pitch angles (in degrees) and the attitude ahange rates (in degrees

per second) in all axen at touchdown. However, in the following analysis several

of these moaures were omitted as lose important for close scrutiny and the

performance is represented simply by fuel consumption, displacement, and dis-

placement and impact rates. The corresponding criteria are 95%, 200 ft, and

10 fps for both rates.
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Tho omd aaen ohase ia relatively zvle. 2gn
ignition and capsule orientation to eant altitudo present no problenu Traak-
ing the alt itide profile ty vezying pitoh zte*l v" not paricularly diffiut

at 1,000 fps velocity, Thnwver, proper cutoff of the angine at the desired I
velocity is critical and, undar these circmatanos, apwifnly subjeat to error
resultinS from attention to othr aspacts of flight control. 7herefors, Telocit7
catoff ar (infs mastlnt ersn ofrme dqayi hse~

and he ritrio masatat 0 fs, Ils flloirgoow azentreqmired orIX
teeasy tewk of mitnngradar lock on Use CK.

jaftMMj&ML) Uponreaching an aMvroxi=U o tsiMcnbt~

altitude, rendesvous with it mse accomplished by acquiringa iilfxawit
beacon and atAbilizing in a coorbiting pooition relative to it tty operating the
M~ translation stick. This performance vas considered bat represented b h

ef'ficiency nwmeau of percentage of available ftel onsumd in the process, and
the criterion me again sat at 95%.

).Like the earlier transposition phase, the subcoquent dook-
ing or physical join-up of the LMI with the CK is reflected in the aritical
performance aspects of displaemn rvM displacemet rate and in impact rate.
These were duly considerod in the analysis described in the following, the
criteria being 1 ft, 0.5 fps, and 0.1 fpo, respectively. (Dispiamn Ma
retained in this came, partl because no independent measure of efficiency, as
fuel conmption, =a taken Additional masurs selected and recorded, but
not included in this anslysis, were yaw a, pitch angle errors (in degrees) and
rate errors (in degrees per second) in ali. axes,

The earth entry, as perfonmed in this oimulation, Wgin
imposed fairly complex requirements uhich were, in turn, reflected in a variety
of meamure. initially, proper orientation had to be assumed and this Was
represented by attitude axgle error (in degrees). Then for the first 210 secodsjtrackirg of a roll progrs of a n d a s riica Peeforimanoe Of t' 'a
vas again represented, like pitch tracking in the insertion phases, by the aver-
age and the standard deviation of erroz during the period, Next altitude and
altitude rate errors and later crossz~ge and orossrange rate errors vare conr-
t-o llad I-- appropriate deviations from the commanded roll programn. Performance
in these respects =a considered best represented by average and standard devia-
tion of error. 0ovemll accuracy of the entry was represented by the terminal
displacement from the landing site and efficiency rrsented by fuel consumed.
All of these measures wer" considered and recorded as of special interest; how- 0
"verg again as a matter of economy and conrvenience# a still more restricted set
=a moed in tho following analysis. Thus, the measures used in this analysis
are simply terminal displacement and altitude and orosww&Ie errors (all in
feet). Tho altitude and orossremgo measures used were again the estimation
tbased on the respective =ean and standard deviation of error) of the maximum
error occurring with 95% froquency, as for pitch error in the orbital insertions.
The criteria set were 50,000 feet displacement and 8,579.6 feet in both altitude
and orossrango error (based on a mean of 2,000 and a standard doviation of 4,000
foot). Fuel consumption =as not considered because, although quite possiblyI useful in differentiating amn different levels of acceptable performance, it
is of slight relevanoo to mission effectiveness in this phase.
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Even though the number of measures was severely limited in the fashion
described, there still remain 22 menasues, distributed over 9 mission phases,
to represent each pilot's flight control performance in the teot mission.
Thoe are presumed to effectively represent performance aspects which are both
oritical to mission success and sensitive to differences in performance within
and among individuals. These measures are summarizsed (with abbreviations)
and the associated criteria are given in table V.

prole t threwee oaanymasre o pilot performance raised significant

to lmitthemeaure ofperormnce(the dependent variable) to one or a few

varitio inperormnceandperformance differences may readily be attributable
to experimental manipulations in the variable under study,. But, as applied to
this circumstance, such a method would lead to, again, a total of 22 outcomes
for each individual and comparison of interest-certainly an unmanageable number
to interpret affectively in a direct manner. lUrthermorep the 22 measures make

A reference to almost an many different ranges of variation in magnitude and 5
different units of measure and so cannot be directly combined without undesired
bias. Nevthelesa, it was imperative, as a study goal, -*at the data be inter-
preted in such a way as to permit stateagnts concerning overall phase and, in
turn, mission effectiveness--not just a collection of statements concerning
performance in individual parameters. Also, it seemed very desirable to express
these overall statements in terms of performnce reliabilities (probabilities)
rather than in terms of arbitrary units of moasure. Expression in terms of
reliability, or the language of design effectiveness, would enhance the meaning-
4N1 aso h U_-.~ to r, brno p ak s th"~ mre directly

applicable to design problems.I Therefore, rather than to limit the treatment of the recorded data to a
simple transformation i- iJ-ocores ( i.e., interpreting the raw data in termsIlof a normal density function having the same estimated paater values), which
is a common method for reducing multiple moasurs to a comn basis for combina-
tion, a novel method was developed and employed. lRsentiallyq this involved

91the interpretation of performance on each parameter at any stage of the study[
(training, test or retest) as an estimated probability of performing &a~
specified criterion value. These probabilities or~ reliabilities wre then com-
bined in each of two ways to arrive at somewhat different kinds of statementa,
all with unique and useful maning, c' ncerning perfozmance reliability in tba
varivus phases and over the wb±ole mission. Thus, as a result, it is possible
to state, alternatively, the following about performance on any given oasion a

(1) the probability of meet ing criterion parforuinoe In a msazured
parameter of a given nission phase; defined as
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} (2) the probability of maeting criterion perfonrinoe in all
meaurd Paamt::s of a given mission phasoe, ieda

()the probability ofmeeting criterion performamn e

measured parnater of the omlete mission; defined as

()the probability of meeting criterion performance in all
measured parameters in a phase of the complete mission;
defined as

- .~P
k

(5) the probability of meeting ariterion performance in all
meamurd parameters of all phaaes of the complete mission;
defined as

k

In each of the defining expressions m is the number of measures in a phase
and k is the number of phases in the mission.1 Taken together these five indi-
cent~s represent a hierarchy of inolusiveneas. The first, Ii, represents merely
the averege probability of muooess in a given parameter, as estimated on the
basis of a given phase; whereas the last, 9, represents the probability of
successfully performing the whole mission (ie., not exceeding the criterionI for any parameter)

Seen in another msy, of course. the indicant P' also represents the 'emslt-
4 ant of a particular model of pilot flight control within the simulated system,

A relevant question which my be raised then is mhether the simple model expressed
by relationship 5 is an appropriate one for the present purpose. While not i
vithout problems, as noted lator,, thin model did saa to be the best choice
wizhin the limits of present methodoloy, In fact, if the need is stringently [
expressed it may be considered the o-n2y choice possible. A general discussion
of the methodological problem of modeling (or meamxring) complex taek perform-
ance and this approach to it ja planned for early publication. Appendix II
includes a description of the avialytic details applicable to this study.

Finally, besides the problom of handling the different measures obtained
in such a way as to arrive at useful statements concerning phase and mission
reliabilities, there is yet another analytic problem posed by these data. It
is simply that, for any performance comparison of interest, except certain
comparisons of performance rn the part of the same individnal, there is only
one unique measure available. Thus, with respect to retention interval each

1For readers tunamili,;r with the other symbols, e tands for "the sum of" the
item series indicated and Ir stands for "the joint product of" the item series
Indicatd.
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(2) the probability of meeting criterion perfoiuoanc in all
maured parameters of a given mission phase, defined as

(3) the probability of meeting oritezicn perforwanoe in a
measured parameter of -the aomplete aission; defined asp

(4) the probabili-ty of meeting criterion performance in all

measured parameters in a phase of the complete mission;
defined as

yk~

k
(5) the probability of meting oriterion performance in all

measured paxameters of all phases of the complete mission;
defined as

In each of the daftining expressions m is the number of measures in a phase
and kc is the m~mbei cf phazes in the mission.1 Taken together these five indi-
cants represent a hierarchy of inolusiveniess. The first, P9 represents merely
the average prmbai 4 lity of success in a given parameter, as estimated on the
'basis of a given phase; ihereas the last,, represents the probability ofI successfully performing the Vhole mission (ie, not exceeding the criterion
for any paramter).ISeen in another may; of ocourseq the- indicant p also ro-prosants the-b result-
ant of a partivalar model of pilot flight control within the simulated system,

relevant question which may be raised then is whther the simple model expresbedE
by relationship 5 in an appropriate one for the present purpose. While not
without problems, as noted later, this model did seem to beo the best choice
within the limits of present methodology. In fact, if the need is stringently
expressed it meq be considered the only choice possible. A general discussion
of the methodological problem of modeling (or measuring) complex task performn-
ance and this approach to it is planned for early publication. Appendix II
includes a description of the analytic details applicable to this study.

Finally, becides the problem of handling the different measures obtained
in such a way as to arrive at usefual statements oncurning phase and mission
reliabilities, there is yet another analytic problem posed by these data. It
is simply that, for any perfoxnance comparison of Interest, except certain
comparisons of performance on the part of the same individual, there is only
one unique measure available. Thus, with respect to retention interval each

For readera unfamIliar with the other symbols, I stands for "the sum of" the
item series indicated and Ir stands for "the joint product of" the item series
indicated.
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TAM7 V1

em ua Used. in A=Iysia of Pligt 0o6tr l

?E1urar Izertion (TLI) *

velocity cutoff eor (V) 10 fps
pitch control error (P) 0.2645 ftg

lslont aeWIfpsI
impac rate(XR)1 fps

fuel oonmunod (M 10 slugs

Ima Orbit inwortion (WIE)
velocity outoff error (V) 10 fps
pitch ontrol arror M~ 0.2645 do

Separation anid Maorbit (SDO)
velocity cutoff error (V) 2 fps
yaw control error () I dog
pitch control er'ror(P) 2 dog

Drslw and Rover (MH)displacmnt (or xan eror) M 200of
displaoment rate (M) 0 lfps
impact rate (XR)10 9

iropMl uel (D) (o)f9

IAMth frtry (L)

velocity cutoff error (V) 8 0 ft
Redzvu (Pen)

peroentg fue oonmmed MF YD7

Dokn (Dok)

dia cement rate OR) 0. 5 f j

displacement (or rag errzor) M 50,000 ft

roivsange error (a) 8,579.6 ft

* Also applicablo to Tazisoarth Insortions (TSI) porformod 0-4 and
0-9 in retraining,
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of the or.---s ias tested at a ramewhat different int rval and so =y not (oept
possibly fr 0-8 and 0-9) be defemnally combined, Whthr evident diffecmos
in the adequacy of original training i the two phases of the study (as will
ba shown) argue against combining 0-8 and 0-9, eve&, if & and 9-wek Intervals
are otherwise considered the same for the pirpooo of this study.

Purthermore, within each group the orewz~abem-v vers- tested iu a 'Imiqns
order on the supposition (borne out 17 the data) that those tested semd and
third might benefit from partioipatimg in the preceding te&s, even though not
acting as pilot. In addition, as is also msgested by the daa on performanee
at the end of training, each pilot came to the test having previously acquired

a unique level of skill on the several mission tasks not necessarily paralleling
the level of skill achieved by any other one. Yet, it is knom that previous
level of skill may strongly influence ao'mt of measurea d kll retention, There-
fore, the performanaes of the several pilots within a given oxre may not be
combined for cross-comparison purposes and aped for obtaiaing error estimates. basic to testing the significanco of differences without incurring the risk of
selective bias resulting from the interactions operatirg.

The neu consequence of these facts is that the study data must be vieved
and the results consistently .nterpreted with reference to the rather complax
data structure illustrated in table VI. In the presr.tation of results to

TABLE VI

Structure of thr IMta

Interval

0-4 - Pilot/Crder 1

2

3

0-9 - Pilot/Order 1

2

3

G-8 - Pilot/Order 11 k
2 1
3

0-13- Pilot/Order 1

2

3
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folwtha values obtained for the amoeral ormbreo ive om b

bien oobined, on ooaaan, Butq the dubiety of this prooedima in vj's of
tba px'v a, aowuld be oonstantly borne in miwLd CowxationA1 tat of
siguifionoe were not omsidored appropriate and the interpretat ion of the
dt.Tsitton is fre r sor fbabe, frm a statistical point ofviw
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~SFITICU II

In keeping vith the previous statement on methodological consideramtions,
the main results of the study pertinent to flight control are presented in this
section in terms of probabilities (or reliabilities)-firset with reference to
skill at the conclusior of training, next with reference to retention test
performane, and finally with reference to retraining performnoe. In all cases
the probabilities reported are rounded to the nearest .001 with the result that
a probability of .0005 or less is reported as <.001 and treated as zero in any
calculations and a probability of .9995 or greater is reported as >.999, or
simply indicated by a dash in tablest and treated as one in any calculations.
By way of limiting the amount of tabular material to that most immediately use-
ful, the basic values presented are the probabilities or phase of success in
any parameter W or- in all parameters of the phase Or) These may be thought

of, respectively, as the average probability and the joint probability per phase.
More inclusive indicante for individual pilots and crews are given also. How-
ever, the elemental probabilities for each measured parameter (of the 22 described
earlier), from which P, b and the still more inclusive indicents are derived,
may be found in the tables of appendix III for reference.

Skill lel Attained in Tra=n9

The first quesation which must appropriately be asked of the study data
is naturally, What level of skill was achieved by the test personnel prior to
the retention period and subsequent test? Research on skill retention has
frequently demonstrated that level of prior learning strongly influences L
measured skill retention. Therefore, it is important to assess the relative
level of the several individuals and crews involved in this test in order to
validly interpret their test performance. Otherwise, for example, diffe,venoes
or lack of differences easily attributable to differences in learning might be P
falsely ascribed to differences in duration of retention. In this case assess-
ment of prior levels seems especially important because the impressions of study
personnel as well as the relative numbers of recorded training experiences in
the various mission phases clearly suggest that the training received by 0-8
and 0-13 was guperior. Furthermore, the desire to generalizo the study find-
ings to planning for space operations implies that the prior skill achievement
of the test personnel should be demonstrably high. For, it may be assumed that
crews of space systems will continue (at least for some time to come) to be

trained to the near limits of their skill potential.

eAbIt ger H4riteri. One approach to assessing prior
skill achievement is to simply compare the best performance of the pilots,
presumably occurring at the end of their training, with the hypothetical system
criterion for each of the several measures of interest. If the criteria selected
do represent reasonable or typical mission requirements, as is supposedv then
such a comparison will show the capability of the pilots to perform the mission.
Mreover, since the performance of each individual and crew would be assessed
relative to a common reference, any differences in achievement should become~evident.
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The results of such a comparison are summarized in "able VII. In this
table are listed for each pilot the phase-by-phasn reliabilities at the erd
of training, as estimated from the last four training trials (with the Fast
Time and Real Time Mission excluded). (Soo appendix II for details concerning

computation of these values.) In each case the two primary valuest 1 and bp
are given. These primary values are then ta1mn cumulatively across phases to
obtain the values D and p and jointly to obtain for the complete mission for
each pilot. Finally, the and b values for phaaes and the , and b values
for the mission for the three individual pilots within a crew are taken cumula-
tively to obtain the values of ] and I for phases and 1% 3 and I for the mie3ion
for each crew, Logically, these last five reliabilities indicating q perform-
ance merely state the most likely reliability to be expected, of the nature

otherwise indicated, if a member of that particular crew performs the particular
phase or the mission (when performance by the members is equally likely). This
method of tabulation will be repeated in other tables as well.

Even rather cursory examination of table VII suggests that there were
differences in skill at the end of tra ining which are worthy of note, First,
for all phases the value of b does not exceed the value of P and generally

(except where only one measure is involved) it is smaller. This is to be
expected from the difference in algebraic manipulation defining each. Hence,
evidently and by definition j is the more sensitive indicant, such that the
lowest value of b obtained for any pilot in any phase is .002 (P-41 Ji BE)
whereas the lowest value of P obtained is .158 (0-91 in LA). Both indicants
range upward in a number of instances to >.999.

Second, evidently there was considerable variation in the pilots'
capability to perform the various mission phases. Thus, for example, f for
P-41 varied from a high of >.999 in the WI to a low of .259 for BE, b ranging
from >.999 to .002 for the same phases. Similarly P-91 ranged from .816 to

.158 in P and .632 to .158 in P. However, in contrast P-81 and P-131 shoved
much less individual variation. There is a suggestion of similarity among
pilots in relati-e effectiveness on the several phases, especially among those
of 0-4 and 0-9 where EE is generally performed less well, but there seems to
be no such entirely consistent pattern,- Indiviftal differences a-- .- II Ws|
selective differences in training might easily have contributed to this result.

Third, it is evident also that so far as overall mission oapatility at
the end of training is concerned the pilots differed considerably. Thus, '

this sample of 12. Once again, of course, both differences in training as well

as in skill potential may have contributed to this result.
Finally, the mission capabilities of the pilots comprising the several

crews clearly suggests that pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 were much less skilled at
the end of training than were pilots of 0-8 and 0-13. This difference is
clearly confirmed by tLe reliability estimates for the fhases and the mission

for each whole crew. Thus, the mission iliabilities, , for 0-4 and 0-9 were

.726 and .648 as contrasted with 984 rqd .953 obtained for 0-8 and 0-13 and
comparable differences exiat for t and p values as well. An illustration of

these differences between 0-4 and 0-9 when combined and 0-8 and 0-13 when
combined is given in figure 7 which depicts overall W and values. When the

information on the rendezvous is eliminated in computing the values for 0-8
and 0-13 to provide a coon 8-phase basis for comparison the diffemices are
even greater.
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TABLE VII

Reliability Per Criteria at the End o- Trmining

Crew/ Phaso Mission v
Pilot TLI TN WlI SDO BH LA ?end Dok ZE =,Z

0-4 1 ) .892 .745 -t .928 .450 .358 YD .726 .259 .670
1.785 .234 - .785 -030 .358 .228 .002 .428 <.001

.957 .547 .798 .827 .999 .345 1D .289 .535 .662

.914 .054 .600 .480 .997 .345 .022 .129 .443 <.001

3 .928 .668 - .864 .995 - ND .751 .55A .845
.860 .016 - .593 .981 - .392 .107 .619 <.001

all p1 .926 .653 .933 .873 •815 .568 LTD e589 .449 .726
.853 .101 .867 .619 .669 .568 .214 .079 .497 <.001

0-9 1 (p) .816 .614 .761 .472* .618 .158 IM .637 .619 .587
(p .632 .170 .545 0159 .158 .186 .176 .312 <.(31

2 .534 .917 .996 .339* .813 NTD ND .723 .654 .711
.276 .752 .992 .395 .220 .256 .461 .002

3 .750 .691 - .83* .937 .170 ND .506 .243 .646
.500 .287 - .755 .170 .116 .003 .,,62 <.001

all IfI .700 .741 .919 .560* .789 164 ND .622 •505 .648
S.469 .403 .846 .436 .164 .174 .145 .412 .001

al ) .979 - - .757 - - - . - .971 .741

11 -- -- .953 - .899 -. 7 996 -- .973-- .999 - .860 .999 .806 - .988 - .961 .68, :

3 .954 - .992^o - - - ., .,
.908 - .983 .998 -- - - .917 -- 978 .817 i

() - - .999 .804 .920 •999 .789 - - .946 .582

2 - - - .739 - .9 .978 .939 .998 .961
- - - .370 - .999 978 819 .994 .907 .294

1903 - - .99 .935 .98 7 99 .942 - .932 C
.806 .999 - .984 .993 . 99 .827 - .947 .361

all .968 - - .889 .993 .8529 .928 .960 .999 .953

S.935 - - .719 .971 .852 .921 .882 .998 .920 .412

t dash indicates value >.9995 v probabilities for "all" pilots art
* based on reduced data individual values taken oumulativoly
ND data we-. unavailable (i.e., means of individtul valuss)
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Those apparent and large differenoes betwe3n the crews of the two test

phases and the nature of the reliabilities obtained, vhen viewed in the context
of the preceding observations concerning level of learning, caat serious doubt
upon the value of the data from the first two crews tested for supporting any
useful generalizations on ratention, Certainly, any generalizations conce.ning
the performance of 0-4 and 0-9 must be duly related to the evidently less than
complete training received by these crews, for there is no evident basis for
contending that they were inherently less capable.

QapabljyRelative to Skill Pottia . However, that 0-8 and -13 were
by far the more capable crews and reached rat ,r high levels of reliability
according to arbitrary criteria does not establish that even they had reached
anywhere near the limits of their skill potential. Instead, to determine their
actual level of skill relative to their potential what is needed is some vay
of determining when improvement in meazured skill has stopped and/or a method
of specifying levels of learning (i.e., training) shoit of or beyond that level.
It has often ben demonstrated that practice beyond the point of further measured
improvement sti~l brings continued learning (teohnf.cally, called over-learning)
as evidenced by improved retention. But, the traditional means for attempted
satisfaction of this need aru neither standardized nor adequate. Thus, commonly
the assessment of asymptotic performance rests upon a personel judgment of the
investigator as to whether the mean performance taken over successi-ve blockL
of trials is reasonably stationary. Levels of learning (or training) are usually
spcified in terms of actual practice time or practice trials, relative to
practice or trials required for asymptotic performance level as estimated from
the same data (when the asymptote was reached) or like data vhen the asymptote
was not reached). To specify asymptotic performance by means of a personal
judgment is, of course, to invite inaccuracy in the specification. To specify
level of training short of the asymptote on a personalized crude extrapolation
from t.-pical data and the terminal rats observed is to court still greater
inaccuracies. Furthermore; to specify the asymptote or the level in terms of
-ne mean performance is To discount the variation in performance from instance
to instance in the face of the commonly held belief that good performance is
not only typically good, btt reliable as well. On the other hand, if the
perfoniance changes indicated by even the means of successive performance
samples are oonsiderable and consistently in the direction of imrovement it

may certainly be concluded that skil!1 ass not yet reached peak levels,

The data on training and retraining performance in he present study
were thus examinod with an eye to roughly estimating now near the test personnel
approached their sl limits at the end of training. However, in making this
analysis and in keep-ing with the study goals primary attention was given to the
variation ir astimatod performance level for successive performance samples
which, from the data, were estimated as achievable with a high degree of reli-
ability. Thus, instead of oonsidering the successive levels of arithmetic
-1ean (or presumably most typical perfonmance) the successive levels of perform-
anre estimated (from foar-Lr'al blocks) to include 95" of performances under
exactl.; 4iie eame circumstan'.es were examined. In this way chanr es in variabil-
' as well as in typical performance level were represented. Although 95y

aldnttedly does not represent an extremely high -eliability it does represent
an erfa tive co.n;ron~se betoween degree of oertaint% and 3r.creasing errors in
estaaatinj the associated performance level. rhe logic for this approac to
Pe:for c neasurem-ent is described in a eey1rat6 article b r Cofenxan .
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Viewed in this "-V the training and retraining data from 0-4 and 0-9
simply oonfirm the pi ,ously mentioned conclusion about their end-of-training

skills. There is great variation in estimates of p.levels fo: successive
four-trial blocks in training and in most instances iere 32 still a large
trend toward improvement. The comparable or superior p. 9 5 levels displayed in
retraining, which will be presented in more detail later, provide further
confirmation.

However, the estimated P. 9 5 levels in trair~ng for 0-8 and 0-13 do not
permit such a clear, unambiguous conclusion. For any given individual the
series of estimates seems to have genera2ly stabilized for some para.Aters and
not to have stabilized for others, even within a phase, and this pattern is not
consistent among individuals. The stability noted is generally to be found at
the very end of training and to involve only a limited number (2 or 3) four-
trial blocks. Rxamples of these training functions (and retraining, as well)
are given in appendix IV in which the data from P-131 are depicted graphically.
In these graphs the estimated P.95 level is coded by X to distinguish it from
the mean, or X, and the recorded value on a given trial, or X, in traditional
coding. A reasonable interpretation of these results would be simply that by
the end of training the several pilots involved neared in varying degrees on
the several parameters, but hai not quite reached (with the exception of certain
parameters) the limits of their skill potential. This interpretation also is
supported by the retraining results to be presented in detail later.

Further confirmation of this evaluation of the end-of-training skill of
0-8 and 0-13 may be derived (depending on personal judgment) from the limited
application of a newly-developed decision rule to their training data. This
training decision rule provided a means for more precisely determining 'when
asymptotic skill level was achieved for the purpuse of distributing the avail-
able training time for greatest overall training effectiveness. However, when
appied to the data in question LVi only a few cases did the outcome result Jn
a finding of skill stabilizat-on (i.e., peak skill attainment). It seemed
apparent that available training tire would not permit skill stabilization, at
least as Indicated by the decision rule used. Since additional calculatiois

no cosLtrd 'r y i-elvd-it to alysis wit reference -to system criteria

were involved, with attendant costs, the study manager abolished the re iiru-
raent for its application. The decision rule concept is described in a general

way -Isweriere (Cotternar., 1 67) but it has not been elaborated and properly
te'td. :herefore, beir, as yet unproven the rule may be questioned as to
v li'tv ard, in the form uoed, as to excessive strinency. For the momenT,
then, t ,e irerpretatior. of t ie vutcoes obtained wIth it seems necessarily a
.atter of personal jument.

Neverthelesi, whatever the validity of the decision rule, because stability

in estimated P.95 performance level would certainly constitute a severe require-
ment by usual standards it seems fair to view C-8 and C-13 as having i.eared, but

not quits rtiched in training the limits of their potential skill. Such, althougn
neover precisely determined, is not unlikely the result of most operational trz-in-

nprog-r as. Accordingly. the data of C-A and C-13 are taken provisionally as
a reasonable basis for generalizations concerning skill retention and, in the

foi)owi g description of mission tesi and retraining perforrakce, they are con-
sidered of iaryai s-tnific nce. Pie parallel an~alyses for C-4 euid 0-. c are

presented, but tLey are considered of lesser rahe.
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Ro Test Iiiog 19o-Mc

Reli~tbilitv Der b thetioal CXtji &W well the eid the crews per-

hsbeer, expressed as sets of estimated reliabilitios with reference to 22

The erfrmace ffets f te rtenionperiods should then be refleated in

diferecesbeteenandof-raj,,ig md tstmission reliability estimates.

cum'lative probabilities for crows determined. All these values are presented
in table IIII, which is or'ganized in the sawe fashion and my be compared

direty with table VIconcerng end-of-training performance. w erti

varied from >.999 in a number of phases to .684 in TLl, and t from >.999 in the
saeseveral phases to .3inSO Thvaatoinpseperformance of P-131 F

ievnmore extreme, agn rm>99t 24i n .. 9 to <.001 in ~
Suhvariation in phase pefrac sas yia faltepilots of C-4
an -9bt it did not occur in the performance of the 0-8 and 0-1_1 pilots who

weetested second and Third. The more consistent and superior performance of
tesecond aid third pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 may be the result of their greater

skls(compared with those of 0-4 and 0-9) and their opportunity to observe
thefisttested pilots before performing the test mission themoelves. Again,

there was a tendency for all pilots, especially within a given crew, to perform
certain phases better than others, but the pilots were not entirely consistent] in thib ospect.

ifact, when the phase reliabilities for the several pilots within a
given crew are compared there is considerable agreement on some and consider-

able variation on others. Almost invariably in 0-8 and 0-13. the performanoe

efcsof order of test among those abouit equally and well trained individuals.
Thtsmlrrelations are nol; as evident among the test performances of G-4
and0-9piotsisnot surprising in view of the incompleteness of their train-
uigandgretervariation in tI.heir terminal skill.

Because no direct estimate of variab,2 ity could be made from the single
measure, in calcul1ating test mission probabilities the variability at the end
of training was used. (See appen~dix 11 for details.) In general, it may be
expected that this prnoedu~re resulted in an underestiate or overestimate of'
test mission variaibility, depending on whether performance in the teat mission
was better or worse than end-of-training performance. Thus,, considering the

nature of these data, it is suippoad that the test misiion reliabaLlit ies
reported are usually overetimatoo. This matter is more fully discussed in

j the following section.
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Reliability Per Criteria in tha Tost Riasio

Crew / Phae Mission

Pilot TL1 I#0 BIo V B : b EE
P - .255 - <.o001 .099 .635 N D <.001 305 412 <,001

2 .999 .828 .919 -530 .998 .655 ND .654 .418 .750
.998 .526 .838 <.001 .994 .655 ND .277 .024 .539 <.001

3 .992 .705 - .826 .861 - ND .762 .380 .816
.983 .116 - .497 .506 - ND .412 .005 .565 <.001

all (W) .997 .762 .973 .629 .736 .763 TD .534 .512 .738
(W) .994 .299 .946 .166 .533 .763 ND .230 .111 .505 <.001

C-9 1 ( ) .964 .243 .946 ND .250 .583 ND .640 .740 .624
(P) .928 <.001 .893 ND <.001 .583 ND .188 .382 .425 <.001

2 .752 .692 .958 .517* .250 ND ND .540 .793 .643
.556 .075 .916 .517*<.001 ND ND .092 .462 .374 <.001

3 .898 .830 - .843* .635* .557 ND .443 .747* .744
.797 .536 - .843* .130* .557 ND .080 .521* .558 .001

all I15 .871 .588 .968 .680 .378 .570 ND .541 .760 .670
.760 .204 .936 .680 .043 .570 ND .120 ,455 .452 <.001

e-8 1 (P) .684 - - .713 - - - .999 .981 .931

.367 - - .138 - - - .998 .942 .827 .048

2 .750 - - .980 .968 .966 - - - .963
.500 - - .939 .871 .966 - - - .920 .395

38 - .9 .o9 - - - .946 .995 .987 .885

.al8 .94 682 .989 .981 .979 .911 .443

0-13 1 . . . .9 9 .4 .903 .936 - - .899
-- - .88o <.oo .903 .936 - - .858 <.001

2 .996 - - .893 - .964 - .992 .997 .982
,993 - - .695 --.964 - .975 .992 .958 .643

3 .961 .999 - .976 .981 .716 - .951 - .954
.922 .996 - .928 .925 .716 - .853 - .927 .481

al.986 - - .943 .758 .861 .979 .981 .999 .945[
S.972 .999 - .834 .642 .861 .979 .943 .997 .914 .375

t dash indicates vu'ua >.9995 V probabilities for "all" pilots are
• based on reduced data individu=l value, takon cu=Iatively

hD data wore unavailable (i.e., rOCmm of individual values)
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The overall mission performance of the pilots as indicated by clearly
and consistently -monstratee these effects of testing order; within each orew
the least reliable vas the first tested. The more stringent indicants, T and ,

also show this effect to the extent that a probabi]ity of sufficient magnitude
(that is, .0005) for discriminating differences waa found. Futhermore, in
general the performance of the e-8 and 0-13 pilots was considerably superior
to that of the 0-4 and 0-9 pilots, as would be expected from the differences

in skil at the end of trailning which ar btetern are r e in r VI

However, wheh the mission reliabilities in table VIII for individnals
and for crws are pontrasted with the comparable values of table VII ome loss
in reliability over the retention interval seems evident. For darmple the
estimated reliabilities for P-131 decreased from .967 to .899 in f, from .946

to .858 in b and from .582 to <t001 in a from training to the test mission.
Only one of th four pilots first tested (P-9l) did not show an overall loss
and that this pilot did not my easily be considered the result of inadeqte
skill in the first place (p of 587 at the end of trainmns). Graphs illust t-
ing the losses in nliability indicated by test perfom abe egiver in figure 8
in which the phase reliabilties () of P-81 and P-131 in training and in the
test mission are plotted. As crws, both 0-8 and 0-13 show overall losses even

though certain individuals showed slight gains. Tha C-4 and -9 did not show
overall losses may again be attributed to the inadequacy of their traintg.
Because the pilots of these crws bd gained less skill originally they had
relatively less skill to lose.

These relationships between overall mission performance in training and
test are more conveniently and precisely summarized in table 1. which shows
both the absolute amount of change in reliability from training to test and the
percentapge of end-of-training reliability that change represents. Thus, accord-
ing to table IX the first tested pilots, whose performance is of primary interest
because it is uncontaminated by prir participation, never loot more than .068

or 7,o of end-of-training reliability in 5. Because 3 and b are more stringent
indicAnts, the decrements in them are -reater5 as muenh as t!4 or !4&8 '-an

.582 or 10Q, respectively. What these figures mean, of course, is that while
cumulative (or average) parameter reliabilities held up rather well in the test
mission the likelihood of mission success (as defined by meeting all hypothetical
criteria) dropped greatly. This degr,.Jat ion in b is invariably the result of

degradation in only one or a few parameters, as may be seen more directly by
comparing tables XXV and XXVI of appendix III.

The shifts frm training to test in parameter () and phase () reli-

abilities for the wnole mission are not only relatively small but they also do
not seem to be ordered consistently in magnitude according to retention interval.
It would be expected that if other factors are equalized the longer the retention
interval the greater the loss (or lesser the gain) in reliability. ftmong the
first tested pilots (the test ol whom was uncontamiiated), while P-131 did show

the expected slightly greater loss than P-81 and P-81 greater loss than P-419
the gain of P-91 is completely out of order. Thu,, instead of F-41<P-8UP-91

<P-131 the order is P-91<P-41<P-81<P-131. That P-91 lost nothing (in fact,

gained) in test may again be explained on the grounds of his comparative lack
of skill at the end of training; that is, he bad comparatively little to lose.

However, even granting this sxplenation, because the differences observed are

slight it can hardly be concluded that the lei th of the retention interval had

much effect. There appears little basis in the)e results for arguing that a
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Mnein Mission Reliability per Oriteria
from Trsoining to Tefft NKissioni

S1 2 A.3 wu

4 -.021 .088 -.029 .013
(-3.1) (L.3) (-3.4) (2.3)

-. 016 096 054 .009
(-3-7) (21i-7) (-7) (3.1)

9 .037 -.068 .098 .022
(6.3) (-9.6) (15.2) (4-o)

.113 -.087 .096 .041
(36.0) (-18.9) (0.8) (-2.2)

NI -. 002 mlm
(-100.0)

8 p -.o59 -.010 .004 -.022(-6.0) (-1.0) (0.4) (-2,.2)

-.144 -.041 .09 -.059(-14.8) (-4-3) (0.9) (-4.1)

-.693 -. 288 .068 -e304
(-.38 -42=0 (4o3) (-8.5)

13 p -.068 .021 .022 -.008

-.po ta gain or loco indioitod in p-.cCthoos
MI not mmingftO bocauve trzining roliability <.0005
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13-week retention period has much greater significance for subsequent perform-
ance than a 4- or 8-week retention period. The average shifts of the crews,
being ordered 0-9<0-4<0-13<0-8, support this aAme view.

However, as the overall reliability shifts of table VU for pilots within
given crews are compared it is once again evident that excepting P-91 those
tested first tended to perform less well. Certainly this is true of G-8 and
0-13 for which no obvious question of training adequacy can be raised. That
the second and third tested individuals performed so well, relatively, suggests
a considerable training (i.e., retraining) value accrued to them merely from
oberving and/or aiding one or two prior performances.

Capability Re!te to Prev io . Thus, to the extent that the

hypothetical criteria are representative of those existing in real space
missions and the analytic methodology employed affords valid estimates of
reliability a number of useful inferences concerning human reliability in space
operations seem possible from the preceding analysis. These inferences will be
developed more explicitly and discussed, as warranted, in the following section
of the report. Mean- hile, in focusing attention in the analysis so tar presented
on the several pilots' and crews' capabilities relative to criteria, some informa-jtion (as it happens in this case) has been lost on the full effects of the
retention period. This circumstance results from the fact that at the end of
training the pilots' reliabilities with respect to many of the measured para-
meters far exceeded the maximum discriminable value (.9995) adopted as practic-
able in this analysis. Therefore, an individual might well have performed less
aduquately in test without this fact being reflected in the calculated probabil-
ity. That would always be true when capability exceeds the maximum discrimin-
able reliability relative to a particular measure. In effect, then, to compute
reliabilities relative to criteria in these circumstances is to reduce the capa-
bility of the analysis to show certain changes in performance. Nevertheless,
in this study and in many others, one is properly interested in any charges in
performance which occur--not just in those changes which have obvious and
immediate implications for operational performance.

Therefore, as a means of assessing more fully the nature of the perform-
ance i-n the test mission., contrasted with that of training, an additional
analysis of the test data was performed. In this analysis, (again in keeping

with the view that performance excellency is indicated by the level that can 7
be achieved reliably, not just typically), reference is made to the estimated
level of performance which the individual would achieve in 95l of his perform-
ances under like circumstances (i.e., his P*?5 level). Thus, with respect to
each flight control parameter of interest, t e p 9 level of performance esti-
mated from the last four training trials was use &s the reference against
which the test mission performance was compared. As in the previous analysis
the actual performance in test was used as a basis for estimating the likeli-
hood of achieving this criterion (th level in this case). Hence, equiva-
lent performance in test is indicated by9a probability of .950 (one equal to
the reference), superior performance by a probability greater than .950 and
inferior performance by a probability less than .950. Also, as before, the
probabilities for separate parameters were taken cumulatively to obtain p and

taken jointly to obtain P values for each of the several phases. These, in
turn, also were combined as before to obtain still more inclusive values for
individuals performing the whole mission and for crews. However, since the

estimated probability of achieving the criterion in this case is .950 the
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expected value for a given is something less than .950, as a direct function
of the number of separate probabilities Iehich are thereby taken jointly. For
example, the epected P for a phase represnted by three meue is .857.

ewin hemaotheticala

remains f ted and the ex-,petd value for it is al~m~ .950.

The priedri results of this aalysis of test mission dta may be seen in
table X whih, like the parallel table Viii, mmrizes the P and values
obtained by phase and the more inclusive indicants asid upon these. (The
probabilties for each individul and each parameter ar tabled in appendix 1.)
Table X shows that the likelihood of pilots in C-8 and -13 achievig their
h-of-training p level in the tei mission was nowhere near as great as
their likelihood o achte-img the hypothetical criteria. bis result is to be
expected in view of their great likelihood of meeting the oriteria at the end

of training. But, in contrast the pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 had about the sae
likelihood of rheir p or levels as they did of beaihiid the criteria-
again to be expectod in view oFihs , lessor skill at the end of training.

Once againo as ras noted in te prior analysis, the individal pilots
showed considerable variability in their inapability to perform in test at
formever te e nt enral phases. This is illustrated by the two eximples
in figure 9-rain depicting the performanes of P-81 and P-131, but now with
referenc t t the p 5 level established by each individully rther than with
reference to a common9 arbitrary criterion. Tlhus bth these pilots showed
considerable reduction in performance of certain phases and not of others.
However, they were not entirely con~sisteat Lau this. Although both heA diffi-
culty with braking and hover, docking, and ear-th entry, P-81 also had difficulty
with the translunar insertion and the sepaistion and deorbit, whereas P-131 had

difficulty with transposition. This pattern of variability in phase-to-phase
performance and of only moderate consistency among pilots in phase performance
is typical. Even the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 who were tested second and third
show phase-b,-phase variations i4n teast performance relative to former levels,
when they did not relative to criteria. This may be considered confirmatory
evidence of the greater sensitivity to performance changes that analysis by
referenco to former individual capability brings.

The overall mission performance probabil ities shown in table X also
cleariy indicate a loss on the part of all individuals and crews in the test
mission, over capability at the end of training. Furthermore, the amount of
loss seems again to be related to the order of test-the first tested individual
always having perfozmed less adequately relative to his previous skill than the
others. These 'elqtionships can be noted more conveniently from table XI inwhich is listed fcr each pilot the amount of loss in probability from the

expected value based in p.9 training levels and the percentage of the expected
value such a loss represents. (All values in this table indicate losses and
so are not signed.) Thus, for example, among the first tested pilots deteriora-
tion in test from individual p Q; level expectancies ranged from .228 to .165
(or 24 to 17.4/%) in Their losses in p, of course, are even greater-from
46.3 to 22.3%. AlI showed a probability of <.0005 of aohievirg their expected

value and, hence, a nominal 107% loss in it. However, az already noted, the
losses of the second and third tested pilots are never so great (except with
respect to j which, being so low in any case, does not discriminate among them).
The natural result is that the mean losses of the crews are somewhat less than
those of the first tested pilots-rariging from 17.8 to 11.6% in - and 39.0 to
23.9: in . Regarding these overall losses (both of the first tested pilots
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TAMZ X

Probability Estimated from Tet Mission Perfoxanoa of
Attaining the p,9 5 Skill Imvon Achieved in Training

Grew/ Phase Mdission7Pilot TLI TN__ LOI $DO .... IA Rend Dok B..E

0-4 1(._ 587 .988 .591 .672 .991 IM .331 .994 .769
-- <,001 .977 <.001 oO01 .991 ND <.001 .981 .494 <-001

2 .999 .967 .992 .640 .463 .993 "1 .994 .862 964
.998 .903 .985 <.001 <.001 .993 AD .981 .630 .686 <.001

3 .995 .975 - .803 .621 - ND .966 .731 886
.99o .926 .999 .504 .113 - ND .900 .384 .727 .018

all ( :)v  ,998 .843 .993 .678 .585 .995 ND .764 ,862 .&40
(P) .996 .610 .987 .168 .036 .)95 ND .627 .665 .636 .006

D-9 1 .998 .330 .997 ND .250 .998 ND .967 .956 .785*
(P .997 <.001 .994 hD <.001 .998 1D .903 .870 .680*<.OO1*

2 .988 .769 .862 .982* .250 YDT ND .822 .977 .807*
.977 .314 .725 .982*<,00. ND ND .494 .932 .632*<,001*

3 .497 .989 .998 .931* .494* .997 ND .963 - * .859-
<.001 .671 .996 .931*<.001* .997 ND .892 - * .686*<.0OI*

all (Dp .828 .696 .952 .956* .331 .998* ND .917 .978* .817*.658 ,328 .905 .956"<OO1 .998" * .763 .934* .666*<.00]*

C-8 1 .614 .997 .992 .534 .723 .933 .969 .394 .442 .733

P- ) .231 .991 .984 .134 .244 .933 .969 .010 .048 .505 <.001

2 .452 .963 .827 .933 .431 .995 - .979 .659 .&4
.ooi .891 .657 .802 .023 .995 - .938 <.0o .590 <.001 ["."

3 .994 .965 .888 .553 .698 .998 .997 .653 .520 .807
.989 .896 .786 <.0o .005 .998 .997 <.001 .007 .520 <.001

.407 .926 .809 .312 .091 .975 989 .3i6 .018 .538 <.001

0-13 1 - 591 .934 .853 .285 .382 .991 .653 .755 .722
<.001 .968 .600 <.001 .382 .991 .026 .3o .474 <.001

2 .712 .939 .966 .979 .946 .957 - .996 .644 .871
.424 .819 .931 .937 .797 .657 - .989 .025 .731 .O04

3 .64 .964 .768 .764 .558 .981 .983 885 .710 .805
0278 .893 .572 .362 .046 .981 .983 .689 .322 .570 .001

all ( 7, .831 .906 .865 .-96 .673 .991 845 .703 .799
() .567 .571 .824 .632 .281 .673 .991 .568 .216 .592 .002

dash ind' cates value >,9995 v probabilities for "all" pilots are
• based on reduced data individual values taken cumulatively

ND data were uw-ava-Iable (i.e.t means of individual values)
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Loan In Toot Riesvian ibliability
from p.9 maelimi Lvel

PilotAl
-- 3

4 .181 .086 .064 no .950
(19.1) (9.1) (6.7) (n.6)

.381 .189 .148 .239 .7
(43.5) (21.6) (16.9) (27.3)

.340 .340 .322 .334 .340
(1oo.o) (ooo) (94.7) (99.2)

9 V.165 .143 0091 133 .95o
(67.4) (15.1) (9.6) (14.0)

.195 .243 189 .209 .87
(22.3) (27.8) (21.6) (2.9)

p.340 .340 .340 .340 .340
(100.o) (100.0) (1oo.o) (100.0)

8 p .217 .146 .143 169 .950
(22o8) 0.5.4) (15.) (17.8)

.378 293 .363 .345 .885
(42.8) (33.2,) (41.1) (3.9,0)

"323 .323 "323 3 23 323
(100.10) (100.0) (100.0) (io000)

13(240) (8.3) (15.3) (15,9)

.409 .152 .313 .291 .883

.323 .319 .322 .321 .323

(100.0) (9oo.8) (9o9-o) (99-5o)

* psroontWe low~ Indiostod In pmcutbecos
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and the average losses of the orews) it is of ecial inteesm t that theciiffernoes among crews and Individuals is qW~te smll. This is in ocntmst
with the previously described results with refeinoe to criteria in -Which both

0-'4 and 0-9 showed average gains and in whioh one fLst tested Indivichal
actually showed a gain, Thus, since apparently considerable difference in
skill level exist-edp it may be said that whater the level of skill aeuired
the deterioration in reliability f that % J or relative to it was nearly
constant.

On the other hand, that little difference among individml and/or crw
losses was found argues again that the effects of retention intorval, if any,
were slight. The first tested pilots' losses in reliabilities are ordered
91<41<81<131 in both 5 and f while those of the crews are ordered 4-09<13<8 in
V and 9<4<13<8 in f. Apparentlyt although the differences are small and some-
what inconsistenty loss in reliability did tend to be directly related to
retention interval.

In general, the results of this additional analysis of test performnce
which makes reference to individual capability, paral!lC those of the first,
which makes reference to hypotheticeal system criteria. The principal differences
in outcome which ca. be noted are (1) that the losoes in capability relative
to end-of-training p.95 levels are about two to three times greater and (2)
that the findings for V-4 and 0-9 ae not in complete agreement, as would be
expected on the basis of their less adequate training. Otherwise, both analyses
clearly indicate a degree of degradation in test mission performance compared
with end-of-training performancep varying considerably by phase for individual
pilots in a not completely consistent fashion, bir which overall phases show
relatively evident effects of the order in hich the pilots were tested and
relatively slight effects of the retention interval involved.

Having shown that the pilots did experience a loss in skill over the
retention period the next question is, How well did they regain their skill in
the subsequent retraining trials? The rapidity with which they achieved their
former levels, if they did achieve them, would carry valuable Implications as
to the possibilities of mitigating the degrading effects of lengthy retention
periods in operational circumstances which warrant the concern, Furthermore,
because even the pilots of 0-8 anI 0-13 had not necessarily reached the limits
of their skill potential in training (those of 0-4 and 0-9 definitely had not)
it is of special interest to ascartain if, possibly, in the course of the
retraining given them they would not only regainp but surpass, their former
levels. In fact, it was just this possibility that prompted the 3 days of
retraining fcr 0-8 and 0-13.

With these two questions in view, the analysis of retraining performance
paralleled that of test mission performance, focusing attention first on
estimated likelihood of reaching the hypothetical system criteria and next on
estimated likelihood of achieving the level of performance achievable 95% of
the time at the end of original training. Because (with the exception noted)
pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 had as many as 28 and never fewer than 8 retraiitng
trials on certain phases it was possible to consider their data in more than
one way. Thus, the analysis just mentioned was first performed upon their
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initial four-trial block of retraining data and '--he repeated upon the best
four--trial block for each individuea and phase (D~ va the criterion used in
selecting the best trial block). In contrst, because the pilots of 0-4 and
0-9 received much less "etraining (from 8 to 2 trials, dapmdng on phase) and

the ata or those trials are not quit~e oomplete au. -Dair avalab.le reraing
data were considered in a single analysis. 'This analysis is considerad _oughly
comparable to the analysis of initial four-trial perfrmance of 0-4 and 0-13
pilotB.

R eI b&U-t per HvMottiolCitr Accordingly, the resulte of the
anslysis of initial retraining performance of all pilots relative to criteria
are summaized together in table MoI As in previous tables of thia nature the
P and P values for separate phases are indiuated, followed by the more inolusive
probabilities referring to all phases and the whole crew, The phase reli-
abilities are, of course, directly comparable to these reported in table VII
for original training and in table VIII for the test mission. Pburever, the all-
phase probabilities for individuals and crews are not directly comparable to
the mission values of the former tables, becaue they are based on a more
limited set of phases (namely, those which had been selected for retraining).

Judging from the phase probabilivies reported in table X11t an before,
the pilots zhowed varying capabilitie~s to perform the several phases. They
also varied considerably among each other in capability to perform any particu-
lar phase-especially the pilots of 0-4 and "-. However, together they showed
a rather consistent tendency to perform certain phases better than others.
This is clearly evident in the values for G-8 and 0-13 pilots-none of whom
apparently bad difficulty with the transposition, lunar orbit insertion, and
docking phases, But as a group they apparently had some'difficulty with the
separation and deorbit, braking and hover, and earth entry phases. This
pattern is reflected also In the lower crew probabilities for D-4 and 0-9 for
the same phases.

In general, the phase probabilities, both for individuals and for crews, '
are quite high, approximating those of training (table VII) and surpassing
those of the test mission (table VIII), as would be exotedo Once again the
performance levels of the 0-8 and 0-13 pilots vas disiInctively superior to
that of the 0-4 and 0-9 pilots. Furthermor-e, when the best four-trial performa-
anoe of 0-8 and 0-13 pilots, shown in table X111, is considered it is seen that
additional opportunities for training resulted in even greater performance
reliability. In more than two-thirds of the phases (23 cut of 33) 'these pilots
met, or exceeded their end-of-training levels. A graphic illustration of
retraining performnance may be seen by referring to figure 8 which :ioludes a
plot of P values obtained for P-81 and P-1319 along with the comparable plots
representing training and test mission perfoxvanoe.,

Going beyond the pilots' phase-by-phase performance, a more complete
view of their retraining achievements may be hWA by examining tables XIV
(for 0-8 and 0-13) and XV (for 0-4 and 0-9), In the left-hiand columns in
each of these tables are summarized the and b, values with respect to
criteria for individuals, and the related cumulative probabilities for crews,
in training, in the test mission, and in retraining. The probabilities given
for tvaining and test mission In these tables were calculated on the basis of
only those phases on which retraining ,ms given and are, therefore, directly
comparable to the probabilities for retraining. (H~aving been computed on the
basis of only certain mission phases, they are not the same values as are given
in tables VII and vwV)
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TAwL Zic

Raliability Per Criteria in Early fto oining

Crew/ mN mo/~ N Dk 0 Ail rlMesPilot . (2)_. (2.( , W -2_ 8) -,161 LE

0-4 1 () .818 M~9 ND .441- 089,A .3- TIOT
( ) •455 .979 RD .033 .683 <,001 •A30o <

2 .668 .702 n e723 .598 e645 o667
.144 .404 n .24M .213 .05,4 .211 <001

3 .938 .996 "D .907 .978 .985 .959
.817 .991 ND .627 .934 .956 .865 .453

all (~v .8c8 .896 ND .691 .823 .613- .78
..... 472 .791 HD .300 .610 .337 .502 .51

0-9 1 (V) .724 .766 ND .485 .731 .550 .651
P .326 .587 ED .048 .353 .118 .286 <.o0

2 .817 .665 ND .616 .881 .863 .768
.452 .414 n .100 .680 .631 .455 .008

3 .765 .930* ND .554 .661 .538 .689*
.402 .930* n .079 .285 .141 .367* .001*

all jjj .769 .787* ND .552 .758 .65o .703
b .393 .644* ND .076 .439 .297 .369 .003

n- 1I3 D .740 1t N .692 .811*
Pi N ND .231 - ND .284 .505* o066*

2 - 990 .998 - - .998
-- .969 '991 - - .993 .960

3 . .-. 976 996
. . . .. 928 .988 .928

all (J)S'i .910 .999 * .889 .935*I) -- -- .733 .997 --- .737 -829* .651*

0-13 1(1p - - - .996 - .992 .998
-) - - - .982 - .977 .993 .959

2. - 979 - - - .996I
- - .937 - - - .990 .937

3 - - .847 .953 - .736 923
- - .546 .811 - .336 .782 .149

A.all (j;) - .942 .983 - .909 .972
() - - .828 .931 - .771 .922 .682

for 0-8 and 0-13 bl ,l on tho first four ta in trals; for 0-4 and 0-9
basd on all re 1 ain trials, as noted In p&a-mthows

W 1prbbelitics for "all" pilots a" indiviw valuers tftn c=u ative y
t dub indica vae >.9995

C * bacad onl redeood data5
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e9?abi6ity or 0-8 an&i 03 per Criteria as Witmaiad
fr~i ~ Foui-TLridl B1ook in etraining

-/ PhaseAll. Phases'

0-81 ND ND -. 995 - ND .997 .997*
ND iD .986 V. . .992 993* .97*

3- - . - - 976 .996
-- . - - .928 .988 .926

alln ) *~ .998 - -991 .90,8
(f) - ~.995 - .973 Q,994* .969*

- . - -. 995 .999(}1 l~- - .985 .998 .985

2 - - .979 - - - .996
- - .937 - - - .99W .937

3 - = .991 .953 - - .991
- - 973 .811 - - .964 .789

all p .990 .984 - -998 .995
.970 .937 - .995 .984 .904

t dash indicates value >.9995
* based on reduoed data

probabilities for "all" pilots are in ividuAl values takenOumlatively (Joe.9 mem of = ividual values)
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II
AML XIV

Cmamtive o1iab ir ies of Gmne 0.8 m 0-13 In

Tmraningt Test and Eotraining

Per Critoeria In: Per p T Lmel Ins

! ~ Xisien Ettrps notmzg mineioni W R-t=

0-8 1 .986 4949 .- u* .9970 .566 .509* .644*
oc -96 W~6- ~ ~ .993* .142 .036* *.75*
.•757 .130 .066* .978* .002 .001* .0040

2 .992 o991 .998 .999 .799 .828 .863
.974 .968 .993 .999 .552 .515 .624
.848 .818 .960 .999 .001 .002 .- 25

3 094 .994 .996 .996 .713 .80 .829
.963 .982 .98 .988 .282 .466 .631
9900 .898 .928 .928 .001 .001 .005

0.1 .991 .978 .935* o998" (:693 . *712* 779*
(sen) (:9 66 )t (.730) (.799) (827)

S .972 .932 W829 0994* (:325 .39 50
(.911) 412) (461) (.603)

.835 .615 .651* .969* .001 .o00l .olf

0 1. .983 .876 .998 OM9 .687 .850 .892
• 954 .813 .99,3 .9;8 .36 .585 .686
.739 .ODI .959 .985 .O0 2 °0 .068

2 .946 .980 .996 .996 .912 .884 .969
.864 .944 .99 .990 .750 .690 .902
.301 .672 .937 .937 .014 .053 .521

3 .989 .94 .923 0991 .773 .815 .951
.967 .950 .782 .964 .481 .630 .837
.807 .729 .149 .789 .002 .004 .288

anl 973 .947 .972 .995 .791 .850 .937
(.8 902 .922 .984 .516 .635 8

.616 .467 .682 M4 .005 .020 .292

'~bwsed on the oix pbases of rtraining (i~, o = WOI, 8, Bit VK M)
Notes weoted valuca for cm, §, o r P.95 lmel am .9" .858,

and .397
* btand~ an Inoompate data
tpaensthatical valuee obtainod 1~r oumlatin orow valume for phaoea

instead of pilot values for m3iono51 They differ boom=w data ~foz'
P-81 are inoomPlto
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X.!

Cmparative Ral1iblities of (rm 04 n 0-9 .In
Tminiv Tot and Ratmif

vei.67n4 .76 .r 7 .856.7

Per 0rftaris ius
0"W TV ission io

PMlt Tootv &LEM~ Toot Retme~

0-4 1 .614 .605 .707 .1.878
.256 -332 .430 .392 .646

5. <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 .084

2 .674 .,763 .667 .6.782
.440 .532 .211 .700 .346

<.001 .003 <.001 <.001 .001

3 .788 .742 .959 .859 .88
.4 9 .408 .865 .664 .658
,001 <.001 .453 .o36 .025

a n .6,2 .703 4778 .810 ,849
(a) .395 .424 .502 .585 .617

<.002 .00 .151 .012 .037

0-9 1 .6n .564 .65: .700 .876
.198 .293 .286 .553 .68D

<.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 .046

2 .6r8 .647 .7a .736 .859
.339 .309 .455 .493 .649
.001 <,,001 .008 <.002 .035

3 .665 .731' .689'* .889 .861*
.422 .453* .367* .712 .731*

<.001 .003* .001* <.001 .027*

a .658 .647 .703 .M .865(- 320 .352 .369 0586 .687

<0001 .001 .003 <.001 .036

basod an the five o s of ztriuf(t .o 0-TNW,]So , X s)
vith LOT subtituted for TZI In the test Mission. feptoa Talues for

S, nd § Per P95 level an .950, .858, and .463, rosootively

'b ae n inccmplo daIt
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From table XIV it is evident that so far as the hypothetical system
criteria axe conoerned, the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 quikoly regained their over-
all effectiveness during the retraining provided. Paur of the six had already
exceeded their ond-of-training levels in their first four retraining trials and
all virtually met or exceeded them in their best four-trial block of retraining.
The cumulative probabilities for both crew naturally reflect this also by
indicating gains in the best four trials with respect to all aspects (O, )
of overall effectivenesso Some individuals-for emmuple, P-82, P-131 and P-132-
showed especially notemrthy improvement. Also, it is likely that had not P-81
been somewhat distirbed by the requirement to terminate his participation after
just one-half day of retrainbng he would have perfomed still more effeotively,
with the result of greater demonstrated gain for himself and his crew. Of
course, the estimated reliabilities of all the pilots were very high in the
best four-tria block in retraining-- ranging from .999 to .991, 3 from .999
to .964, and b frvom .999 to .789. That these reliabilities reflect some gain
over original training implies thst, as was surmisedp these pilots had not quite
reached the limit of their skill potential at the end of training.

The overall effectiveness in retraining of 0-4 and 0-9, as shown in
table XV9 rums parallel to that of 0-8 and 0-13 in some respects and in others
it does not. The pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 (P-42 excepted) also regained their
former levels of reliWbility in the brief retraining afforded them. Some,
notably P-41, P-43, and P-92, even showed substantial gains. Similarly, the
oumulative probabilities for the two crews reflect this general improvement in
all aspects of overall effectiveness. However, the estimated reliabilities
with respect to criteria of 0-4 and 0-9 pilots at their best were still generally
low iim ompared with those of the 0-8 and 0-13 pilots. P xead from .959
to .651, from .865 to .286 and b from .453 to <.001. Clearly, most of the
0-4 and 0-9 pilots had not even approached the limits of their skill potential
in original trauiing and did not do so in retraining either.

b Leati to revioM . However, when the retraining
perfomnoe of the pilots/orews is examined in terms of the likelihood of
achieving their end-of-training p5 level a somewhat different, althugh
generally complementaryg view is ;bained. The phaso-by-phase probabilities
of achieving this former level ae sumarized for the initial retraining of all
pilots in table XVI and for the best four-trial blocks of 0-8 and 0-13 pilots
in table XVII. (Once again, although the j values to be expected are .950 the
1 values to be expected vary with the number of measuxed parameters for the
phase, as in the comparison table X concerning test mission performance.) In
addition, the directly comparable figures for overall effectiveness in the test
mission and the expected values may be seen in the right-hand columns of tables
XIV and XV, for 0-8 and 0-13 and 0-4 and 0-99 respectively.

The phase probabilities for initial retraining given in table XVI are
often, but certainly not alyosn higebr than those for the test miss.on given
in table X. et fact only on th hraking and hover ad deking phases are the
cumulative probabilities for crews consistently higher. l'rthermore, the
probabilities based on initial retraining seldom reach the expected value
(.950-2 eta.) thus indicating that the individuals and crews performed few phases
initially at their former levels of skill. None of them attained their former
level in separation and deorbit, braking and hover, and docking.
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Again, there was considerable variation within individuIls in their capa-
bility to perform the several phases at their former level and among individ-
uals in their Capabilit% to perform a given phase at rormer levels. Oerall,
in contrawt with the analysis in terms of criteria, their effectiveness on the
several phases does not show a very consistent pattent of effectiveness favor-
ing certain phasee over others, although pilots of 0-8 are still seen. to have
performed less competently on the sane three phases idetified earl fer. In
general, the phase-by-phase probabilities of achieving the former ? 95 level do
not seem to vary as greatly as did those of meeting the hypothetical criteria,

When contrasted with the entries of table XVI those of table XVII show,
as in the oriterial analysis, the effects of the additional retraining received
by the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13. As crews in the best fomr trial block of retrain-
ing they surpassed their initial four-trial levels in nine out of tuelve instances.
However, even these most skilled pilots at their best did not consistently exceed
their training level and in several phases were far short of it, This is illus-
trated in figure 9 in which ret.-aining performances of P-81 and P-131 are plotted
with reference to their former p 95 levels. The result, in overall effective-
ness, vas that only one of the six (P-132) slightly exceeded the expected value
and one other approximately matched that value (see table XIII). The discreopncy
between the values for P-81 and those of the other pilots again may be most
easily attributed to the adverse circumstances xmder which he performed. From
these findings it may be argued that the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 had indeed
reached their skill potential at the end of training-a view which seemingly
contradicts the earlier findings on performance with respect to criteria.

Having noted, then, that 0-8 and 0-13 did not much surpass their former
levels it naturally might be supposed that the less-skilled 0-4 and 0-9 were
even further from their former levels in retraining. But, the last colt=m of
table XIV shows that this was not so, that if anything, 0-4 and 0-9 surpassed
0-8 and 0-13 in capability to perform at former levels in the initial retrain-
ing. This observation too is at variance with the findings on retraining perform-
ance with respect to criteria.

Bn general, concerning retrainingW it is concluded that in the first few
trials most pilots regained considerable skill-enough to demonstrably surpass
their test mission capability--but not enough to match their end-of-training
levels, The amount by which they fell short of the p,9 5 training level (from
.250 to .061 in =, exoluding P-81) was surprisingly similar, irrespective of
their degree of original skill. Those receiving additional retraining approached
and, in at least a third of the cases, matched their former levels bat showed
little tendency to surpass them. End-of-training capability to meet hypothetical
system criteria was fully regained by virtually all the pilots in a few retrain-
ing trials, several pilots actually surpassing it, and was always surpassed in
the best retraining performance of those receiving additional retraining. Butg
the less well-trained pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 continued in retraining to be
distinctively lesa able to meet the criteria than the pilots of 0-8 and -13,
even though they performed equally well relative to their own former levels.

Evidently then, the first question as to how quickly skill was reacquired
may best be answered in this ways both skilled and relatively unskilled pilots
were able to regain their capability to meet the hypothetical system criteria
within about four trials following the test missionp but not their full original
capability. The originally well-trained pilots did approximate or equal their
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TABL3 XVI

Probability Ektimated frm Varly Retraining Performa of A' =
th p.95 Skill Levwl of the Last Your Tr"inin ,

Phae
Crew/ To IDI/ BR Dk IM All %Ias*

Pilot (2) - TI(2) 510 (8) (6) (6) 9 b
0-4 1 (P) .820 .956 ND .825 .825 .958 .878

Pi .534 .911 ND .363 .543 .878 .646 c084

2 .905 .506 ND .520 .999 .979 .782
,718 .022 ND .053 .998 .938 .546 ,001

3 .688 .970 ND .824 -t .960 .888
.077 .939 ND t396 - .879 .658 .025

aal (r)V .804 .811 ND .723 .941 .966 .849
P~) .443 .624 IND .271 .847 .898 .617 .037

0-9 1( ) .983 .978 ND .628 .924 .867 .876
p) ,950 .955 ND .108 .774 .6n .68o .o46

2 .905 .992 ND .602 .835 .959 .859
.733 .984 ND .102 .549 .878 .649 .035

3 .940 *933* ND .482 - .950 .861
.827 .933* 1D .041 - .855 .733. .027

all (ji) .943 .968 ND .571 .920 .925 .865
I o837 .957 ND .087 .774 .781 .687 ,036

0-8 1 () ND ND .581 .564 ND .383 .509*
() ND ND .029 .027 ND .051 .036* <.001*

2 .913 .832 .689 .734 .822 .978 .828
.755 ,663 .069 .134 .534 .933 .515 .002

3 .997 - .667 .655 .878 .602 .800
.990 - .022 .033 .665 .087 .466 <.oo1

all .955* .916* .646 .651 .,850* .654 .712*
) .872* .832* .040 .065 .600* .357 .339* .001*

0-13 1 pj .999 .886 - .694 .788 .930 .850

( ) 997 .771 - .021 .366 .356 .585 .002

2 .962 .744 .949 .923 - .728 .884
.887 .502 .846 .704 - .199 .690 .053

3 .999 .934 .789 .874 - .296 .815
.996 .869 .391 .500 .025 ,630 .004

anll i .987 .855 .913 .830 .929 .585 .850
P.. .960 .714 .746 .408 .789 .193 .635 .020

K* for 0-8 and 0-13 based on the first four training trials; for 0-A and 0-9
bamed on all rotraini datag as noted in parentheve.

V probabilities fo "all" piloto are indivina values tkn cum1atie)1  . ,
t ixadae w >. 9995

&i * bad on reioed data 56 o\ L
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TABLE XVII

Probability Etimated from Beat Peur-zial Mlook in Retrain Wg
of 0-8 and 0-13 Attaining the p.95 Scill Level of the Last Your
Training Trials

Cr"/ Phase All Phases 9

Pilot mrT WI SDO BH Dok BE

0-8 1 (Ti) ID ND .885 .664 ND .383 .644*
b ND) ND D .668 .107 ND .051 .275* .004*

2 .999 .832 .800 .715 .854 .978 .863
.997 .663 .401 .173 .574 .933 .624 .025

3 - .482 .950 .920 .623 .829
- 48 .804 .771 .161 .631 .005

all -*~ .916* .722 .776 .887* .661 .779
(t) .998* .832* .372 .361 .672* .382 .510* .011*

0-13 1 ON .999 .886 - .883 .788 .796 .892
(M .997 .771 - 0534 .366 .451 .686 .068

2 .962 .986 - .936 - .932 .969
.887 .972 - .757 - .799 .902 •521

3 .999 .999 .940 .874 - .893 .951
.996 .999 .821 .500 - .705 .837 .288

all (Ii .987 .957 .980 .898 .929 .874 .937
( ... 960 .914 .940 .597 .789 .652 .808 .292

t dash indioates value >.9995
b -ised on redaced data

v probabilities for "all" plots are Indidual valuos take
OULa4Iatively (i.e.9 mans of individual values)
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fall oriitna apbiit with rayn amuts of na4-d4it m re trann in th

rml pbusse In comtzwt the second question as to b ther the pilots of
0-8 and 0-13 vr .lly ined. ,ears bmle on he ais of thebave
results so far pmer ted. Fo, on the one hand, if caability to moest eyste
criterxia is the decidig factor thoy mot be onsidered not to have bee fully
talned oriialilyo On the other ba=4 if capability to perfozim at a h1*lV
ra:Usbl( level (p.) detexlned frm their mm Perforomce is the deoi n
factor there is no" sis for suposin that they r e not flly trSiUSed

In the following sectica of the report this problemUcalsepsot of the
finding along with certain other espoots of the study which bea on the
interpretation of the data vwill be discused and some definitive conolusions
will be stated.
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The problem of interpreting the data obtained and the anwlvtic results
presmted actually invoes consideration of at least th:ro t diffrmt
kinds of factors. These axe, first of allf the obvious ro vdm'ul factors
relating to the mannor ce obtaining the datao  L k of Aan.dardiation in pro-
oedure or failure to oontrol or randomize some siXiflomt. vuiiable affecting
the performance of the test ptrsonnel can certainly bias remlts° In order to
interprot the study, theng it is desirable to consider the possibilities for
bias in this regard and to a their likely impaot on the dta.

Beynd the details of data collection another aspect of the study signif-
icantly affecting the interpretation of findings concerns the details of the
analytic procedures used. It is possible that sma ohsraoteristic(s) of the
analytic method employed my oIax-te to Introduce a bias in the reprsemtation
or c of performnoe obtnaved-thus resuiting in an artifam, or
spurious effect. Any possibilitias of this nature should also be oonsidered
and their implications for the re ults dermined.

Pinally, byond these procenrsl details of data collection and aaljYsis
thers awe always the sowhat broade, questimns of goneralisability-of extent
to which the findings m applicable to other situations. Although genormlisa-
bility-d greatly on the speoifia prooeo.bv used it also depends upon
more general matters relating to tho veW conootualization of the study*
These, too, should be examined, in retrospect, in order to arrive at a fully
oonsidred interpretation of the results.

l 3wh of thse tlnw kinds of' factor-s winl be discussedg in tan in the
following portions of this section. Finall- in keeping with these nterpret&-

tive rem ar and the analytic results, .oifto -tudq findis will 'ne state&
Readers who do not care to follow the detailed exmination of the numuro
interpretative factors involvd my tum diretly to pW 91 for the statment
of findings. Alternatiwly, just the more sgsoific considerations of data
collection and analysis proosduxes my be skipped by turning to pago 84 on which
the discussion of generalizability begins.

xinf;=% With a stuey of tho mnitude of this me in sho rolum
of data it is a om ocamrence that vow of the dat\ are lot-uwumully ftr a
vriety of reasons. Hc=o it is a fie& qusotion to mas this one,
To wh t extent wore data lost and how do these looses affect th rovults? Thte
quostion can be anerord in a very genral Vmy rut of nore uce is eyoifio
information an whore the looms waro counterad.

Starting then with tho training data, and rostricting simncrn as ,lw4mq
to filiht oontrol, the records of training performanc exhibited IV GrodWk
at al (1966b) son quite omplete for tho purpose of this analsis. Tua, VA
also =y be noted in table XXV of appcn&ix M (procnt Mrt)or, cuffioicut data
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on 0-8 and 0-13 were available to &1=&s provide a good four-trial b~uis for
astimating adof-training peoxw~rnca. In fat, vith these two crmw in only
tim oases (PM3 on TLI and P-131 on LM) mse there an evidant difficulty requir-
ing attentica and this involvad possibly woneoung not missing data. In these
tw instances the last zour values Included one5 vhich vas obviously extronP. as
cozpared with the shole training record of the Iwivl&GB1. Consequent2yp to
obtaiu a fair estimto of capability these tvo values vore replmced 17 reaching
one trial further back in the 'tmning record. TPhere were a lew other instAncs
wbfere values mhich sed epreseztative of the indivi&=a1's anoftraining
cadbility were noted but, since they were not obviously etmerelative to the
iftole record they vote used. Perhas the most notable such instances are thoiw
of P-132 on 810 (velocity and yaw) and on lbk (dispi cot inte) and P-133 on
1A (velocity). In these Instances it is quite possible that the estimate of
training is an underestimate and the cmaiosof traini;g with other perfon-
ance are consequently biazed. These, possibilities ill be explored more precisely
in the discussion of aampling. meanwhile, aicipating that discusoion, it in
doubtful that beyond affecting the estimates of original capability of P-132 andI
P-133 the extreme values entered greatly in the analysis of 0-8 and 0-13 perform-
ance.

In ontrast, the record for 0-4 and 0-9 is not nearly so complete although, 1
considering their evident lack of trann and the secondazy interest to be
accorded their data, it still seene quite adequate. It =a necessarv wsotimes
to reach back more then four trials in training to sure a basis for estimtion
or to accept 1.s8 than four trials as a busis, but this did not occur to a gret
extente As table XXV indicates, acceptable estimates were possible for an. bat
the r aidezvous performanco, the 31)0 performnce in yaw and pitch of 0-9 and the
LPA performac ot P-92. PAmdezvonm perortmooc cannot be estimated merely be-I
cause fuel ~Aioapt ion for it, was not at that time being distinguished from that
for docking in the perormanc rooords. This lack of informtion on rendezvous
does foroe discouting rendamzux In the record of "- a 1 0-13 before comparison
of the two sets of are=s (az noted previously), but it otherwise has little bear-
Ing on the results. The other losses mentioned @.so =--m of minor cofer-merely
a nuisance in calculation and in oros-comparison.

The test mission data are, in a seep amore coupletse than the training
data. Only the rendesos infOcrm-tion for 0-4 and 0-9 (for the reason already
noted), the velocity con*.rol of P-91 in SZO and the displacemnt of P-93 in PR
are unavailable. Howevr, the lack of information on training performnc o-.
0-9 in yaw and pitch in 8IW and of P-92 In LWA an a basis for estimating varia-
bility, additionally made caculation of test mission probabilities for these
performncs Impossible as well. Again though, considering the secondary interest
in 0-4 and 0-9, the not affeot of those data looses seems slight.

Similar general oo0flii318 concerning the retraining data appear appro- j
pri.ate. For 0-8 and 0-13 the only losses were in the performne of P-81. These
losses wore, of coure, considz.able and they restrict opportunities to make
fruitful comparisons involving the retraining performnc of this especially
significant first-tested pilot. Ilut thoesheer loss In data in probably not the
main concern (as will be brought out core fully in a following discussion), and
the principal Interest in retraining is with respect to given indiviftal's gains
or looses over other porformances. Thae- are, of course, no data for retraining
performane of 0-4 and 0-9 on S1) and WI (TmI boing substituted) which makes
for nuisance in orosoomparicon, but these a"e difficulties arising by design
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rather than by loan, as auob. There are Instmn (appendix table, XX=l) ih
which the estimates for pilots of 0-4 and4 "- had to be based an resawe4 data
OW*I;to alack offortion on a few prmters and trelaand onecuse
(P-93 on TRI, V) for which no estimate ws possible.

TbuB2 in general, although the Instances of missing data noted did ca=9
some mdsano@ ini analysis and do make coso-08 soin more complicated than
with a complete record, they certainly do not m~ ennflinterpretation
impossible or, if proterly bandied, bias the results., Perhaps the most ceriou
of these oonsiderations in the problem (to be discussed in more detail) of
possible bias due to the inclusion of urepresentative v-nse-bdt this pvobles
is certainly not unique to this study.

CodM9t gf jhe Test, Apart from the broader isss of simulation involved,
there are a number of particulars of the may In which this test ws ondacted
which might possibly have influenced the results. In the first place, In order
to make efficient use of Personnel time and minimize costs involved, the full
7--day mission wan compressed into a singe work day by eliminating long coast
periods and navigational tasks. In fact, it was compressed oam more than that
by ariigfor three performnce of each main phase-each of the three crew-
members occupying each cow position once. 'What vim the probable effect of such
seve"e compression 'on the performances of the pilots relative to what they might
have done? This question is naturally difficult to answer and perhaps frankly
ought to be resolved on the basis of comprisoa data. Howver, lacking such data
and yet being appreciative of the possible usiificance of the compression factor
sow. estimation appeara desirable. What thong in terms of knm psychological
variables, would be the likely effects of time compression?

In viewi of the available information on work periods aind the effects of
continuing work it readily my be oupposed that as the test day wore on tUS
pilots became- somsehat lfess able to perform This dioazd 'trand *"ld be
aspected to continue until, toward the very last portion, the anticipation of
completing the predefinied task resulted in an end spurt. Similar trends, but
of shorter duration, might also be expected within the morning until lunch MW
provided to the pilots in the simulated crew compartmMnt and, possibly, within
a given mission cycle for 0-8 and 0-13, the pilots of whom completed a whole
mission in the same position. An the net result of such effects all 'the pilots
(of all crews), as indIvidualsr might be expected to oxhibit parallel trends
dowwrd within the mission sequence until the last phae with a slight iMProve-
mont in any phase performed Nost before lunch. (For 0-4 and 0-9 the phase
performed before luuch wAs WL but for 0-8 tand 0-13 the first-tested pilot
completed 39 just before lunch.) However, overlaid upon these Predictable main
trnds are a number of virtually indeterminate possible effects on individuals
as might arise from happenstances in scheduling, which afforded break periods
in sporadic fashion and having to wait out relatively long Periods of iniotivity
within the mission sequences of "- and MI-13, (In fact, one 0-13 Pilot wa"
obeerved showing all the typical signs of great boredom whtile waiting his turnI
in midafternoon.)

Oh the other hwAnd, it is also known that cuch trends as these are largely
abseant from the performance of highly tact-notivvted individuals as it is be--I
lieved these, pilots were, These vork decrement offects are also diminished
whoa the work is of a varied rather than repetitive, routine nature. Further-
more, the overall wori-priod (abtrt 13 hours) rm not so long as to bring about
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sufftiiet fatigue in thes rewzably reoted pilots to occman much dormm 't,
if strong2 task motivation is asmed, for thor were may opportunities for rest
&=irg the workday.

However, of perhaps more ccoaln than the possible trands with omtiving
wrork are the possible effects of task interference arising from the r~iem
to peforte tasks in cloe ucoesion. This muld bs of scial. COOM i~in
the perfomce of 0-8 and 0-13, the pilots of which quickrly passed fronm e
phase to the other, Over the lorger periods be'twwi phase Performances of 0-4
and "- tire effects would diminish. Ourrent widerstanding of transfer phenovma
of such a nature predicto that the effect will be greater to the extant that
responses to the ean Or Biilar stiMUli in the two Situations Of concen a8e
antagonistio. Patq since tho mmaot character of the intertask similarities can
sel~om be specified a prioi, precise prediction of the effect is soldo, possible
and9 therefore, again lacking comparative data, little boyand the sinimal supposi-
tion that there my have boen some Intez'task interference seem warrnted. It
may also be supposed on the grounds of greeter possibility for anan ic
response that this effect would be most pronounced in the first phase performed
at one station after having performed at another (i.e., 9 n transfearing stations).
Of amure, facilitative effects might also occur to tha ege of positive Inter-
took siailarity in both stimuli and responses and thAy would be expected to

hand, such, facilitativs and interference effects as these axe knoin to diminish

with increased Fkill and vith the frequency with which the tasks involved hav
been successively performed. All the crea had been requirxed to shift from
practice on one phase to another rather rapidly in the latter portion of train-
ing andq of course, 0-8 and 0-13 did so even more and were we1-trafr'%d IV Uuaml
standards. Thus, it is conjectured that although some aditional ftcilitationI
and Interferenc owing to the close succession In which the mission phases were
performed my have occurred, it is niot likely they were of sufficient wagnituds
to bias the =~In tred of the remults, The effects of this ature, if eiat ing
at all, would be small oags up or down In parameter and phase reliabilities. j

The multiple testing of the crawm co that each orwmer zformed in
eachpostio an th necessarily wUiqw order in Iwhich this was accomplished

represents another significant factor bearing on the results* However, rather
than being forced to dspend upon speculation about this factor the analytio
method used permits direct assessment of most of the effects of conce-rn. These
hav already been presented and provide, in general, a clear indication that
thie econd- and third-tested individiAals benefited from their immediate pro-
exposure to the mission. As already noted, this factor might have interacrted
with the work decrement factor to produce some differential effects on "- a&id
0-13 performance, but if the work decrmet mes slight these differential effects
would also be slight.

The additional differencos in order among the two sets of crow (0-4 and
0-9 vs 0-8 and 0-13) deriving from the different way in Ruich multiple tooting
was handled within the mission also might have produced como effects. Boaue

7- of the great difference in perfortmne level of the crews In the two study pbasas
no deductions from the data concerning ouch effects seem poasibl. Howeaver, it
may be wurised that if such effects occurred they wore rolatively slight and

-W variable, and depandont upon the concerted influence of the continuing work and
task transfer factors already discussed.
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Another aspect of the teeting procedure dezervinlg spocial concern is the
disetrbnoe in the test scheftle of 0-8f necessitated by P-8129 unplanned
ininnt departure on speoial assignmt. Available informt on on this require-
ment =a transmitted to P-81 in the initial portion of his ("to' initial)
mission. On comletirg the mission (near noon), and being uncertain as to
amactlywhan ho would have to leave P41 left the simulated crew station,
donned street clothes, ate lunch in haste, and thus made all departure prepar!--
tiona. Consequently, he mas not available the balance of the day to perform,
in turn, as engineer and navigator in the subsequent test missions&

The consequences for the performane record of 0-8 are, of courser diffi-
cult to gAge. But, it imyv at least be guessed that the probable effects, if
any, were to dograde the performances of all the oreumembers. P-819 informed.
in midmission of a reurot of considerable personal importance, may vell
not have attended as fully as he might have to mission tosks. P-82 and P-83
were required to perform under an arrmpgment neith~r standard nor expected
(thoutgh not unusual in their training experience) and may well have etperienced
minor confusion with perhaps some loss of motivation through disraltion of crew
integrity. 3Hower, if the performnce of 0-8 in the test mission ums degraded
in this manner it is supcted that the degradation vw slight, primarily again
because of the apparently still excellent task motivation and professional in-
terest of the pilots, The disturbance in procedure represented mostly a nuisance
to be accommodated for, not unusual in their amperience.

As it turned out -u-81 did not depart the first teat day buzt was informed
(upon being called off a commercial aircraft about to leave the passenger ter-
min~al for takeoff) that he should stay one day longer. This he did anid was
thus able to enaeIn retraining for' one-half day before actually departing.
Unfortunately, In having encountered still another change in plans, with what
he interpreted an a possibly large personal sacrifice in his careez, and having
not been able to recover is 1 ,ag his motivation for the rtraining suffered-
to say the least. haotly how much better he would bave performed under the
originally planned circumstances is uncertain butt judging from the 'res'm"t
record it might have been considerably better. Therefore, it aaema wis to
place little value upon the rotrainirg data of P-81, unleas it is considered
representative of performance under adverse conditions not typical of the
conditions under ich the others performed. These events also may have had
consequences for the rotraining performnce of P-82 and P-83 for the saw.

renmetioned above. Howver, it is surmised that such effects, if any
were slight-again for parallel reasons.

Finally, still with respect to the conduct of the test, at least two
w'wthvhile isuea cam be raised reraining. In the first place,
what are the consequances for interpretat ion of the different amouts of train-
ing given the crow in the tw study phaves? That orown 0-8 and 0413 wrere
givn much aor retraining than 0-4 and 0-9 is, clearly, a matter of dosIPA
attrilutable to the oerlier exporience with 0-4 and "- and the reculting
suspicion that they wore not fully trained. Had 0-4 and ~39been given more
rotraining it would be possible to fully compare them with C 8 and 0-1 and
perhaps move fully assess the limitationa in their original skill. oEmer,
judging from the data at hand, 0-4 and 0-9 probmbly wuld not have achieved
their ckill potential even if thoy had received the two additional da of
training given the others. Therefore, it would still have bumn difficult to
quztify, ve after the fact, their original level of skill for the purpose
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of relating this to sill] ratention and., in turn, incrasing the rA.ue of the
study. More retraining, unlenfi sufficient for them to rea-ch their okill po'*en-
tial, would not have randered their data r=ch more useful.j

The second concern about retradning has to do with the way In which the
retraining was given to 0-8 and 0-13, In particular, of what comsequenoe is it
that in most oases the individual perforred four trials cm a givin phase in rapid
sequence and then, being replaced by another pilot, went to another poal~tion or
to arest periodT? Certainly it might be supposed that sowe dvantap might have
boon gained from frequent repetition of the sawe thing with fairly anple rest I

frm hedimrution of the zision seqwee and the need to varm up to performnc
of the phase scheduled. In generalp however, it is supponed that Wn such
effects were sufficiently slight and so variably distributed throughout retrain-

igan to little influence the estimation of capability of primary concern in
this study.j

In fact, a similar view seema genally appropriate Vith respeot to all the
fators discussed relating to the conduct of the test. Ther is little question
bat mhat the "various factors meintioned operated to drive the performnce up or
do=n on occasion. ffoverp with the exception of ?'481' s retraining performance, j
it io unlikely that these effects were of aW consequence. But, if there was
mny overall net effect of then it was probably per-formnc-degrading rather than
performance-enhancing.

Task Set-icf Test Personne. One other feature of the data collection
procedures, which is perhaps of greater significance than all the others, con-
cerns the instructions given the test personnel about the nature of the test and
what was expected of thm In daily circumstances as well as In formal laboratory
experimentation the way in which a man views or defines his task (that in, his
taS& goals) "- a great bnfuence on how he will perform and how he will divide
his eAtention among the several aspects of the task. Conseuently and bemuise
the tasks involved in this test were complex cnd multifsoetod it in of great
relevance for any interpretation of the data to ascertain the natuare of the
task goals bald by the test personnel as they performed at various times. In
particular, it is important to determine whether these goals may have shifted
from training to tost mission to retraining with resulting differential effects
upon performance.

Now, for the fullest sort of information on how the pilots viewed their
tasks, recourse would be necessary to so=e sort of interview and/or questionnaire
technique intended to elucidate their thinking about then in depth. And to some
extent this was accomplished with respect to task particuare, as reported by
G;rodsliy et al (1966b), but it was not accomplished with respecrt to general goals.
To have attempted to obtain information on general goals, except by porhaps the
most subtle technique, would have wigendered antagonism an the pilots' part.
Their natural response would have been in the vein, "Yang, of ovnreae I did what
you asked me to do," PArthermorp individuals are often unable to explicitly
formulate the goals implicit In their activities.

Nevertheless, in the absence of forrally taken direct expressions on
general goals, it in possible to make sow roaconably vall-founded conjoctures
about them on the basis of the instructions given the test personnel ad their
inforcil conmnts to the test stAff. On those grounds a rather clear distino-
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t~on can be drawn between the probable approaches of pflots in 0-8 and 0-13 to
their teaks in the test mission and in retraining versus their goals in trainin g.
A useful distinction also can be drawn betwen the handling of the tuo sets of
crews in the two phases of the study.

Thus9 the two crews of the earlier phase (0-4 and 0-9) received rather
general encouragement to perform well in training and subsequently in test and
retraining. Speo ific goal criteria in flight control parameters were not iden-
tified for these crews as guides to their pxirtice and performance, nor v e
they regularly provided precise information about their performance. No doubt
they did operate with some aw"eneas of wat would be considered good and bad
performance but these were never precisely defined.

In contrast, throughout their training and during the testing sequence
0-8 and 0-13 performed against known flight control goals for each phase, such
as were listed in table V. (The actual criteria used included a few more than
are represented in table V.) Pilots of these crew were also enccuraged to do
as well as possible, but it was thus additionally evident eactly what van con-
sidered good and bad performance. Furthermore, daily displaying to each pilot
his previous day's performance by means of oontinuous graphs, with criteria
indicated, served -urther to emphasize the urgency of meeting the criteria and
to bring about close attention to rate of progress. In all likelihood these
procedural differences in the way in which the two sets of crewo were handled
resulted in a more favorable learning situation for 0-8 and 0-13, at least up
to the point of consistent capability to meet criteria in repeated trials. This
effect, in addition to sheer differences in amount of training received, may be
largely responsible for their groater skill at the end of training. By the end
of training the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 had achieved sufficient skill to regularlyj
meet the criteria in most parameters, as table XXV9 appendix III, shows. Clearly
then, they had met the requirements of the original reliability study as defined
for them and it was with this recall of their own former capability that they
approached the skill retention test.

However, in the course of the initial briefing to the pilots the day be-
fore skill retention testing begant a strong attempt was made to redefine the
task goals for 0-8 and 0-13 for the skill retention work. In these briefings
the pilots of both crews were asked to seek the very best performance possible
as consistently as possible, rather than to merely strive to meet the stated
task criteria. By means of blackboard illustrations, they were shown how not
only typical performance level but also variability in performance would be
employed to compute reliability figures for their performances in the several
parameters. And, they were told that these reliability figures would be taken
as the priuary indication of their capability.

These new instructions conoerg task goals represented for the pilots a
seemingly radical departure from previous instructions as well as from accepted
practice in aircraft operation. As a result they naturally responded with some
degree of confusion and requests for clarification. Clarification was provided
until no more questions were forthcoming, but even then it seemed evident to the
study staff that, although the pilots accepted the new task goals, they were not
comfortable with them. Subsequent comments exchanged during the data collection,
on review of test records, etc., tended to confirm this supposition and to suggest
that the general attitude persisted throughout the study. Nevertheless, their
comments also suggested that they were attempting to carry out instructions; i.e.,
to turn in the best possible performance as defined in the initial briefing.
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To the exit the pilots actually adopted it, this reooriwetationi to the
wission tasks, as contzwsted with the aproach In traiilg, probab37 ba zliif-j
icamt inplicationls for the interpretation of the daft. ThILo earlier they
mmrly bad to meet the criteria, now they' were to do that wAn, fuz'tber, to ex'-
oed them as imzeh and an oonistently as poasible. Certainly, with theme mw
goals bWore thin they would natuwelly tend to thsmde smevrl aspects of
their performance In eauh phase, lookizg for mpof adjusting it by rmoved
or special attention to one aspect or snotbzr, particularl those in uhich thoy
typioalty perfoxwed lose wll. OWe also mould be ao toMrsnwh
different operating strategies for aoooplishin the so"e complex phwes each
as baigand hover and earth enftry and me pilot did ztn~n tioall13y confirm
this expeatation about his on perfommonce

The net effectis of thms aotions on recorded parfanw vould be a pre-I
dictable gain in retraining to far as the criteria are ooozdaw the

gai wuldno ueeserlybe regular or gmet for In aakgand shiftiag to
now oparational strategies som* interim lose vo'dd be exet&Perfection of
a new stratea would require at least a few trials* Oni the other handq the
effects of thoas wsa aetions upon performm as interprated by reference to
former Ilel of estimated high reliability would be quite different. Por,
particularly the overall phase and mission reliabilities (k and b) would be
adversely affcoted by the gmet preponderanc of omeatozy shifts. To gadn
with respect to the criterion in a less adequately performedpamerwol
be to gain also with respet to former p,95_vel, to a probability >.950.
Btt to at the sam time sacrifice some pero ec in another parsater, alnce
the pilots wee eerly capable beyond the .999 level of meeting the criterion,
often would zesult In no detected bhpin performace vith 2Weac to criterion,
but always onsiderable lose below .950 with respect to forg level. Mhe aature
of this differential effect will be cammec, In aoro dotail lster, P=i tbe
present it merely serves to chazwtoris the important implications of the chaWg

in task goals, which presumably omcured.

Beyond the procedures used in data collection, theme are still the specific
analytic procedures used to sowiz ad organise the data obtanve& fte ohoice
among these, toop can have a strong bearing upon the onclusions readhed for
they Influence directly the nature of the analytio results obtained. This is
particularly true of the present study uhich, being in some vays quite unliko
traditional psychological research in goals and dasiga, required the use of novel
analytic procedmre to ronder the data meaingful, The details of the analtic
approach are given An ap-pendix 119 rather than being Cumberwwmly incoludod withini
the body of this report, and no repetition of them will be given here. Eerr
there ao certain particulars which, beause of their possibly great Influence
on the restt obtained, should be Mxlicitly recognised.

R=JU 229IM.Among those Important ana~jytio details are the decis-
ions margriSthe sanpling of dta available. 7n the usual concern for

Al 11ampling, the interest is In the set of test persomiel employod and the manner
in wbich this sot is selected from the moro inclusive population which they awe
supposed to represent. This usual concern is applicable to the present study
as wall and winl b touched on in afollowing portion of this section. Soge
the interest is in a different sampling problem Involving the selection of a
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limited portion of one individual's data to best represent that individual,
Aman 11., this problem oam=r largely beoaue in such data as theseI
chrateristic trends wxe eazpeated; that is, it is anticipated that learning
or forgotting will occur with vne-mt changes in performance. ribie, in the

lagaeof mthemtical et&'~stiosp ona is dealing -sith a nonstationary proceass.
Ebw then can one hope to ar~ive at an estimte of performance level at certain
timas from data series which must be assumed changing in one or more aspects?
Beyond the nuances of this problea and more to the point of the present discuss-
ion, sampling for the purpooces of this analysis vas done in a certain way and
this may hav influenced -the retmlts in a predictable fashion.

Thus, in the first place, with but one excet ion, whenover there were
sufficient data, the size of the performace sample taken =a always four. Sowe
retraining phases of 0-4 and 0-9 axe the exoeptions. Thie wa done because four
trials were estimated to be an optimm oompromise between inacuracies arising
from the inclusion of treads and from error in parameter estimatos from small
samples, Obviously a larger sample sizes may five or six, would have resultad
in less estimation error if the data series wans stable but not necessarily so
if the series mas still in the process of change. Whther four =a the optimum
is naturally7 debatable, but there is no doubt estimations deriving from a sample
of four vary considerably, in accordance with the relatively greater weight
accorded extreme values in the Emall sample and awe occasionally in considerable
error (so far as the mean of repeated such samples is concerneal It follows
then that particular values obtained for p mast be taken with qualifi.cat ion.
especially when they deviate extremely, for they are overinfluenced by an occa-
sional performance extreme., This would also be tnx.e to an evn greater degree
of p values taken jo-atly (i.e., P) for the joint product is strongly influenced
by inequalities among the elements involved. On the other hand p values takenI
cumulatively should represent quite accurate eatinatesp since any errors of
estimation ame presumably random and so tend to cancel out.

Besides sample size, one other aspect of the data sampling of special
interest is the particular set of trials selected o,- the portion of the data
taken. In having chosen a relatively small sample size and also elected to
limit attention to only the last four training trials it is quite possible that,
because of a low extreme in the trials selected, the individual's capability
was underestimated. (In fact, correction in two such ciroumtances semd
necessary, as already described..) There is no reason to suppose that the last
fo-ur trials were the individual's bests particularly if he was no longer learn-
ing rapidly. Thus, it might be suggested alternatively that the best four train-
ing trials should have been used as truly representing the iridividual's greatest
attainment. Certainly this choice is a debatable one for taken at face value
the best four trials indeed must be the best performance. On the contrary, to
take the best four trials might be to overestimate the capability (mindful of
the sample size), whereas use of the last four would result in random over-
and underestimation and no overall bias. Also, from the practical point of view,
finding the best four trials takes more work because more data must be analyzed.

Nevertheless, whatever the ultimate resolution of this issue may be, the
Ist four trials were taken as the reference with the probable result that on
some occasions the estimates derived over- or underestimated the lltruer' capability.
A casual check by reviewing the results of an alternative weighted Z-soore
analysis performed on the sawe data did reveal a number of cases involving 0'-8
and 0-13 in which a trial block other than the last apparently was superior.
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Bu on olozeo xmm ntion off thee IV refertce to oom am le phase pobbilities

it vas found that thee ar relatively fow instances iu ehich the actual superior-
ity over the lant trial block is considerable, For the -8 pilots the shifts
in f and. were as follons: P-81 in SDO, -919 to .998 and 457 to .90; P-82
in SDO, .953 to .987 ar .860 to .960, and in LA, .806 to >.999; P-83 in TLI,
•954 to .997 aad .908 to .994. or th 0-13 pilote the sbifts in § and ez,
P-131 in , .980 to >.999 and .920 to >,999; P-132 in s$W, .739 to .978 and
.370 to .935, and in DAk, .939 to .980 and .819 to .940; P-133 in LA, .557 to
.865, and In Dok, .942 to >.999 and .827 to >.999. The effects of substituting
those new estimates of reliability in cartain phwes on estimated mission reli-
ability m bo sen in table XVII, whih ohm both the old and nw , , 2i P
values for Individuals and rews, Obviously, the pilots' original capabilities
(particularly P-132 and P-133) axe estimated to be much higher whan the beat
four-trial block performance is taken as the reference. But, it is still debat-
able whether this procedure gives a more valid estinate. Perhaps the most
accurate value, if available, would be found to compromise between the two of
table XVIII.

TABO XVIII

Mission Reliability of 0-8 and 0-13 Per Criteria in Training
as 3stimated from the lst Four- and the Best 17ur-Trial Block *

Measure
P p

'rePilot last 4 best 4 last 4 beat 4 last 4 best 4

0-8 1 .990 .999 .971 .997 -741 .974
2 .973 .998 .961 .994 .683 .947
3 .991 .996 .978 .988 .817 .894

all .984 .998 .970 993 .747 .938 i
0-13 1 .967 .969 .946 .955 .582 .633

2 .961 0993 .907 .983 .294 .854
3 .932 .973 .907 .960 .361 .679

all .953 .978 .920 .966 .412 .722

* four-trial 'loaks t,-= as superior to the last four-trial blooks and
substituted for them are only those vhich a weighted Z-score analysis
suggested would be greater and for which 9 for that mission phase was
subsequently found to be at least .008 gre"ater

Furthermore, even if the best four-trJal block in t:ining is taken a
a reference the consequences for the analysis of test m~ssion capability to
meet criteria are slight. For 0-8 only SDO estimates are affected-P-81 shift-
ing from .713 to .662 and .138 to <.001, and P-82 shifting ftom .980 to .990
and .939 to .989 in likelihood of meeting criteria (P and P). The result in
overall reliability for P-81 is a shift from .931 to .925, .827 to .812, and
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.048 to <.001 in , , and % .. he overall shifts for P-82 .963 to .968,

.920 to .929t and .395 to .431. In 0-13, P-131 shifts from .294 to .20i
on ER (no change in P), with a resulting shift in I from .899 to .894(f
unchanged). P-132 shifts ( and D) from .893 to .999 and .695 to .997 in 81D
and fr-m .992 to .994 and .975 to .998 in Bk with changes in overall reli-
ability ( , , and b) from .982 to .995, .958 to .994 and .643 to .945. P-133
shifts from .716 to .885 in LPA and from .951 to >.999 and .853 to .999 in DIXk
with changes in overall reliability from .954 to .978, .927 to .962, and .481
to .697. Thus, as noted earlier, it appears that extreme values in the last
four training trials are of concern only in the analysis of the test perform-
ance of P-132 and P-133. If these extreme values are considered spurious then
capability to meet criteria in test must be considered somewhat underestimated
for both P-132 and P-133--perhaps the most aocurate estimate being some compro-
miss value. Parallel reanalysis of test mission capability to meet former P.95
levels, with the best four-trial blocks in training used in computing those
levels, results in probabilities that are never greater and are generally less
than those originally obtained. Although these reductions in probability are
small and of little consequence, again the probabilities for P-132 and P-133
are found most affected. The values for P-132 shift from .871 to .831 in 9,
from .731 to .627 in f, and from .004 to <.001 in b. Those for P-133 shift
from .805 to .758, from .570 to .491, and from .001 to <.001. Accordingly,
the capabilities of P-132 and P-133 to meet former p a levels may be con-
sidered slightly overestimated to the extent that ext me values recorded for
them at the end of training are spurious.

Comparison of best retraining performance with best training performance
still shows a gain in capability to meet criteria for four of the six pilots.
By this comparison P-81 never did quite as well in retrainirg as in training
(.997 vs .998 in p and .978 vs .995 in P), probably for the reasons already
discussed. Also, P-133 did not demonstrate his original capability to meet
criteria (.991 vs .999 in F, .964 vs .996 in fi, and .789 vs .976 in 1). The
cumulative probabilities for crews still indicate a net gain in capability to
meet criteria in retraining. The parallel analysis of greatest demonstrated
capability in retraining to meet former p 9 5r levals, in making reference to
occasionally superior phase performance, o;i never result in probabilities
greater than those based on the last trial-block reference.

Thus, it is concluded that the use of the last four training trials as a
basic reference had little affect upon the main outcomes of the analysis of 0-8
and 0-13 performance. It apparently resulted in underestimation of original
capability to meet oriteria, of much consequence only for P-132 and P-133. In
turn, the capabilities of P-132 and P-133 for meeting the criteria in the test
mission appear somewhat underestimated, whereas their capabilities to meet former
p. levels appear slightly overestimated. However, the critical estimations on
tes performance of P-81 and P-131, on which the main conclusions must rest, aro
virtually unaffected. The outcomes of comparisons involving retraining also t
remain essentially unchanged, even though use of the last four training trials
may have introduced a slight overestimation of capability in retraining.

A similar but still more complicated dilemma exists with the selection of
a four-trial block to best represent capability in retraining. Rather obviously
the first trial block would not be the best if relearning cor nev learning is
assumed. Bat, the last one might not be the best either, particularly if there
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io w=o evidence of or basis for csuigemtzziotory t=aM effects frm the
preWCos of so=e factor other than 1miW * forhmntely, the prnence of

of tho test pwa after the first daq of retraining as the m tbefc
tor. Therofore- it am smost rw i.l in this instance to talm the best four
trials as mooit vapreaentative of indiviftal capabilitr.-the eatimtes derived
from thgm being isnated ty sampling bias, bat deflated by redmwod motivation
in roughly a cmestory fashion. It lo a matter of conjecture just how truly
representative the eatimtes so obtained are, but it is 'believs4 they awe prob-
ably reasonably close (saky within .01 in P).

Herrverg the choice of the beat four trials does not #watthe raniticar-
tions of the sampling problem with respect to retrainivg data. It was s'ill
necessary to decide whether the best four trials with rsetto 1; or t ciuld
be used and whether these should be with respect to criteria (D or 00 or
whether they should be vith respect to the former attainmsnt in training f09
or A-.95)- For the main alyis of results, comparing the aevral levels of
performance exhibited throtghout the experiment see table XIV)v this was resolved
by taking P. for th, criterion-referenced analysis and .9 for the former level-
referenced analysis. The was oonsidered superior to as best or more san-
sit ively reflecting the overall capability in an phase.

This solution does bring about an analytio dilemma steming directly from
the fact thL - the beat four-trial block indicated b7 D~qp performnce is more
than a few times not the beat trial block Indicated ty a performance. In other
words, two wwht different sets of retraining trials axe used to represent
retraining capability. This circumatano. might surely have implications for the

comarionof gainsases in retraining over original levels as derived from
criterion-referenced versus former level-referenced probabilities.

&oh a coparisn of the performances of 0-8 and 0-13 is smnmarized In
'table MI. Clearly, as stated in the final portion of the presentation of
results, so far as the criteria go these crews gained, UA so far as former p9
le-.! I.- cened they lo'tr in r-Araining over end-of-training capability.
The question which naturally follows is whether this contradictory result is
to be accepted an plausible and solely the result of the sifts in task set
already describad, or whether it my not also be partly the consequence of the
selection of best four-trial block in retraining. Speifically, what would be
the alternative results if b ware computed on the basis of the best criterion -
referenced block when est iznai3 capability to moat criteria is msximal (becom-

the base 9 level-referenced block vw. capability to achieve former p9

levels In Individual parame ;eOrs is maximal (becoming b.,9)

Several deductions about the relative orders of magnitude of the altenie
tive T vlues and the cross-cocparizon of thoem can be made. In the first place

must be greater than I.5, ean b 9i based on at leat some
smaller p values. Since PV/0 nretraining is ownm to represent a gain over
training, PjO,9* must befound toshow either loe gain, no differene, or
possibly a loss. Similarly p.9 5 'qq5 must be greater then p.5,because the
latter is based an some smller % vlue. Further, since pog5 ,' has boon
found to represent a loss cuq~,mst be found to represon~ ~l greater loss.
Thus, in the comparison of g ioms of pa,. 9 5 an 9 5 9  the differences must
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i Uzav m an~ Relzbility of 0-8 aad 0-13 fras
Tranimto Best Your'Tzin Mlock in Rtsnm

Pilot

0-8 .o (z.l)2)_:008 (0.8) .002 (0.2) .007 0.7) var.o
.95 -. o6 (2.2)-.1 (17.2) -. (-2n 31) -1 8 .9

0 o .012 1.4) .050 (5.3).002 (0.2) .02 (2.2) vaio
.95 -. 583 (-67.9) -. 4 (-.3) -. 201 (01)-.01 (-1.) .95

o -. 4 (49.2) -.12 (1-4.) -.023 ( -. ) .136 (6.) .ar7

.95 -.172 (-2.0) .047 (5.1) -. 2 (-9.4) -.380 (-5.8) .398

o .246 (33.3) .636 (211.)) -.018 (-2.2) .288 (80.8) vario
.95 -. 329 (--82.9) .124 (31.2) -. 109 (-27.5) -. 105 (-26.4) .397

perceantage gain or lose indicated in pm'vntthesa

MEMO X

Chang in Kiseion Reliablity of -8 and 0-13 frs ining to Best
Four-Trial Block in Retraining per Alternate Referoen Usam

Pilot p
0ro/Koasre 1 2 3 All (mmon) fpotoete

0-8 q/.:5 -.090 (-9.1) °004 (0,4) -.046 -4.6) -. 044 -"4-4) vio
.95~ -.3 -34-7) -14-19.4) -. 100 -10.5 -25121.5) .M5

: f .203 (-21. 1) .009 (0.9) -. 140 (-14.2) -In1 (-11.5) vwo
95/0 -.591 (-68.9) -. 447 (-52.1) -.262 (-30.5 -.433 -50.5 .858

0 .5 :47-.3: J-.) -. 4 ) -.- 35 (--,7..) 3

_____95/0 ___________ _ 3959 (-99539 10 96-.7) .-L4 397

0-13 0/ -V 5 ::007 (-0.7) .047 (5.0) .002 (0.2) .014 (1.5) vWrio
95/0 .077 (-8.) -. 062 (-6.5) .019 (2.0) .040 -4.2) .950

So.5 -:591 (-68.9) _:115 (13.3) -:262 (-30.5) .024(2.9) varico
.95/0 -. 227 (-26 -. 128 (-LI.9) .028 3.3) -. 109 (-12,7) .858

ji ol.95 -.251 -34-0~ 5 75 (191.0) -. 046 (-5-7) :093 (50.4) vorto95/0 370 '93M2 -:326 (,82-1:) .01 (2.8)" " ,--(-57"5) .3":97

* poroantago gain or loo indioatod in par theees
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be less than that apparmnt in table XIvf vnile in the comparisn of gain/loss
of y./ aandlo tha &s must be still greater. Purthemre, the
probgitiod ohould be ord ed fton most gain to cost los as follows:

P > jPo/. 95 ? P.95/. 95 >P. 95/0

These deductions maq be confirmed by croso the tabulations of p
computations based P.95o .and p,/ ! given in table XX with those of table
XIM Which, then, of th 4hree ponile pairs in the moat valid and useful wne
for representing retraining capability or ahould all, perhaps, be used in concert
to provide a fuller unerstanding of the study results?

The lUtter view seem unquestionably the more appropriate one. Clearly
Po/o comparisons, as representative of capability to meet the task goals under-
lying all performance, are of primary concern. Tho retraining over training
gain in them mwt be taken at face value as indicative of gentine it.
In addition, that the crewmembers showved large leses as in the p.95/o
isons, while simultAously gaining with respect to crit6ria, suggea a definite
change in approach to the tak, That this change cannot be onsidered. to any
great etent an artifact of the retraining trial sample used is demonstrated by
the similarly low p, 95/.95 values. Hvidentlyo although the problem of smpling
in retraining introdubs complexities in analsis it does not pose particular
difficulty for interpretation. Oertainly the differenoes in revults concerning
retraining would be to only a slight extent, if W, the consequences of the
sapling used.

D2e Si flugaiod l .SimMleA a di tj. Tacitly assumed in the fore-
going discussion of the sampling problem is that the sample data are to be
interpreted in te of some statistical model. In this iustanoe, the model
adopted is the very oomonly used normal density function. Thus, in using this
model it is being assumed that the ma, s-tandard deviation, and other parameters
of a hypothetical sampling distribution of the ftta samples under eamtination
approximate those of a normal distribution. If this assumption is acceptable
then the interpretation of the data sample in terms of the theoretical normal
distribution le as to no -ystemtic bias. On the other hand, if it can be
shown, or there is a reasonable basis for assuming that the sample data depart
from the normal in certain ways, then the possible biases introduced must be
considered. There are at least three speoific questions concerning use of the
normal distribution which should be discussed.

First, although many human performance measures have been found to
approximate normal distributions this is not invariably true and the question
may properly be raised as to whether the measures used in this study did die-
tribute normally. If performance had at any time stabilized (on some acceptable
criterion) over an appreciable number of trials a rough answer to the question
might have been obtained by the use of tests for normality. Btt because trends
were likely and a four-trial sample was chosen as the analytic base standard
tests for normality were not feasible. Accordinglyp the question mast be
answered simply (if at all) on the basis of an examination of the data and
awareness of measurement factore commonly resulting in nonnormal distributions.
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Review of the data did not, howevr, disclose evidtwce of suficiently
frequent departures from niormality as to give pauoti for serious concern. There
were, of course, a few instances in which the last four training trials did not
seem appropriately variable or emed sked, but this is to b expected with
so small a sample. Cortaizly the few instances can hardly be taken as proof
that the normal distribution ia not generally applicable, Bmia the critical
velocity cutoff error, treated as it was without regard to sign, did not clearly
exhibit the degree of asymetry which might be expected. Apparently, that
there was almost alvays some such error and that it tended to be biased the
same direction from zero resulted in this measure bearing a reasonable semblance
of a normal distribution only moderately trun3ated by the zero bound. The other
error moares (dioplacement and displacement rate) %hih also might be supposed
to present a similar problem apparently were suffioicutly large as not to present
serious truncation or asymmetry either. On the other band, it is not being
contended that sampling distributions of these measures (and perhaps certain of
the others) would be normal-only that they would be sufficiently close to
normal that the application of the normal model is feasible,

Apart from these possible gross departures from the normal as a model,
there is the obvious arbitrary use of it to arrive at probabilities, as simple
indicants of performance capability in the measured flight control paremeters.
The chosen sample sine was indeed small--muoh smaller than is commonly inter-
preted by reference to the values of the normal density function. With such
small samples of an otherwise normal variate, the Student _t distribution is the
traditionally-recommended model for a closer approximation to the true prob-
abilities. And, unquestionablyl it would have provided more exact values for
these data as well.

However, zhe use of the normal rather than the t distribution seemed
justified in this instance on two bases. These are the ready vailability of
extensive normal probability tables showing values to the nearest thousandth
and the nature of the interest in the data, As has already been noted and will
be made still more evidentj the absolute levels of the probabilities reported
would. in any case, have to be taken with considereble quaification andp further-
more, the primary interest in the study data is in performance changes or differ-
ences rather than in absolute level of reliability. Therefore, the inconvenience
of using the -t distribution did not seem warranted. Inaccuracies in p arising
from this proceduxe would tend to run parallel in any two sets of performance
and so should not significantly affect the outcome. hutp it is true that in

having been obtained from normal rather than t tables, the values reported must
be considered somewhat inaccurate.

The nature and extent of those inaccuracies may be judged readily on the
basis of the comparison figures given in table XXI. Prom this table, indicating
the performance of P-131 in terms of both the normal (j) and the -% distributions,
it seems clear that the inaccuracies introduced by using z are modest and follow
a consistent pattern. By using y the probabilities of meeting the hypothetical
criteria are oMerestimated, but in lesser amounts as one progresses from train-
ing, to test, and then retraining. in the worst case (training) T is enhanced
only .020 and even b is enhanced only .228, ihioh is modest considering its
extreme sensitivity. Such overestimation with respect to criteria is easily
understood to result from the fact that at this pilot's high level of skill the
probability associated with a given & is nearly always greater than the prob-
ability associated with t of the same value. Because fixed criteria are refer-
enoes, the z and t values in each instance are the same.
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On the other handy 1W usinga. the probabilities of meoting foriwrp
levels are undomrtimated, apparently a,,ain in lesser amounts vm one progrelses
from test to retraining. Once agrAn the differences are not die~rwbfn~ r vatlwith Y depeciated only .058 in ths vwst case and the other indicants (p and
relatively less affected, in view of their sensitivity. This underestimation
results from the fact that in ompiting the probabilities with respect to former
p,9 M les tho reference level itself hogs with the use of .1, rather than ~
3o lhat it is generally lees stringent than that obtained by the use of JL. With
the unchanged standard deviation estimate as the diviisor tUs calculated value of
&~ is necessarily less-evidently sufficiently leos (with the frequentlyT modest
probabilities found in this case) to reduce the more inclusive probabillties be-
low that obtained by using 1,

Thus, in having usad the normal rather than the.1distribution as a model
oriterion-eferenood probabilities are slightly overestimated and former pQ
Lmvl-refermced probabilities axe alightly underestimated. However, as;a
ffupposed, the differences of interest are not particularly affected by these
inaccuracies. 'When Calculated by I the lonses in capability of P-131 to meet
criteria in test compared with end-of--training capability wre 6.9, 7.8, and
100,4 for Fp j andi bv respectively., These Compare favorably with the parallel
Percentages of 7.0, 9.3 and 100 given in table 3X for the.&~ analysis. The
100508 (by 1) in capability in test to meet the former p am level of 17.9,
36.7 and 100% are also consistent with the parallel perceiagos of 24.0, 46.3
and 100% given in table XI. The gaizis (by A) in maxrim retraining capability
to meet the criteria of 2.9, 9.7 and 84.7% are somewhat greater than those of
1.4, 4.6t and 33.3 reported in table XMX Also, the losses (by J) in aiv
retraining capability to match former p.95 levels of 4.5, 14.9 and 72.5 are

soeht less than the parallel percentages of 6.1, 20.0, and A2.9 shoo in
table XVIII Bat, thes primary effects remin the same as previously given in
all instancs., Evidentlyp on the bmais of the data from P-1319 the aisorepenoy
in findings on retraining (PC vs p) io not likely to any significant Oxtent
the cosqece of having used the*& ~z rather thann the J. distribution as a

mo e One finL-- o mmeren- reg rding be cm umtc of theG basi o probabilities
has to do with the osloulation of thono for the test mission. Obviously only
one data point e~iotri for each parameter and to have arrived at a probability
estimte on the basis of just one measure may seem to be the epitome of statistical
bootstrapping-and perhxaps it is. However, the fundamental operation of Cal-
culating a probability value to represent this single measure in reference to
some Criterion (given or derived from the individual's owrn perforwace) is no
different from the commonplace acceptance of the mwa of the rew scores an
providing the best available estimate of performnces which would occur under
those circumstances in repeated testing. Since the mean is, in a symnatrioal
distribution, also the p~ value the logic is precisely the same. It in true
that the soopling distrit6iion of p is greater than that for p for any
given Aj but this is a difference in*Ac;aoy, not in kind. Thus, I seems the
inherent nature of the pq' value does not introduoc amy difficulty. What,

togis the difout A it?

Instead, tho problem and, in turn, possible source of bias arises becoune

in nooossaril limiting attention to mne measuremet (to avoid Contamination
from 1erig the opportunity to make a direct estimation of variability in
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(or me=n) wxmot be knwn and, th eleo riko-refaorod 1pobabil-
ity annot eam ba oaloiaiated..u, t tis "t for the itreation of
the data that aom wuch eatimats be ailblew rortately in this situation,
so In ay other., a WOuffieoy of information an Peeromc Ce2t to form a

basis for esitimftig tUs var'iability xhich would hav bown obeuvvd on repated
testing. The inportvat question ic merely, What bias or other effects did the
other =Wy, Did the use of a borzowed varios astimte result In an acptsbly
aocura~te entimate of the probabilities in question?

In this Instance, rather than to oolicate the wjs still farther
by apeaiel calculations amah as uleht be used In deriving the most Icwrt
estimnat possible, the vaine obserred in the 1wt four txeiniW trials
were used in obtainWn the test siasion probabilities. If the test mission
performance had been omactly oompazablo to ed-.of-trainirg performosc it coeld
be argued that mny orrors &rising~ from this procedure would be rendftely dis-
tibted and s0 self-onge~ Bu.t, tUs test mission scores axe, In fact, some'-
wbat poorer than tud-of-training pawfarmaos ean. This,, togetbar with the
tandency of variability to ompin the san= directioni as the moan, implies
that the variances used in calculating piobabilitie for the test mission perfora-
ano. were more frequsntly unerestirat ions of the variances vhioh would have beeni
obtained by anitiple testing (if that iwr possible) than they were. overstirateo.
9ince the standard scores were obtaiuM by dividing the difference betwee test
mission and critericm orp CA- level referetce valuee by the estimated srtadard
deviaion 'e)3 the not re;ul is that there is a tea cny for probabilities
derived from scores better than the reference values to be overestimtes ad
those from scorts wome than the reference values to be underestimates. In
genra, the,%, there resulted frovm the use of borrowed variance a bias in the
dirvction of overestimating the test mission oapability. However, beuse the
degradation in performance wax typically smoll it may be supposed that the "true"
variance would not be gm~etly diffzeent from that used and, In turat that the
manituda of this bias is atigt It ±i eliaed not to have exceeded .02
although m uhemact estimate is subject to doubt.

zM ndCmlxIdcj ixialLyv there avie MWsa
additional attera *a culd be discussed concerning the way in which overall
performance was indicated. Of course, even the use of a probalistia or reli-
ability model for arriving at overall indt~znts may be considered dhbious be'-
oattee it is at variance with IA ohologia traditions. However, assuming agree-
meat on that general question, it is still appropriate to inquire whether the
particular way in which performane vw represented probabiistically in this
analysis resulted in any biases to be taken account of in interpreting the
results. Two rather evident possibilities of this sort seem worthy of special
comment.

The first of these concerns the attenution of P with compensatory chartge
in the contributing elements and with D unchanged. This phenomenon baa alreadyV
been described briefly in illustrating the concern for t*Ak set Ord t appamt
results of it a"e exeplified by the relative gains and losses in retraining as
depicted by tables MI and XX. But, for a more complete umdrstwmdirig it a" be
helpfUl to consider this simplified e~xepls.
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Suppose that overall perfomnc on a two-p ter phse is of interest
and that the probabilities of meeting the forwr .o level in both paameters
and on either paratr ae considered to satsfy rs Inteest. 4 definition
the individwal appzeahos the twk with an w aotation bamd on past paeforooe
of meeting the former lavel In a ter 9 of the time and meeting it in both
90.25% of the time (.950 x o950), Now, what my actually happen to his perform-
eno relative to his former level? Clearly, he may moet it on both, fail it on
both, or fail it on one but not on the other.

Now, if the estimate of the p 95 level, accepted as a reference, is subject
to random variation then it should TA expected that in the long run successes (S)
and failures (F) vould be equallr distributed across the two parameters. The
result would be that the would alwas be .950, as 0am be illustrated by taking
all possibilities with an equal gain or loss of, say, .050, being assumed. The
resulting P values are 1.000t .950, .950, and .900 for the combinations SS, SP,
FS, and FF, respectively. The average for the 's in the total set, which if
ps are varying randomly must occur with equal frequenoy A is still .950. (This
is true of any collection of suoh sets also-i.e., for p.)

In a similar manner, the P values resulting from equal gains and losses
of .050 may be determined and contrasted with the expected value of .9025. Again
assuming for the sake of convenience equal gains and losses of .050 they are
1.0009 .900, .900, and .810 for SS SP, FS, and P, rspectively° The average
for the bs in the total set (which ain if ps are varying r ndmly must occur
with equal frequency) is indeed .9025, as vould be expectod vhen no change in
performance has occurred, But, note the difference between this oircumstance
and that of f. Whereas compensatory gains and losses among p values result in
no deviation from the fxpected f (the sum of 1.000 and .900 divided by 2 still
equals .950) they do result in a deviation from the expected b (.900 versus .9025t
in this eaple). In addition, the mutual gain brings about a change in 6 woh
is greater than that brought about by the equivalent mutual loss. And, further-
more, t hieattenuations of b are compoundod still more in the calculation of p
for a collection of such sets.

From this example it tuiv be conoludad that if any factor (such as learning)
enters into the test performance to disturb the random frequencies and magnitudes
of gains and losses occurring in the soverl2 parameters it will be duly reflected
in the complex indicants 39 D, P, and b. P and 3 will be shifted up or down
equally by the same amount of mutual Vain or loss in p and will be unaffected by
compensatory shifts. However, P and b will be disproportionately affected such
+ha they will be increased by mutual gains in p to a greater extent than they
will be degraded by comparable mutual losses of the same extentp and exactly
compensatory gains and losses will degrade them. These disproportionlities
vary directly with the emount of shift starting with quite small deviations, as
in this example. Clearly, when compared with and pq b and j place a premium
upon the individual maintaining his relative performance on the several measured
aspects ef the task and reflect stringently on any tendency to gain in some and 4
lose in other aspects, in tradeoff fashion.

Now, having recognized the disproportionalities which may occur in b (and
p in turn) it might easily be oupposed that ' is not a useful indicant of perform-
ance in a complex (multimeasuro) task. However, that is not the contention here
nor is it a necessary conclusion. For example, it seems entirely reasonable to
argue that , as a complex indicant, has exwatly the properties that an indicoant
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useful in reliability analyses should have. On the face of it, at least, there
is no doubt that it duly reflects the probability of success in all task &Wpeota-
ourely a useful oonet-hanoop that is not the problcm which it occasions. In-
stead the problem uhich it poses sews merely to be an interpretive one of relat-

ing the possible variations In it to traditional views on human perforomoe.
There is a strong onenvmtion of thinking about multiple performances in terms of
average values (arithmetic meso, eto.) and, of course9 i follows this onvention.

Aocordingly, one expects equal gains and losses to be entirely self-cancelling.
But, there is no compelling reason mhy thye should be and, indeed, there may be
interpretive value in their not being so. For, in a broad view of the human
performance, is not inconsistency in dealing with the task also a reflection of
inadequacy and unreliability? If this is so, then the use of b is entirely jus-
tifiedo Nevertheless, its use does roquim special care in interpretation, as
it has been the primary intent of the present elaboration to show. 3

Thus, briefly returning to the analysis of retraining performanoe, the
characteristics of b and the insennitivity of the criterion-referenoe analysis
to oertain losses taksn in -onjunction with the liksly task set of the pilots
(of 0-8 and 0-13) easily could result in the contradictory findings obtained.
As capable as the iilote ware in meeting the criteria (p much greater than .999
in ma y paramters) the gaits with respect to parameters in which they were least
capable would bring overall gains thereas the parallel losses in the parameters
of greatest capability would often not be detected in the analysis with respect
to criteria. In contrast, the analysis with respect to former level, being
sensitive to shifts in both directions and harshly reflecting any compensatory
shifts, would bring overall losses in P and the more inclusive indicants based
on it. Only P and 3 would directly represent the magnitude of the overall shift
unaffected by the Wy in which the shift occurred. That V.a did indicate some
loss suggests that gain in one parameter cost disproportion aely more in another.

Support for this conjecture as, at least, partly explaining the oontradic-
tory retraining results may be derived from an analysis of the relative order
of capability on the several parameters of a given phase in training and in
retraining. If the supposition of a shift in task goals by the pilots of 0-8
and 0-13 is true, then their retraining performance evaluated by reference to
the former p, 95 level ought to be negatively correlated with their end if-training
capability to meet criteria. But, retraining capability to meet ori' a con-
trasted with en-of-training capability would be negatively related only if
shifts larger than interparamter differences occurred: otherwise with small
shifts the order of performance would be maintained and the correlatiou would
be positive.

3
Actually, the arithmetic effects of ccmponsatory shifts on these data apparently
are not as great as might be supposed. If the p values for P-131 in his
best four-trial block in retraining are adjusted7t; remove all effects of
compensatory shift (by equalising parameter values within each phase at the
level of P for the phase) the changes obtained in j and b are mod&)st. Thus,

increases from .686 to .730 and b increases from .068 to .117. Furthermore,
the looses in capability relative to end-of-training skill are only somewhat
reduced. In T the loss of .172 (2O.0) becomes .128 (14.9%) and in the loss j
of .329 (82.9%) becomes .212 (53.4%). P values are nov, affected, of course.
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The results of 4ust suoh an analysis, using & values rather than p for
greater discriminabilityt in tabulatad by pilot and ratreining reference in
table MXI. In all of the 33 cowes rrestd IV this table there a"e only'
in vhioh the critioal order of perforsmoo per the y@95 lJanls (with b 9 5 5
the refaece) is not negatively rolated to training performsnc in th;
preicted fashion. In vier of the insensitivity of the analysis to partial
tradsoffs (for exenplepo, pntory shifts in only two of three parameters)
this proportion of variant oasos doea not som large. Ehee, it is concluded
that zhe pi-ssiuisd tank set effects did ovmwp although not entirely consistently
either among individuals or among phases. Among the pilota, 82, 131, and 132
showod the effect more them the others: amozW phaso the effect is most pro-
ncnmce& ir, separation and deorbitg braking and hover, and docking and laust
pronounced (or nonexistent) in trensposition.

Prheximoreq if transposition is disacnmtedq a lose in capability to meet
former levels (biqn/.qi i seen in 16 of the remaining 21 oases in which an
inverse relation 0Ioie of performoee is noted. The overall avoraga shift
for all cawes (including transposition) in which inverse ordering oactaved
represets a loss, the averWg shifts being -. 448, -o9226, -*255, -o2349 +*042,
and +*024 for pilots of "- and 0-13,j respectivelye (The slight gains of P-132
and P-133 ame attributable to the influence of extra=e values at the end of txain-
ing, which has already been. snt ionei,) The coqmable avrg hifte foz cases
in which a positive relationship mes found consistently represent loes loss or
more gain, except that for P-8I whose retraining data awe discon~ted. These
shtifts are -e8069 .140, -. 086, .143, .0509 and .097 for "4 and 0-13 pilots,
respectively,

Although the specific gains and losses in phases do not correspond perfectly
with direat and invems performace ozders, this is to be empected, A ospenna-
tory shift would not necaesArily imply loss (general gain in all oaatrs could
occur) just as continuing the same performnee order would not alwys remilt in
gain (a general loss could occur). Tuit ir. not onteided that all gains and
losses are accounted for by task set shifts. Rath*-- it is swsted that sot
shifts resulted merely in a trend toward degradation in phase performance eval-
uated by reference to the former P,95 level in individual prmters. This,
admittedy weaker, r-iationship does appear verified*

The other speial oncen relating to tho mwa in which overall performance
is represented has to do with the possible relationships among the several

measured aspects of tUsk porformnoee In paychological. analysis of dar-tt--day
behavioral oomploxit ies it is gaerally understood and expected that some of
the meastured or measurable apcts of the performance of interest may be In o
kind of dependent relationship. This dependency may result from e, ontingency
from some othor so l-exc3y how not necessarily being of initial significance
for the measurement oporat ion. Thei main problem is the determinat ion of what
the relationship among the measures is. With this information available datez--'I minat ion, of the basis for and detailed nature of the relationships =W~ then be

In keeping with this accepted view on complex tasks it is entirely appro-lj priato to inquire about the possible interdopondenoios among task aaspecta in
the present study. If there were task dependencies, the rbxt and also appro-
priate question to be askad is, Eknr ars these depwdcaoift reflected In the
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TAMS XnI

Relationship Betvewm 0rdor of Prarater Performanoe In Traiming and
Best Pour-Tria Block in Ratraing (Kanda11'n r)

Pilot

Referenco/ All
eamim 81 82 83 131 132 133 (ma)

TRN p 0/0 ND 1.000 -.333 .333 .333 1.000 .467*
0/95 ND 1.000 -.333 .333 .333 1.00o .467*
95/0 ND .333 -.333 -.333 .333 1.000 .250*
95/95 ND .333 -.333 -.333 .333 -.333 -. 067*

LOI ND - + + + + + L
ND - + + . + + *

ND .- + - *
RD - - + + - *

St( -1.000 .333 1.000 -333 -1.00 -. 333 -.111
-1-000 .333 1.00n .333 -.333 -.333 .000
-1.000 -1.000 -.333 .333 -.000 -.333 -.556
-1.000 -1.000 -.333 .333 -.333 -.333 -.444

BH .333 1.000 .000 .667 .667 .333 .500
.333 1.000 .000 1.000 .667 .333 .556
-.333 -.333 -.667 -.667 -.667 .000 -.445
-. 333 .000 -.667 -1.000 -.667 .000 -. 445

Dok ND .333 -.333 .333 -.333 -.333 -.o67*
ND 1.000 1.00 -. 000 -.333 -.333 .067r
ND -1.000 -1.000 -.333 -.,000 -.333 -.733*
ND -1.000 1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -.333 -.467*

EE 1.000 1.000 .333 -1.000 -1.000 .333 .111
1.000 .333 .333 -1000 -.333 .333 .111

-1.000 .333 -.333 -.333 -1.000 -.333 -.444
1.000 -.333 -.333 -.333 -.333 -333 - .111

All p c/o .111* .733 .133 .133 -.267 .200 .180
o/95 .111* .733 .400 -.067 .000 .200 .240
5",/c -.778* -.333 -.533 -.267 -.667 . O0 -.386

95/95 -.111* -. 400 -. 133 -. 467 -. 400 -. 266 -. 307

* based on redaoed data

ND not done by this pilot l
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reliability model by means of which overall capability is indicated? Now, it
is already evident that the simple probbility model used in the present analysis
to obtain § and P and the more inclusive indicants based an them, frankly pro-
vides no means of introducing task dependencies. Each parameter p-value is taxSn
on its own merits as in no my dependent on any other and if all are independent,
as is assumed, P and § are accurate within the limits of measurement error. On
the other hand, performance in certain parameters may be related in actuality,
with the result that to treat them as independent is to introduce a bias, Hence,
the question is, To what extent gi-re performances in the several parameters
related and how, if any, are the results biased thereby? One again it is not
possible to give a complete and entirely satisfactory answer and it is necessaj,
as with previous issues, to fall back upon analysis or personal judgment in
formulating an opinion.

By the way of exploring the seriousness of this issue an attempt was made
to quantify the interdependencies among task elements as represented by the
performance record. Sinoe there is no reason to expect that whatever relation-
ships existing would be the same throughout the acquisition of skill in the
tasks-in faot it is more reasonable for them to differ-it was necessary first
to choose the reference sample for the analysis. The last four training trials
had already been used as the basic reference in the analysis so it seemed quite
appropriate that they be used in this analysis as well* Presumably, any intra-
task relations found existing in the last four training trials of 0-8 and 0-13,
in particular, would be indic'tive of the kinds of relationships to be expected
in highly skilled, relatively stable performance.

Using, then, the same four-trial sets as had previously been used in com-
puting end-of-training probabilities, the correlations in performance between
each pair of parameters within each phase and for each pilot of 0-8 and 0-13 were
obtained. Kendal-Is r seemed the most appropriate statistic for this purpose,
because in the three-variate (parameter) case a partial correlation can be com-
puted, thus, excluding from the relationship of agy two in question any effects
of their mtual relationship with the third factor. Te outcome of this analysis
of the seven phases entailing two or more parameters is presented in table XXIII.

The entries in table MIII afford interesting possibilities for understand-
ing the approaches which the pilots took in performing the several phases. Presum-
ably, the pattern of the interoorrelations for any particular pilot and phase
shows how he organized the task elements, which he vas willing to trade off
performance in for which, and so forth. An excellent example (almost Jdyllic)
is the performance of the braking and hover sequence (i.e., the lunar landing)
by P-133, In one way of describing it, this ilot may be said to have performed
the phase as two independent taks--the rate fin displacement and impact) control
task and the displacement-fuel tas&--trading off performance in the elements of
each of these. In contrast, in the same phase P-132 appears to have traded off7] fuel consumption with displacement rate, while holding these and the other aspects
rather independent otherwise. It might be very profitable for understanding
complex task performance to obtain detailed information from the pilots as to
how they approached the phases and then to attempt to relate that information
to these interoorrelations. However, although such an analysis might be very
valuable, it is not necessary to the immediate need.
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Garrelatiomis of P within Phaws on the
lest ftcr a fr4 ( *f I r)t

Phaw/ Pilot A

eprsn 81 82 8313 132 ', !qa

TL V z P .000 -. 667 -. 183 .183 .183 .000 .081

To M x .333 .333 -. 667 -. 333 -. 333 -. 333 -. 167
(.250) (.333) (-.707) (.ooo)* (.oo)* (.490) (.061)
-. 333 .000 .333 1.000 .333 .374

(-.250) ) G447) (1. )* (000) (926) (.354)
IMx F -.333 .O .000 -. 333 -1.000 -. 548 -. 369

(-.250) (.ooo) (.316) (.ooo),% (-i.ooo)* (-.634) (-.261)

LOI V x P .548 -. 183 -. 183 .183 -. 707 -. 548 -. 148

SDO V x Y -. 333 .667 .548 .183 .333 .913 .385
(.297) (.633) (.657) (.132) (.oOO)* (.919) (.341)

V z P .730 .667 .333 .333 .333 -.183 .369
(.722) (.633) (.527) (.310) (.oo0)* (.315) (.418)

7 x P -. 183 .333 -,183 .183 1.000 -. 333 .136
(.093) (-.202) (-.463) (.132) (1o000)* (-.414) (.O24)

B D x -. 333 .333 .333 .000 .183 .000 .086
D x .183 o000 -1.000 0667 .548 .000 .066
D x F .000 -.333 0183 .333 -. 183 -1.000 -. 167
Sz E -. 913 . -.333 -. 333 -. 333 -lOOo -. 485
2 ; P -.667 -1.000 -. 548 -.667 -1.o0o .000 -. 647

XR x 7 .548 .000 -. 183 .000 .333 .000 .a16

Dok D x M .333 .333 -.667 -.333 .333 .333 .055)
(:527) (.447) (-.334) (-.333) (.447) (.527) (.214)

D x X -. 183 .000 -. 707 000 .000 -. 548 -. 240
(-.463) (.316) (-.447) (.000) (.316) (-:657) (-.156)

M x X (.548 -. 667 (707 .000 -. 667 .183 .017
(.657) (-.707) 447) (.ooo) (-.7) (.463) (.026)

el D x A .000 .333 .333 .333 .333 .333 .278
(.316) (.447) (.250) (.333) (.000)* (.250) (.266)

D x M -.333 .000 -.333 .000 1.000 .333 .111
(.447) (-.316) (-.250) (.000) (1.ooo),, (.250) (.189)

A z ( .667 *667 -. 333 .000 .333 .333 .278
(.707) (.707) (-.250) (.ooo) (.ooo)* (.25o) (.236)

values for partial 7 are givcn in parhont s I
' value for partial ,r is the logic1 oonsoquonoe of tho relationship obsorwed,

cathough not obtainable umorically by the usual rules of algebra (numorator

or denominator or both equalling rwo)
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Tro', what io of priMny * ern fbr tbA wthodological issue here undr
dinoussin is simply vheter and in whAt dagr perto ftn in meued task
Olemets 71thin phoas Ware related. Now, tak all together the corirlations
in table X l do not g &ally eprewsont a hgh d o f relationship. The
ae, of course, n In vhich r dme rech 667 and greater but these are
relatively Infrequwt ompared to the instances in which it is .333 or less.
Furthermore, and more crucial still, is tat a clear or tion of task elements
as indicated by some strong dependencies (high TV) ad some independencies (low r19
seldom emrges. hat is much more fxe nt is a sft of mtually low correlations
reprsnting rather wek relationships among the task elemnts. Rather evidently,
one can hardly hope to base a u.seful correction of 15 and t computations on such
uwaL contingencies aa arm oftentimes ndicatecL Thus, aw hopes for developing
core precise easions of the phase perfomnece indicants must be restricted
to only those individuals and phases in which moderately strong relations are in
evidence. (Thfeo are 20 cases in the total of 40 in which the greatest correla-
tion is .657P or more.) Bat even correction in many of these wvould not be
espeoially useful because of the onsiderable independence still involved in
the relationship of the most strongly correlated pair of paraters.

It is apparent also th1 even less hope exists for finding a suitable
expression for each phase which could be used for all pilots and so t would offer
great computational convenience. Casual oross-comparison of row entries as well
as the magnitudes of the row means in table XIlI shows that without question
the pilots were not consistent in their approaches to a given phase. The largest
mean is -. 647, indicating an inverse relation between fuel and displacement rate
in braking and hover, and even in this case there is an exception (P-133). Nven
among the 20 cases yielding modrately large marimal correlations there is
inoonsistency in the patterns to be observed.

Consequently, it was concluded that although expressions correcting the
computation of D and P for certain phases and certain pilote might be feasible
and bring abut improved accuracy-the inftequency with Ahich significant
improvement could he gained and the complications involved do nt j4Liatfy doing
so. Instead, it seemed wiser to merely .oognize, as has been doneq that a end
b for certain phases ane individuals are likely to h some at biased by the
failure to take account of the oontingoncies among task eleents. The exact
character of the bias can only be discerned flo =amtion of the pattern of
correlations and is unique to each instmice. In only a few such eses is the
resulting error likely to be of W size imrioallv. In no instanoe is it
considered sufficient to influence omprison of a given pilot's performance at
venoua tims because the bias in compared values presumbly would be conistent,
These statements have reference, of course, only to 0-8 and 0-13. Bacause 0-4
and 0-9 apparntly did not near their peak skill, it is unlikely their perform-
nce reflocted a stable organization and that biases due to task ele=mnt depend-

encies exist in it.

In summary, then, certain analytic procedures uved along with certain data
oollection procedures prompt serious concern in the interpretation of tha data.
There are others which might be supposed would causu a problem but which on
examination are considered to give little difficulty. Among those of concern,
the likely inaccuracies in estimation of p resulting from the use of such a
small sample, partioularly the influence of occasional extreme veaues, necessi-
tates watchfulness in the interpretation of deviant p values. It is espocially
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likely that the or~iginal capabilities of P-132 and P-133 are sooht under-

ing and that these erame values influenced the eatimates about thi:r test
misision and rotreining capabilitios as vell., utharmoraq in having been obtaineii
from the nor'mal probability functioni rather thaa Studeant's t distributiong all
probabilities of meetinug criteria are generouosto~arms probabilities of meeting

formr P levels ame underestimated. Teat mission probabilities also tend to
be overesA &d by the use of a f"borrowd" variance est irate in calculating them.
Procedural details of the test mission and in retraining mW have operated to

dgaeperformance in them somewhat* The disruption in plans almost certainly
degraded P-8l's retraining performance. On these grounds it my~ be supposed that
with some individual deviation the capabilities of "- and C-13 to meet criteria
are generally overestimated in the ravialts presented, uhile their capabilities
in test and retraining to meet former P05 levels are mserally underestimated.
However, in considering P~ and the more iclusive indicants involving it additional
account must be taken of the disproportionalities inherent in b, as compared with
fi, and the occasional modest inaccuracy in estimates resulting from treating task
elements as independent.

Although some sampling bias is considered likely in retraining, oving to
the selection of the best four trials for analysis, this effect is discounted
as roughly compensated for by diinished motivation. The use of dual criteria
for retraining performance complicates interpretation bit is not a source of
bias. In general, the data do not suggest that any bias of consequence is likely
to have resulted from asymmetry In distribution of cases--that is, failure to

reflect normality in this may. Missing data in not a problem.

The Problem of ggenealsAbijLt-y

Having considered the more specific daba ce'Llection and analytic procedures
and their probable impact on the rosulta, it remains to deal similarly with cer-I
tain moro general issues affecting the brmoader implications of the study. These
are matters which strongly influence the range of applicability, or goneralisabil-

ity of the findings. Among them are such varied concerns as statistical signif-I
icance, intervening acrtivities, skill differentials, the use of sixmlation, and
tost por-.nnol Bo~aln ach of these will boo treated briefly, in turn, in
the following discussion, the primary intent being to express the position to be
taken in the subsequent statement of findings. It is not intended that theI
comment on these topior included here be a comprehensive treatment-for that is
beyond the scope of this report. Furthermore, it should be recognized at the
outset that alternative views to those presented are possible because these are
debatable matters.

Statisti alnaifioence. In the preceding brief description of analytic
methodology it has already been notod that conventional tests of significance
for skill retention effects are simply not feasible in view of the structure of
the data. It was not possible to combine the performance of even two pilots to
arrive at the necr.ssarr error estimate for such a test because (in . he language
of experimental design) all individuals represent unique treatmonts. Purther-
more, although a specialized adaptation of the analysis of variance technique

NV might be applied$ the complexity of the data structure makes doing so inadvisable.
Therefore, it seemed best to saorely examine the pattern of results obtained with
an eye to the internal coherence of the data and correspondence, with reacnable

epetations concerning the likely effetrts of known factors involved.
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Now, of course, there are those zho take the position that suah a oams
of action is not aeeptable-that not to determlne levels of OtatintiOl sig-
nificane for differences observed is tantamount to unsoientifio. After all,
if one does not know the level of significance attaching to an obsered differ-
ence how can the meaing of that difference be known? There is no funrdantal
quarrel with this position-so far as it goes. Most certainly, a real advantme
in procise interpretation and enhanced meningflness des frm the
expression of statistical significance. However, the difficulty with this simple
view of data interpretation is that it does not go far enough to comprehend the
.ealities of observational complexity in many situations of interest. Also,

it does not allow for the investment of meaningaess bV other methods, and
prvsumes that only the statement of statistial significance can serve that
purpose. And yet, oftentimes it is quite important to evaluate in sow a the
reularities of complex data. Should all hope of doing so be given up for the
lack of a ready model for determining the likelihood that a particular offect
ocouzred by chance?

In a broader view of the data interpretation problem the most appropriate
ans wr must surely be, Nol Although t-tests, F-ratios and the like have great
utility when they can be applied, to argue that without them nothing can b done
is, frankly, to denounoe a great variety of data as of no use. It is to sacri-
fice a host of potentially useful observations on the altar of significance in
an unthinking fervor of statistical reverence. Insteadv it seems that, with all
due regard to the difficulties involved, the effort can and should be made in any
case to examine the organization of the results obtained. Forg a degree of
meaning also may be attached when a set of interrelated observations also shows
a high degree of internal coherence or an expected pattern of magnitudes. What,
after all does or should an investigator do on encountering a collection of t or
F values not quite significant, but all readily interpretable on extra-statistical
considerations? Should he conclude that no meaning is to be derived from the
results? To do so seems not only unwise, but wasteful.

Accordingly, the position adopted in this report is that if a collection
of observations follow rather consistently reasonable expectations concerning
their order of magnitude, it should be concluded that the axlztenao of the effect
is thereby demonstrated. However, because the degree of consistency required
for acoceptance of a particular conclusion is a matter of Judgment, a sufficiency
of information is always presented to enable the reader to himself examine the
consistency involved and, thbL,- to evaluate the merits of the conclusion given.

.On the other hand, the adoption of this policy should not be taken to imply
that tests of significance on these performance data are believed to be impossible.
Even though the data are presented in an unusual probabilistic fashion it is still
rather obviously possible to apply counting or frequency methods to them to arrive
at some rough indication of significance and, in turn, broad generalities* For
example, one can readily calculate the probability of, say, six out of six crew-
members not reaching the same p. in test as in training. Such calculations were
not considered nocessary for interpretation, but some readers may wish to do so
for their own interest. Finally, beyond these offhand methods, more refined
techniques for testing the significance of differences in the same individwal's
performance-say, between training, test, and retraining-also are possible.
But, because further development and study of them before actual application is
considered desirable, no attempt was made to use them in this analysis.
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the gross diffwaxeos In cray oeqnbilities in the tw sta4y pbases there we
ams the =a subtle &Temic In ospab:litise of are=e cad individuals aithin

BtU4 PAM. TUpartiwt oonmn her is c a e themo dff.rz"ipr
DCrtiulaWr7 in the cae of 0-8 and 0-13 of primary Interest, ftir ths omelnve-
ions to be drswn.

In brief,0 it is contended that the .Iiffozenc~s in indivi~ae pilot ape-
bility to perfor the various nuissin tankz a& veil an the differmnces among
piLlo+,% and crave in o&pabil ity to perform them grsallj reduced (or eliminated)
the possibility of %having tha erast effearts of both rwtsation inter~qal and
testing ordar. The pilots of 0-8 and 0 -13 hA indeed reached aimilftr lmels of
skill as obAn tq the overall indicants but they w~iv still not the mue and
they diffexed oonsiderably on the taska of relativeo expartise and deficiteny.
An a result the level of original skil1-kmwm to be a poeflderizant of
retsintion-ist be assumed tc. have operated vazriousty to eitao: anhance (tZ dogres
the relative performnoe of the individuals and crmw. Sinoe level of lovu-ning
effects axe relatively great it may be supposed that they ovsamd such
looser effects an might otherwise havo been observed. Thus, for ozn~lo, it my
well be that differences in the losses of P-81 and P-131 cu test might have beem
noted had those pilots not differed in a fashion parallel to tuo hypothetical
effects of retention interval. If P-131 had been a~aqtly as M~alled as P-8l he
nighit have exporienoed even greater lose than he did. 4

Th'at it =ae possible, oven though skill differentials did exist, to dist in-
guiah the apparent affect oa testing order such that the first-tested did lean
well, io a tost imony to the relatively trang bensficial effects of opportunity
to oboorve and participate in a prior perfoance. Bat, that retention intrva L
had mea clearly distinguishable effects implies only that it did not have as strong
an Influence as order of test or original learning lwevel-ot that it had no
effect. Thus, it nist be understood that because of the lack of exact control
ovex skill1 level no oonolusicm ooncerning retention interval beyod its relative
strength as a variable can be assrted,

Simlaion VersMA ertoa One final issue relating broadly to the
fundamental nature of the study is the question of simulat ion versus real opera-Itions. This matter is popu .arly considered of suach significance that for many
readers the viewpoint taken on it will primarl determino the credibility of
anything else which may be asserted about the study. And, of course, general
opinions on the appropriateness of using simulation techniques in aerospscet
system research and design range all the wV from near rejection and grudging
willingness to see them used in very prelinina~ry davolopm~.t work to enthusiastic
acceptance of them as of great value throughout all phases of research and
development, including the final deteorminat ion of operational readiness.

A
Somewhat confusingly, end at variance with oonventional expectations, at high
reliability levels a greater degree of skill may be associated with greater
(not lesser) losses in reliability. The man who is most reliable has, in a
sense, most to lose.
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This study is, frenkly, prefcted upon the belief that simulation techniques
afford a useful meas of gaining data on and indications of human performance
capability otherwise not obtainable or obtainable only at great cost and effort,
It is not the intent of these remprks to attempt convincing those who lack this
degree of acceptance of simulation methodology that they should adopt a more
positive view. But, in order to be in the best possible position to realistically
interpret the results obtained it is necessary to consider the probable oons&-
quences of the simulation methodology employed. For, to accept results obtained
by sans of aimulation without rogard to the limitations inherent in the method
would eonstitute an indefensible, blind acceptance. In fact, it is only when
the results obtained by simulation ame interpreted with cre to insure that
aocount is taken of the influences of the method on the data that the utility
of the method can be realized.

What, then, are the probable effects on the data deriving from their being
taken from a samulated performance rather than a real operation? Or, stated
another way, how would pilot performane have differed if the test mission had
been a real lunar landing mission and the retraining performanc&s had been
imbedded in real lunar missions? For that matter, it may be questioned, as well,
how the estimate of end-of-training oapability would have changed if real missions
had been used instead. J

In formulating and considering answers to these questions it is convenient
to distinguish three main kinds of ways in whioh performance could be influenced.
In the first plroe, specific task features may differ betvven the simulated and
real situations. A simulated situation designed to replicate as exactly as
possible the real situation (as is the traditional approach in the design of
training simulators) might be expected to produce the same results as the real
situation. However, it is the fact that simulators never quite yet reproduce
the real environments typically ,here are still missing from them complexities
of the visual world and of the motion dyn.amic- s if not some of the simpler
operational aspects. Consequently, it may be supposed that as a result of such
specific dissimilarities performance will be modified-either enhanced or degraded,
depending on the nature of the differences.

In this study, although the simulation is considered to have been well done
and as nearly complete in task specifics as curront technology permits, it
nevertheless departed to some degree from reality, particularly with respect to
motion dynamics and visual cues in the lunar lauding. Furthermore, many of the
environmental factors of space flight, such as -i6h-lessness and reidiJation,
were not included and realistic attention to life support tasks was not required.
Finally, perhaps most important of all, while the specific task details tore
chosen to duplicate in a general fashion early planning for the real Apollo even
these, now somewhat obsolete task details, were modified deliberately in thedirection of greater manual control.

The not effect of all these specific differences is, of course, a matter
of conjecture but some re.sonable implications can be drawn. The most significant
is probably that the performance observed cannot be taken as exactly indicative
of that to be obtained in any particular real system, including the Apollo.
Rather, to the extent otherwise valid the obtained reliabilities may be taken
only as broadly indicative of the orders of magnitude which may be expected in
a mission of the nature used. No precise generalization to a particular system
may be based on these data unless it is established on close anlysis that the
details of the tasks of interest were eactly comparable.
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Furthermore, although the absence of environmental stressors and life

support requirements reasonably may be expected not to have biased the perform-
ance from that of normal operations, there is always the possibility in real
operations of a problem in these areas. Such an occasional problem could result
in a degradation in other aspects of performance. That happenstances of this
nature were missing from this simulation, suggests that the obtained performe
estimates are somewhat generous, bat in an unpredictable fashion as to what por-
tions of the mission might be involved. On the other hand, the specific defi-
ciencies in simulation detail, particularly for 0-4 and 0-9, probably operated
to make the braking ani hover phase, and perhaps docking, unrealistically diffi-
cult-certainly this is the view expressed by the pilots.

Then, in addition to the specific differences existing between simulated
and operational situations, there are also nonspecific differences arising from
the performance contexts. Two kinds of contextual factors may be usefully
identified and separately considered.

The first of these is the possible effect of disturbances in perfoormaoe
continuity which often omur in a simulated operation. Unlike the real mission
which unfolds in continuous fas.ion, each particular phase following in an orderly
way upon the previous, the simulated mission is often characterized by unrealis-
tically abrupt changes in task requirements, by the omission of less-important
or nonessential tasks, by the elimination of longer time periods in which spec-
ified mission activities are not required, and even sometimes a juxtaposition
of task requirements. All of these typical departures from realism were involved
in this study and so it is essential to inquire how they may have affected the
results.

In general, with respect to the test mission, it is supposed that the net
affects of these deviations from realism were to somewhat degrade performance.
All of them may be described in psychological terms as disturbances which tend
to break or disturb the development of the pilot's set for performig a given
task by prompting his precipitous attention to the new activity without the
benefit of the usual preparation time and prior ceing events vhich he may he-
learned to depend upon. In contrast, training and retraining performance would
perhaps be miuch less disturbed in this way-at least that following the initial
performano, of a given phase. Indeed, the opportunity to repeat a performance
immediately may have resulted in an enhanement due to the maintenance of set
and better mediate recall of task details (especially in bore difficult phases)
up to the point of fatigue and boredom. That some boredom probably occurred
in the last portion of retraining has already been mentioned.

The second kind of nonspecific differenoe resulting from context concerns
the emotional and motivational concomitants of performance. It is just plainly
and irrevocably true that simulated operations (including this one) generally
do not involve the pilot in the same isgree of risk to personal safety and
potential loss from failure as do operational missions. Aurthrmore, on the
realization of their simulated nature, exactly the same degree of importance is
seldom attached to success in simulated missions, and even if it is the reasons
are different. Consequently, in most cases the emotional responses as well as
the motivations of the individual performing a simulated mission are different
from those of an individual performing a real mission.
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N~ovy on the atrenigth of these differences in emotions and mtivation it is
often supposed, hrfr,'-a+h niiWwlpefrthsiutdmsio
someimbat leas adequately 4.han t) real mission. This follows from the -*mMMn

suposiio tht gm~r prsoalconcern results in superior perfowrma c-
ever, the difficulty with this simple view is that conelidorable experizental
evidence shows that there is not a direct relationship betwfen performnce ads-
quacy and personal concern. Inatead, it appears that increasing personal concern

vhich it br~mgs performance degradation at an increasing rai There seems little3
doubt tLat increasing motivation and amotional responses t, sk beyond a car-
tain point is not only of no value, but my be detrimental. --tt within a consider-
able range Aaut the point of optimm, changes in personal involvament result in
only slight changes in performance. Thus, In order to estimate the probable rel-
ative consequences for performance of motivation and emotionality in the simulated
mission, contrasted with a real mission, it is neesseary to judge where, with
respect to this optimum range, the respective dogmaes of such involvement are
placed--not simply that they differ.

Previous experience with space operations suggests that the personnel be-
come keenly and personally involved and experience some anxiety, but that these
factors do not reach such proportions as to muoh degrade performance. This
suggests that space missions are typically performed within the optimum range of
personal involvement, as is to be expected because considerable development effort
and operational planning is directed toward this goal. What, then, can be said
of the involvement of the test personnel in the present simulation study?

Again, as a matter of judgment and estimation, it seems likely that the
pilots' motivation for excellent performane and their anxiety in the retention
test mission wore such as to place them within the optimum range. Because of
the inherent challenge to their professional skills the test afforded and the
considerable attention given it on the part of certain professional associates 1
the pilots were quite eager to perform meil, They viewed the test as having at
liaaet somo implications for their career., Accordingly, so far as motivational
and emotional concomitants are concerned th~Ar performance in the skill retention
test mission is considered comparable to that of an operational mission.

On the other hand, the seme cannot be asserted about their retraining and,
perhaps, about their end-of-training performances. While, they no doubt began
retraining with considerable interest in achieving their best performance the
situation was not the same-they had, in a sense, already taken and passed the
test and the .-ot was anticlimax. Hence, it 13 supposed that while their personal
involvement probably continued at nearly the same representative effectiveness
level for the first block or two of tials on the first day of retraining, there-
after it diminished to the point of noticeable effects. On similar grounds it
seem doubtful whether the pilots performed the very last portion of training
(having long before demonstrated regular capability to meet the prescribed
nominals) with the optimum and representative degree of involvement. Thus, it is
conclu~ded that although motivational and emotional factors attribatable to the
simulated performance situation probably did not bias the skill retention test
they probably did result in come underestimation of capability at the end of
training and after extensive retraining.
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In summary, -Yith resp-act to the problem of genera i-?Ability, the position
ad pted for the purpose of formulating conclusions is simply this: The lack of

traditional tests of significance does not preclude the drawing of useftl con-
olusions providing this is done with care and the rme~dr can evaluate the basis
for the conclusions. The activities of the pilots intervening between training
and test had generalized beneficial effects on their test performance which could,
buv might not be. dplioated in other skill retention cirmstanoes. The lack of
eiact control of level of original skill rendered the study incapable of showing
the precise effects of length of retention intqrval but did not overshadow the
gross effects of retention per se and individual testi-g order. Arl finally, the
use of a simulated situation probably tended vo reduce the level ot- performance
in training and in retraining, as compared with a real mission, but did not much
tffeot test mission performance.

T1~i foregoing discussion of factors which should be considered in inter-
preting the results obtainod is not necessa ily exhaustive. Nevertheless, it
does make evident thea +here v- -re a number of factors operating which in some
degree did or may have influenced either the performance itself or the analytic
rerIlts and, therefore, led to either over- or underestimation of pilot capability
on occasion. Some of the factors identified are of such a nature as to bring
albut fluctuations by parameter and phase in either direction in a way difficult
to guess upon in any particular instance. But, since no clear basis was found
for supposing them to result in a definite bias one way or the other it is reason-
able to discount them from further concern in an overall view of the results.
They may well have affected certain p, , and b values, but they probably had
littlt, affect upon 5P ft b, etc. 4

On the other hand, there were identified a few other factors which probably
did introduce a bias (though not necessarily a consistent one) rather than merely
fluctuati ns in p values. These, naturally, ir.7Kluenced the overall indicants in
a parallel fashion as well and, therefore, they must be considered in interpreting
the results. Th;as, omission of certain requirem-nts (unpracticed emergencies,
management of Life support eq.ipment, etc./ tended to result in performance over-
estimation throughout the study. In addition, the use of the normal, rather than
the t distribution, also brought an overestimation of capability to meet criteria
ana an underestimation of capability to meet for ntr p performance levels. The
relative lack of precise goals and precise feedback in-he procedures used with
0-4 and 0-9 consistently placed these crews at a disadvantage compared with G-8
and 0-13.

Still other biases were identified which influenced the results for only
one or two but not all three main portions (trai::Ang, test, and retraining) of
the study. In training the lack of motivational and emot onal corzomitants of
a real mission operated to generally depreciate e' imated capability. In the
test mission the break in sat -om"in from time compression) and perhaps some
other proceduies tended to depreciate the attained rcliabilities, whereas the uae
of variance estimates based on training data tended to elevate them. In the
retraining, again the lack of realistic motivation and emotional responses and
perhaps cortain procedures probably degraded performance, but these effects are
at least partially compensated for by making the calculations with reference to
the best four trials.
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The rasults for certain pilots, in paiticulart also probably axe biased.
Because of the extreme values recorded at the end of training2 it is quite likely
thL estimated capabilities of P-132 and P-133 to meet criteria in training and in
the test mission ae spuriously low and their actual gains (if any) in retraining
over training less than indicated, The retraining performance o: P-81 was almost
certainly adversely affected by the other requirements imposed on him.

Evidently, some of the biases operated to underestimate capability while

others operated to overestimate it and so, to some extent at least, they tended
t cancel eech other out. To what extent they did cancel out depends upon the
particular combination of amounts and directions of bias in particular portions
of the study and in the two types of analysis (criterion and P.95 level). In
general, after careful weighting of positive and negative influences according
to their estimated mgnitudes, it was concluded that the overall estimates given
(i.e., V$ T, ,) of capability of 0-8 and 0-13 to meet criteria in original train-
ing and in the test mission are somewhat overestimated; while capability to meet

criteria in retraining is slightly underestimated. (The values for P-132 and
P-133 in training and test and for P-81 in retraining were discounted from this
generality aa spurious.) These net effects are judged to be quite small relative
to the reliabilities reported and not to exceed about .01 in 3. In particular,

the probabilities reported for training performance are considered to be very
close to those which might be obtained in a real mission. Presumably, the values
for 0-4 and 0-9 in training, test, and retraining aro similarly affected. However,
in having had less effective task goals and performance feedback they probably
performed less well than they might have throughout the study. This is a bias
only insofar as their performance is compared with that of 0-8 and 0-13.

In a similar fashion it was concluded that the overall probabilities of
0-8 and 0-13 pilots realizing their individual P.9 levels in the several aspects
of flight control in the test mission and in retraining are underestimated. In
general, the amount of underestimation or net bias in T in these instances was
judged to approximate .03. The parallel overall probabilities of 0-4 and 0-9
pilots may have been similarly affected, although possibly to a lesser extent
because of their lesser original skill.

- On the basis of this evaluation of the influence of the various interpretive

factors it seems unlikely that any inaccuracies in the results are of sufficient
j magnitude to invalidate the main comparisons of interest,, For example, if the

test capability of 0-8 and 0-13 is overestimated more than original capabilityIthen the reality of the observed decrement is more, not less, assured. Similarly,
the pattern of supposed inaccuracies suggests that by additional performance in a
real sitration these crews would have recovered their origiral cpabilities to
meet criteria even more quickly Than they seemed to in this study. Furthermore,
all of the inaccuracies described are sufficiently small as to permit a rather

precise impression of the actual reliabilit. a to be expe-ted in a real mission.
It is only necessary to make the indicated minor adjustments in reported values.
Therefore, it is contended that the main findings) as presented in the section
on results, should be taken at face value so far as differences among training,

test, and retraining performances are concerned, with minor qualifications added

about probabilities to be expected in a real mission.
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Accordingly, the considered finding arc an follows,

I. Or ap a t itys

a. By the end of five weeks training the p.lots and crews achieved
varying levels of reliability in performing the nine itission phases according
to hypothetical system criteria.

b. The first two crws teated (0-4 and 0-9) were generally much less

able to meet the criteria than the second two crews. Highly reliable (.999)
performance was seldom demonstrated by them on any portion of the mission and
even the best performer among them showed a likelihood of les than .850 of
performing within the criterion on ,Any parameter (P). The likelihood of meeting
all criteria (i.e., b or mission buccess) vas never more than .002. Because these
crews evidently were not fully trained, their data are disoounted in the present
&-idy as incapable of supporting useful generalizations about skill retention in
space missions.

c. The second two crews (0-8 and 0-13) attained quite high indicated
reliability levels. Estimated likelihoods of meeting the criterion on any parao
meter (f) ranged from .932 up to .99C) and of meeting criteria in all paraters
(') from .294 to .817. However, the lower twe sets of values (for P-132 and P-133)
are considered underestimates due to the inclusi.on of unrepresentative sores,
whereas all other values are considered overestimates of true capability in a
real mission of this nature. The extent of this overestimation is judged to be
in the order of .005 in likelihood of meetir- any particular criterion and of
.10 in likelihood of meeting all criteria. .ven these apparently well-trained

pilots differed somewhat in capability in the several measured aspects of flight
control, the different phases, and the overall mission.

2. Test Mission Capability:

a. In the test mission performed approximately 8 to 13 weeks after
training, the well-trained crews 0-8 and 0-13) showed an estimated capability
to meet the criteria somewhat lower than their original capabity to mot them.
The first-tested pilots evidenced considerable loss, but some of those tested
second and third showed a slight, probably spurious, gain-the crew averages,
consequently indicating mild losses. As was expected, the same pilots showed
even less likelihood of reaching former highly reliable (P.95) levels of perform-
ance in individual parameters. Evidently, lack of direct p-ctice over a period
of 8 weeks or more resulted in a definite loss in skill which was to a consider-
able extent recovered by the opportunity to observe or participate once or twice
in another pilot's performance of the mission. However, a difference in retention
over 8 and 13 weeks was not demonstrated-perhaps because of differences in
original learning-which indicate that such variations in retention intervals
that long may be of little significance. The levels of reliability derived from
the first test performance of around .92 of meeting the criterion in any parameter

and of around .02 of meeting the oriteria in all parameters are considered to
slightly overestimate real mission performances under like circumstances of
previous training, intervening activities, etc.

b. The incompletely trained crews (0-4 and 0-9), tested after 4 or 9

weeks, showed generally parallel effets of the lack of practice on capability to

meet oriteria-but to a lesser extent and somewhat inconsistently. This differ-
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once is attributed diroatly to their =aller ac=t of original s!All. However,
they showed about the sae loss in oapability to perforn at their ovn forwr
levnls of hih reliability an th well--trainod orewa. This sggests the interent-
ing possibility that losses in relative reliability (i.e., probability of realin-
ing forner levels of highly reliable parforomo) my be little influenced by
orgimal skill attanwnts.

3. Capability with Additional Training:

a. In the course of 3 days of additional tzvining the vall-trained
pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 again showed slightly varying pabilities in the serel
measured apeocts of flight cantrol, the diferent phases, and the orerall mission.
They tended to be less able to =et the criteria for aeparation and doorbit, brake
and hover, and earth entry phwos than they were able to meet the criteria for
transposition, lunar orbit and docking. Ee in the very first four trials of
retraining four of these pilots approxiated their original capabilities for
meeting the criter3a and in their best four-trial blocks in the various phases
all six exceeded those capabilities. Thus, original capability to met syst6m
criteria ms quickly regsinedL That the original capability to meet criteria
was improved upon implies (espeoially becnuse retraining values are believed to
be underestizated) that thewe pilots had not originally reached tho limits of
their potential. Hovever, even at their best, these pilots did not demonstrate
inu retraining their full original capability to perfore all the meaured spect

of flight control. Their efforts to mize performanc, with respect to
criteria with acco L freqaent shifts between training and retrainAg in
relative perforvanoe on aspects within phases, along with the sensitivity of
this analysis to such shifto, is considered the probable eaplanation. Such
ohanges in strateagy, which are costly of overall reliability, are not reflected
in the criterion-refrenoe analsis becaue they are generamlly b yond the
arbitroxy maxmm discriinable reliability of .999.

b. In the course of two to eight additional training trials on a

single da7; the less mell-tre-Ind pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 were able to damontrate
opabilities for meeting the system oriteria comparable to or exceeding their
original capabilities for meeting them. However, like the pilots of 0-8 and
0-13, they did not demonstrate their full original capability to porform all the
meoaured a pecto oj fLiht control, although they may have come someihat closer
to doing so. They continued in retraining to be distinctively leas able to meet
the oriteria, even though they performed at least as well relative to their om
former levels. Thus, although operating at lower lovela of capability with respect
to criteria, the pilots of 0-4 and 0-9 responded to additional training in about
the same wy as did the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13.
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lt1PLICATIMS

The detailed outoomes of the study Just given am, of couree, valuable in
their oim right. Batt of even greater interest, perhaps, are the implications
they carry specifically for the design of space systems, and more generally for
the measurement and prediction of human performnane They ae also suggestive
of directio= in hioh adi-tional research on skill retention and on related
measurement methodology should go. These apparent implications will be briefly
prtzented, in trn-, in this otnoluding section.

S!ili ReteNt As desoribed at the b of this
report, the priaary intent ef the stuW ras to evaluate the degree to which skill
in critical tasks might be retained in space missions of extended duration. For,
in designing such systems one would certainly like to know whether forgetting on
the part of the operators would be enough to dagrade the probability of mission
sucoess below acceptable lIvels. If forgetting in that amount were predicted
then an obwious design strategy would be to seek to reduoe or avoid the dograda-
tion, possibly by the modification of the mission profile or the mission tasks or
by the use of special training procedures. But, it is first necessary to knowwhether skill retention is likely to be a problem.

The findLings of the Iresent study indicate that a oareftlly qualified or
guarded postiion on the -Wil retention question is in order, If the mission
test performances of P-81 and P-131 (the critical test personnel) are taken at
face value then it must be concluded that skill retention difficulties can
indeed occur. P-81, tested after 8 weks, was able to perform most of the tasks
required within the nominal criteria.' but he did not meet them in t-o p. +t--.
P-131v tested after 13 weeks, also was able to perform most tasks within criteria,
but he deviated reatly from them in three of four critical parameters in the
lunar landing. (on a real mission he would have sheared the landing gear at the
very least. ) Because of these difficltia both pilot'6 si-tizaea reliabiiities
in maeting criteria dropped noticeably from their former levels to reliabilities
which would be unacceptable for a real mission. (P-8I dropped 6% to .931 in p
14.4 to .827 in and 93.5% to .048 in. while P-131 dropped 7.8% to .899 in ,
9.3% to .858 in and 100% to <.OCI in .) The estimated probabilities of mission
success (i.e., of meeting all criteria) by not exceeding five chances in a thousand
are particularly disoouxeging. Quite evidently the ruir m=t in a space mission
to remember a critical flight control task over 8 weeks or more poses a problem
wow-thy ol special design attention,

HowDever, in addition to demonstrating the reality of the skill retention
problem, the presnt data provide smo insights on the severity of the problem
and indications as to how it might be handle. Of particular interest in this
connection are the test mission performances of the pilets tested booond and
third and the retraining perforome of P-131. (The retraining data from P81
ar dcoounttd for rsasone given earlier.) Although pilots 82, 83, 132 and 133
had at the end of training attained approximately the came lvel of skill in
meeting ths oriteria an N-81 and P-131, all tut P-82 showed a slight gain in
test over training and P-82's loss was relatively call. Conequcently, there
ssera little doubt that imediately prior oberv ation or aiding of another oLoe
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or twice in performing the critical tasks can bring about a considerable improve-
ment in performance after 8 or more weeks without direct praotioe. Furthermore,
in just four practice trials following the test mission P-131 equaled or exceeded
his own former capability to meet the nominal criteria (at least to a probability
of .999) in six representative phases of the mission. On the assumption that the
chosen criteria are reasonable ones for such systems, both of these findings imply
that the skill retention problem need not be severe. They suggest that the deg-
radation in mission reliability associated with recall over at least 13 weeks can
largely be a-oided in instances where intervening activities serve to maintain
ar alertness o requirements for time-sharing and rapid respme and when opportu-
nities exist to practice or even rehearse and observe the critical aotivities
before they are perf-rmed in the mission. Apparently, the preexposurS to the
tsaks need not be extensive, but it must be more than merely an examination of
typical handbooks and checklists and verbal discussion.

The comments and discussion of the debriefings, conducted informally after
the test mission, lend further support to this view. In essence, the pilots'
cominents then (and earlier) emphasized the desirability from their point of view
of an opportunity to enter the crew station beforehand and refamiliarize them-
selves more directly with the displays and controls. They felt this would have
alleviated considerable misgiving on their part about performing the tasks
adequately. Beyond this, in response to direct questioningt the pilots indicated
a belief that the prior opportunity to observe or rehearse the more difficult
phases would be very helpful and the second- and third-tested pilots confirmed
this from their own experience. Most agreed that the casually-suggested possibil-
ity of a preview by means of an over-the-shoulder filming of action of the more
complicated phazes (perhaps narrated themselves for their own use) might be quite
helpful. However, P-81 took exception to this because he felt that only the
opportunity to actually operate the controls would be helpful to him.

Of particular interest in the debriefings were the comments of P-131, about
whose difficulty discussion naturally centered. He stated that he had proceeded
with the braking and hover sequence very cautiously in an effort to do well and
did not realize until too late to fully recover, the implications of his exces-
sively slow rate of descent. He desoribed this aa a problem not incuntered in
trainingg thus seeming to imply training inadequacy, and said that now being
aware of such a possibility he would not likely repeat his mistake. However, a
somewhat different, but not oontradictoryt interpretation is possible, for, it
may well be that P-131 did not encounter the problem in training because at that

time his greater awareness of the timing factors involved and familiarity with
the time-sharing requirements did not lead him to it. Perhaps it was the for-
getting of just these task features which occasioned the problem. Certainly that
interpretation is in keeping with some of the other pilots' comments on the
retention test as well as with laboratory studies on the forgetting of complex
motor tasks (Trumbo et a, 1965).

Thus, regarding the question of skill retention in space system designp it
seems fair to conclude from the present study that without special design atten-
tion operator reliabilities in critical tasks performed after 8 weeks or more
without prior direct familiarization are likely to be unacceptable. This does
not mean failure to meet criteria necessarily will occur-only that it is unaccept-
ably likely to occzr. But, if judiolous use is made of training techniques prior
to the more difficult critical task performances which afford a refamiliarization
with the task (particularly the time-sharing and timing requirements) much of the
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ezpected degradation in reliability can be avoided. However, this should not
be taken to mean that the full original capabilities of the operators will be
regained by such expedients-in fact, the present data suggest that much more
would be required for that. Furthermore, this conclusion rests directly on the
assumption that the intervening activities required d6 not give rise to specific
interference effects (negative transfer to the tasks of concern). Aoordingly,
the possibility of adverse transfer from intervening activities along with the
choice of appropriate refamiliarization techniques must be given close attention
in design if the problem of skill retention in long missions is to be avoided.
In short, skill retention will not be a problem if proper attention is given to
skill retention requirements in design and operational planning.

Pi] oR. In addition, and incidental to the main concern for
skill retention, the study also provides the possibility of insights into pilot
reliability beyond the report by Grodask et al (1966b) of the original NASA-
Mrtin study. This results from two factors: the analytio methodology employed
and the evident gains in retraining over the original training perforoance. In
the retraining portion of this skill retention test the pilots were at their
very best and the present analysis charaterizas that best performance in a way
that is quite different from the method used by Grodsk7 at al. What, then, do
the results obtained indicate about pilot reliability?

If it is assumed once again that the hypothetical criteria used are reason-
able for space systems-then a fair conclusion on the basis of the retraining
values reported for 0-8 and 0-13 in table XIII should be possible. Taken at face
value the indicated reliabilities are reassuringly high, for among the six pilots
the minimum values obtained are .991 in p, .964 in f, and .789 in b. Obviously
the chances of perfoming a parameter or a phase successfully (i.e., without
exceeding critoria) seem quite good and even the likelihood of performing.the
whole set of phases successfully seems almost as goo# (the second lowest P is
.928). The average probability of overall success (p) for the six is .936.

Furthermore, the evaluation of possible biases suggested that these values some-
what underestimate reliability in a real situation.

However, there is another factor so far unmentioned which tends to inflate
these values, particularly for :, beyond vhat might be expected in a full mission.
After all, these probabilities for retraining are based upon only six of the
mission phases and do not represent a complete mission. Inclusion of the rest
of the mission phases would tend to lower mission reliabilities even though para-
meter, and possibly, phase values could be increased by very good performance.
It is an inherent feature of joint probabilities that when other factors are
added the product can only equal or become less than the original; it can never
exceed the original. Thus, while difficult to estimate, the net result may be
that the indicatsd overall values ( , , and b) are very close to what might be
observed in a full mission. Is, then, a probability of around .936 of mission
success (P) high enough for a space mission? Some may doubt that it is high
eno uh and appropriately wonder whether pilot reliabilities in lengthy and
involved missions, such as a lunar landing mission, are likely to be disappoint-
ingly low and to pose, when taken jointly with equipment reliabilities, a worri-
some (or even grave) risk of mission failure. In view of present planning for
space systems, to have to answer, Yes! would be chagrining indeed.
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Fortunataly, a negative answer oews most appropxdate for two reasons.
First, it is doubtful if the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13 at their best had reached
the full limits of their potential. The still considerable variability evident
in their perforwzne as well as informl tests of the training decision rile
(referred to earlier) on other data, ast that under a still more stringent
training regime (inoluding revised task goals and feedback on performanoe) all
of these pilots could reach nm highs in performance excelleno, Operational
training may be or, at lost, can be muerior to that given the test personnel
in this study.

Second, the so far unquostioned asmaption as to the reasonableness of the
criteria used may still be doubted with, per aps, good reason. It is not so
mush that a question can be raised about one or more of the actual values used:
they can be easily remedied by the justification and choice of new values, should
anyone oare to do so. Esthar, the possible problem with the criteria seems to
come directly from the very process of using them at all. With respect to many
aspects of flight control setting a criterion, other than an extremely broad one,
is an ar'Atrary process. The characteristics of the machine with which the opera-
tor interacts most comonly are such that the effects of his error vary contin-
uously in magnitude over quite a range before catastrophic degradation in effeotive-
nes occurs* The overstress point is often vell beyond any hman performance

criterion of interest and so frequently the criteria used can be exceeded without
,mdbe sacrifice in mission aomplishment and an appropriate recovery can be made.
In the present instance it so= evident that within some limits most of the
typioal criteria used could be exceeded without mission failure occurring-exoept
in the narrow sense of not meeting all criteria, For ezmplet a AV error of
11 fps is not appreciably more sig ifioant than a AV error of 9 fpst and. soforth. Consequently, reliabilities with respect to such arbitrary criteria must

be taken with dte regard to their actual implications for the mission as well as
their face value. Probabilities of mission success rathr lower than ordinarily
expected may not be worthy of serious concern after al.

Thus* in keeping with the ambiguities involved in speoi flying reliability
by means of arbitrary criteria and the belief that the pilots of 0-8 and 0-13
could have achieved still greater reliability, the present data should not oocas-
ion doabts about pilot capability to satisfactorily perform the type of mission
used in thim st.d,-+ V ith ca--.,Pjlly arrwed a ditional1trining the ler-Zormanoe
reliabilities attained would likely exceed those calculated from retraining

performance in this study and on close scrutiny they would be found to represent
quite aceptable performance. However, along with careful attention to the train-
ing, period, s assessent of performance reliabilities would be neoessary to azmr

this happy resul--either in a simulated or in a real misron. The attemation
of mission effectiveness as missions become more lengthy a\d involved necessitates
more than a casual, offhand approach to training and a quantitative validation
rather than an informal Judgment of performance capability.

This argument is also applicable to the concern for skill retention and so
reduces the severity of the problem. But it does not eliminate the problem
completely or the need for special attention to it in system design.
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Irk addition to these specific implications for space system design, this
suy(weo particularly the analysis presented) also illustrates o nve
mtoafor handlizg human perfoxmanoo data. Beeaus this is tefrtfra

application of thess methodn a few gnmlcomments about their utility-both
fortd opesratiet and/or prediction of hman relieability in system development
and operatoa planning and for the quantification of behavior generally-seem

cowe of the analysis hau- a familiar ring. Not only axe the reliabilities obtained
surprisingly compatible with general impreasions of pilot capabi1-Ity but that
expression of capability is familiar to systems engineers. For, in anticipating
the effectiveness of systems under design and davelopment, reliability studies
estimating moan time between failure and, in turn, likelihood of successful opera-
tion in the single case are required. Only uhen such information is available
can appropriate cosb-effect iveness trade-off a be mado and maximum functional
value be obtained from tUe system. Furthermore, subsequent operational planni'ng
must or should be prefaced upon detailed i'nformation on specific capabilities.

However, even though this approach to system development has been widely
discussed and is now well-accepted the full implaementation of it with respect to
all critical performances within the system has not and is not now being acom-
plishad. As8 has long been recognized by human factors specialists and others,
the capabilities of the people involved (either as operators or servicars) have
a considerable influence on effectiveness (see, for example, Shapero et a1, 1960
and Thomas, 1962). Yet studies of system effectiveness have continued to die--
count the element of human performance in favor of preoccupation with the more
familiar and understandable machine elements. Machine reliubility is require.V
for syetma effectiveness-but so in human raliability in moat system of inl-teresto

Among the sev~eral reasons for this persistent disregard of human perform-F
ance in system design the reason of particular relevance here (and perhaps most
important of all) is simply that human performance data, Ahe available, are

OR' usually not in a form amenable to direct use in effectiveness studies. In pre-
dicting on a particular system what one needs to kyao:w is what are the probable
limits of this individualts (or this select group of individuals#) performance

othspatclratvte 0  heargeomottpclpromneogeneral sampling of individuals on a collection of traditional laboratory tasks
is not of immediate use and seemingly foreign to the design problm Furthebr-
more, the necessary interpreter of such data is often not available. In caatrast,F
the analytic methods of this study offer the special merit of placing these human
performance data in terms of immediate utility and that in why the results obtained
Poem familiar (to the systems enginerl).

Th-is gratifying result is primarily the consequence of the fundamental
innovation of interpreting observed performance probablistioally. tter tall,
human performance is variable (to the great dismay of psychologists who have
sought to express invariant relavions, involving it) and, therefore, statemnts11 about it are probabilistic, whether the fact is recognized or not. To express
performance, then, directly as .probability is merely to explicitly row-anze
the variabit'ty which does exist. To do so is to stay desirably close to observu-
tional realities and avoid preoccupation with finding oupposod ',true" valuos, and
so forth.
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4
Now the expresion of performance as a probability requiree that some

refersnce be ohoserr-i.e., that the probaility be with respect to sowething.
Two main alternatives are possible and they ara3 both exmplified in the analysis
of this study data, One may oither refor to tome absolute criterion dictated by
outside considleration-s (systom requirements, etc.) or ona may refer to some rel-
ative criterion established by the individual's on or some othor individal's
performancs. The first option in straightfwrwaxdly an application of the prob-
ability conoept which relates human performance to the requirements for it in
such a manner as to directly express capability of meeting those requirements.
Consequently, it is extremely useful in making design choices as well as assess-
ments later of operational capability.

On the other hand, the second option provides an extremely sensitive method
of indicating change or difference consequent upon a change in conditions or
personnel. One simply chooses an appropriate probability and establishes that
level or standard of performance in the units of measure for the reference, Tae
probability estimated from any other performance of achieving that standard level
fmay then be directly compared with the reference probability and the amount
(absolute or relative) of shift in probability takon to indicate the mgnitude
of the effects, In this way performance change is described probxibilistioally
rather than in terms of the arbitrary units of measure (such as feet per Leo.,
degrees, etc.). This option has special value for empirical determination of
the relative merits of two or more design arramgements when cutside criteria
either do not exist or do not rtmdil r discriminate among the arxwagements. But
in many cases the information provided by reference to both absolute and relative
criteria is needed-as was true in the present study.

In expressing relative reliabiity it is necessary to choose a reference
probability and so i'. is naturally of concern what choice is best or how the
choice should be made. In this instance p 2.950 was abosen, but why was this
value rather than, say! p - .500 (the mean of a normal distribution) selected?
The most reasonable answez is that there is no one best value for all circum-
stances but rather a need to choose the value on the basis of the immediate
purpose. in the present case, the interest was in performance levels attainableaa high level of orsistuanay and so the .950 was salect-ad. %--thG=.or- , it

is usually trae that what one is interested in is the performance achievable
with near certainty (or else that imost certainly not achievable) rather than
merely the most typical performanc, . This suggests that a reference in the order

o $ Of P a 950 would not generally be amiss. But, circumstances dictat" an

interest in the most typical (p a .500) or in some intermediate value %such as
p = .750) can readily be imagined. Whatever the choice, the essential point to
be emphasized here is thaC in describing performanco probabilistically this
significant choice for any kind cf statistical analysis is made explicit. In
this there is great merit because the traditional practice of describing perform-
ance 2.n terms of central tendency--discounting variability as it does-deserves
justification each time it is used.

Finally, in depicting performance as a probability a very considerable

advantage is realized in the handling of realistic behavioral complexities such
as typically are found in operational systems. One of the great faults of con-
ventionai psychological methods is they do not provide a satisfactory means of
desoribing complex performances wh.Loh are characterized by two or more measures
(much less 22, as in this study). Yet, in reality, it is an inclusive expression
of the totality of a performance which is most often desired. Even the normaliza-
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tion and subseqaent ocmbination (weighted or not) of the several data series

does not reedy this difficulty, for what results is merely an index relative to
the particmar data collection oiroumstanoes and havn no independent meaning.

In contrast, the expression of performance as a probability not only similarly
permits a ombination of the several mea ed aspects to arrive at a joint indi-
cant but provides statements of probability to which other events mag be related
(as within a system). The result is that analysis in terms of probabilities
allows, wbar conventional methods do not, the modeling of a complex series of
man-machine functions necessary to effectiveness studies.

Thus, it is concluded that the analytic methods employed in this study also
cor.Btitute valuable tchnuiques for introducing human performance onsideratuons
into the design of systems. By describing performance probabilistioally the
advantages of staying close to the realities of the data and of using term
familiar to many design personnel are realized. Concern for human performance
is encouraged, thereby, as it should be. By interpreting performances as the
likelihood of meeting absolute criteria, derived from system analysis, the
opportunity to influence specific design choices as well as to assess operational
capability with respect to human performance is realized. or example, siAla-
tion tests of actual skill retention requirements can be properly evaluated and
the effectiveness of proposed remedial technf.ques, when required, can be ohecked.
By interpreting performance as the likelihood of meeting relative oriteria,
derived from the probabilitio description of another parformano , an erxremely
sensitive indication of differences or charges in perfc-aance is obtained. This
is a powerful technique for exploring particular design issues and guiding opera-
tional plans concerning training and other details. For example, a simple exten-
sion, such as the trainLng decision rule alluded to earlier, can be usad as the
basis for realistic quantitative evaluation of achievement in training; thus
eliminating personal judgments as the primary basis for training decisions. This
would assure the desired human reliability in complex and lengthy maissions by
more precise determination of day to day training needs and, in turn, more effeo-
tive training. Finally, by expressing human performance in various aspects of
the job probabilistically the desirable option of formulating statements of over-
all .-obability and of entering human performance in system effectiveness models
is gained. These are some of the more signifioant and obvious merits of the
analytic techniques used-bat not necessarily all their merits.

But what about the other side of the ledger, one may ask. What are the
drawbacks and disadvantages of these methods? From a practical point of view
it should be noted that a great number of calculations are required-a tedious
process if accomplished by hand (as for this study). But, in acy settled
application-say in conjunction with mission simulatiun--oopputerized data
reduction would be simple to arrange and of trivial cost. The oalculations
required are simple ones and in themselves rather familiar, at least when the
normal probability model is adopted. The novelty involved is in& the adaptatLon
and combination of these basic and familiar techniques. On-line oalculation,
as might be of real advantage in a training situation, is imminently praot~oable.
Firthermore, although the full-blown methods and associated jazgon initially
would seem strange to human factors specialists trained in traditiral methods,
their natural desire to see human performance more fully considered and the
familiarity of the basic concepts should dispose th6. to quickly grasp the
methods and apply them, as required. In fact, judging from present trends, the
only system design personnel who probably would not readily accept these methods
are the operational personnel (i.e., the researchi pilots involved) who are
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generally disinclined to have numbors placed upon their performance. Revn this
may not be too sericue a drawback, for if a suitable trial u e is arranpd and
duo oonsideration is given to pilot suggestions as to details (mu med parameters,
models, etc.) it is possible that mary such individuals would bscome more accept-
ing. For when used in the proper way these methods avoid, at least, come of the
defioienoies in conventional meAnt methods which have prompted, justifiably,
some of the misgivings of operational personnel about perfoxmance maura t.
But, convinced or notp the quarrel of operational personnel is likely to be with
m emen t per so rather than with these methods and that, of coure, is more
of a political than a technioal issue.

In short, there see to be a variety of advantages and virtually no dia-
advantages attendant',upon applyin the analytic methods usedI n this study in

system development and operational planning.

antiloatl qftgM . But what about the still broader implications
of the analysis for the quantifioation of behavior, apart from the concern for
particular systems? If the methods are useful for the quantification/predition
of behavior in man-machine syjtems, then perhaps they also ought to be useful in
quantifying behavior in other oircumstances, as in laboratory studies having no
intended specific application, Andt indeed, it is believed that this expectation
is entirely warranted. Although the arguments are not so evident why psychological
research would lac benefit greatly from considered usage of these methods (and
this is not tho appropriate place to detail them) they paxrllel to a great extent
with elaborations and ramifications those already given concerning systems applioe-
tions. Certainly it would be beneficial and desirable to place research data in
a form amenable to direct generalization (if permissible otherwise) to specific
cases if this can be accomplished without sacrifice in other researoh goals. With
these methods such is possible and in this vay the bridge between the laboratory

and the world of applications can be strengthened But, apart from this very
real advantage in the application of behavioral research there are also advantages
to be gained in the way of improved, more effective research. A moro complete
statement of this view on analytic methodology and the justifiation for it may
be found in another report (Cotterman, 1967).

beM

ther Research

Finally, in addition to the implications for space system design and the
measurement/prediction of human performance the results obtained suggest direo-
tions which the course of further research should take. There are many research
possibilities which could be mentioned, but only the seemingly more urgent will
bq considered in the following.

Skill netentioru With respect to skill retention ij complex and lengthy
space missions it certainl, cannot be asserted that this study provides all the
needed answers. The significance of the concern for skill retention is believed
established by this study but this is not enough. What in needed, in addition,
is refined information on exactly how much loss is to be expeoted as a function
of time periods ranging from a week or two to the limit of the longest mission
contemplated in the foreseeable future. Furthermore, this relationship should
be established for a sufficient number of discriminably different kinds of tasks
as to be representative of the anticipated behavioral requirements, for skill
retention is known to depend upon the type of task involved. To accomplish this
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4 will require utmost care in rosearch to establish, among othar thingo, that
prior tts~t the pesofli3l iwrolved have achieved komn and equa- ovino
aohieve~nt. The training decision rule referred tog makes this possible, al-
though so=e farther developmant of it before applioation is desirable. Such
informtion vust be available if accura predicticn on the magIl.tude, of -the
skill reeticn problem ever is to be mads &wring th& oourse of Asosign. Without
it the only reoourse is to an empirical determinat ion via simulation in each and

In addition, prediction of the wagnitude of the sIdli retention problem is

still not enough. Again, unless a quick fix In each instance is an acceptable
atrategt vays of aveliorating the problom should also be evaluatedt, developed,
and refined relative to tho rezge of behavioral requirements of interest. Resewrch

-t ~:avirig these goals might runge all the may from specific ohazWgs in task require-
ments, thziogh various training manipulat ions either originally o. during the
intervening period, to consideration of relevant soeoction factors. E~ven if it
wrere limited to training ramedios a progra~mmatic effort likely to make serious
headvay with this problem would have to be extensive. Obviously, =och more

research on the sill retention problem in needed.

J~eaureentNetodoo~v SimilarlIy, ethough the analytic techniquesI
employ-ad in this study are evidently considered to represent a sizeable stop
forw'ard in capability to introduce hu~man performance measur'ement in system design,
development, and analysis and a contribution to behavior quantification generally,
they also are not complete. Amaong the more significant needs in this regard are
the followings (1) devolopment of ap lioations with the use of other than thea ~ ~nonMal probability (or the J) model, M2 adaptations and oonfirmstion of testsF
of significance for application to probabilities in various circumstances, (3)
more intensive analysis and development of the fundamental implications and
rules for applioation, and (4) development of more refined methods of modeling
complex eV.fltB (i.e., events having multiple measured aspects which m beatL

and made available, the scope and utility of this novel maueent methodso ogI will be greatly enhanced, with benefits both to psychulogioal applications and
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SUM4MARY

The primary intant of this study =as to obtain a more valid ostimnte than
was otherwise available of the degree of skill loss which may be expectei over
time intervals up to thre months dunaticn in tasks typical of apace vehicle
operation. To rooomplish thisq f(ur orova of three each aerospace research pilotU
who had trained for a period of six weeks in the performance of a simlated 7-day
lunar landing mission were tested various periods of time after the onolusion of
training. Each c.e was tested after a different interval-the intervals being
approximately 4, 8, 9, and 13 weska. The training had culminated in the real-time
performance of the 7-day mission; however, for test purposes this mission vas
compressed into a single 13-hour workday by the omission of long coast phases,
navigational tasks, certain secondary activities, anL (for two orews) the ciplica-
tive treansearth insertion phase. By this eoonomization of time and costs, one
day of additional training for the 4- and 9-week crevs and three days of aAli-
+ional training for the 8- and 13-week orews wvas provided as a means of ohooking
u. Dn hcm quickly former skill in selected phases might be reacquired, or possibly
surpassed. In the test mission and in the retraining all tho pilots in each Crew
prformed in all positions (pilot, nsvigator, and engineer' so thst data more
obtained from each of the telve. But, with the exception of transposition by
4- and 9-week orm, tha commander was alwys tested in the pilht position first
so that one recrd of critical test mission performance from each crew ciuld be
uncontaminatedl by prior partioipatirni. Zxtensio perform=anoe rocord,% of flight
control psaameters and switching activities wart obtained.

The analysis of the performance records focused att..uion upon 22 flight
control parameteis considered Critical in the performance of the nine main phases
of the test mission. The phases reflected by these are, successively, trans-
lunar insertion, transposition (of modules), lunar orbit insertion, separation
and deorbit, braking and hover (lunar landing), lunar powered ascent, rtndozvous,
dookingv and earth entry. The number of param.ters considered descriptive of
any Riven phase ranged from one (for two Phaosr) to fou-r (for one phase). _
switching data are summarized for reference but becauze of their nature tLey axe
c'isoounted as contributing little in this study to the understanding of skill
retention.

By the use of novel analytic methods, extersive analyses of the flight
control performance at the end of training, in the test mission, and in ieurain-
iLg were accomplished in such a way that the level of performano observed is
given as a probability (or reliability value) rather than in the units of measure.
In the main analysis the probabilities make reference to hypothetical system
oziteria for the 22 parameters and, thus, indicate the likelihoods of meeting
those criteria. In a seoondsxyp parallel analysis of test and retraining perform-
ance the probabilities make reference to the level of performance estimated to

be achievable by eac individual in 95% of his performances under like ciroum-
stances. thus, indicating Yhe likelihoods of meeting these former levels of highly
reliable performance. In both analyses the probabilities of meeting individual
pamwetr-a within given phases are taken cumulatively (f) as an estimate of
likelihood of success in any parcueter and jointly ( ! as an estmi-te of likmli-
hood of maocoss in a]l parameters of the phase. Similarly, these phase prob-

abJlities ire taen cumulatively as estimates of success in any parametor (:) or
aas atila~o of Lxuooes in any pbase (') in the whol mission (or a collection

A of p,. s a, in retraidng), The probtbilities of success in all parmeters of
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a phaae also are taken join~jy ( as estimates of succese in all amtz
and phases of the whole mission kor a oollection of phases i.e,, the prob-
ability of mission auoaos In this my~ ovem3.l performance indioants for each

9. pilat wore obtained,.

On the basis of ccL ful avudy and croo -comparison of the probabilitioa
for iiividuals mid (taken, cmlatively) Jor crew performance as vell as the
nature and extent of possible biases involved, a numnber of specifia findings
wereo wareszed. Ifith regard to original capability at the end of training the
crews tested after 8 and 13 weeks were found to have achieved quite hIgh rli-
abilities ranging for individw.ls from .932 to M99 in meeting any criterionI(") and fromq .294 to .817 in meeting all criteria ('). Thovever, the lower two
sets of values are eonsidered underestimates due to -no inclusion of unrep-resenta-
tive scores, whereas all others are considered overestimates of true capabilit
in a real mission of this nature (to the extent of about .005 in 'r and .10 in p).
Hence, their typical likelihood at that time of mooting any criterion in a real
mission Jse judged to have been &round .975 while their likelihood of meeting alli
criteria is judged to have boen around .615. In contrast, the crews tested after
4 and 9) wae3cs were found to have had much less oapabil.ty at the and of training
( P and p never greater than .850 and .002, respectively). Because these crews

obviously were not fully trained thoir data were discounted as incapable of
supporting useful generalizations about skill retention in apace maissions (al-

in the test mission, performed approximately 8 or 13 weels after training,
the well-trained crows showed an estimated capability to meet the criteria some-

what lower than their original capability to meet them. The first-tested pilots
evidenced considerable loss with estimated p values dropping to .931 and .899 and

values dropping to .048 and <.001, for the 8- and 13--week pilot, respectively,
but, some of those tested second and third showed a slight (in part, spurious)
gain-the crew averages, consequently indicating mild losses. As was expected,
(p.99) levels of perftormance in individual parameters. Evidentlyt lack of direct
praclice over a period of 8 weeks or more resulted in, a definite lass in skill
which was to a considerable extent recovered by the opportunity to observe or
participate once or twice in another pilot's performance of the mission. owever
a difference in retention over 8 and 13 weeks was not demonstrated-perhaps be-
cause of differences in or1iinal leax-ine--which indicates that such variations
in retention interval may be of littlo significance when the intervals are t-atI long. The levels of reliability erived from the first test performance of
around .92 of meeting the criterion in any parameter and of around .02 of meet-
ing the criteria in all pairameters are considered to somewhat overestimate real
mission performances under like circumstances of previouis training, interening
activities, etc.

] li. the course cf three dlays of additional training the well-trained pilots
(thoise tested after 8 and 13 weeks) quickly regained and eventually surpassed
their original capability to maeet t- 'item criteria. Their typical probabilities
of successful performance in a roa] on at this time are on~imated to bave
been about .906 for and .936 for ehis imp') Jos that they hae not quiteIreached the limits of their potential in original traininge. But, even at their
best theoe pilots did riot demonstrate in retraining 'heir full original capabil-
ity Urelative to former p or levels) to perfoxm all the measuread aspects of
flight control. Their efFoks to maximize performance with respect to criteria
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vith acomnW-Ing frequent shifts batrsan training axd retraining in relative
parforeasco on aspec0ts within phaS08, along Vith the sensitivity Of this anal-
78istori-eernc ahftlnyosidee Use poabe g ralytiond 'the arbiang
stratay, iihioh are costly of overell reliability,, axre wct refle-sted in the

imum dincriainabla reliability of .999.

These opeoifio findings are considered to have a ==ubwr of valuable Implica-
tions for space srystem donign and for th easrmn azA prediction of hm=a
pprforwnoe. Tbus, it is omoludod oith reapect to skill rotention in long
apace n.isniions that a iequiroment to renemboz, a oritical flight control task 8
vaskls or more does pose a problem worthy of special design attention. Eovmver,
assuming iphe intervening activities mmantain alertness to tim&-asring ",d rapid

responso a introduce no interference, up to at least 13 weslcs the problem is
not likely to be so sr that it cannot be remodted by judicious ue of train-

igtechniques prior to critical task performances for refamiliarizat ion-
than this study provides is needed to allow precise prediction about skill
retention problems and planned oamadiation in design. 'With respect to pilot
reliability in space missions it is concluded that on the basis of these date
(maxmal capability in retraining) no doubte about pilot -3apablity to porfora
the type of mission used in this study are justified providtn-g artreme care is
given to training and to obtaining demonstrated per, one reliabiiyi h

OF course of it.

With rez-ard to the measurmeont and predliction of human performance it is
contended that the novel analytic methods used ouastitute valuable (and needed)
techniques for introducing human performance considerations in the design ofb
syrstems. They appear to offer many advantages and almost no disadvantaeps in
this application. Furthermore, they axe also viewed as offering a large poten-
tial use in the quant ificat ion/prediot ion of behavior generally. AccordinLwy;
a-- cortIizi~g e.fforts to enbaroo the soope and utility of thia novel neasur&-
cent methodology are accomplished considerable benefit to both psychological

applications and to bahavioral research are to be erpeotod.
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TAM XMI

Mdcl1 zatenicao Ts Kssc 11nthn Rros

Crew/ a

Position/ .mX/
PiJ~~~oI ~T1W C~1)1L H IPA CA AD

C-4/P SW 142 21 17t 222 22 57 25 39
1 9 NP 2 2
2 ip 1(19)*,, 4P 2 1
3 UIP 4 (24) 2 2

E Sw258 6t- 4 IT 10 111 110 17

1 P-2 3 3 32 -3 P 1( 2P23 ,-1 "N (12) ,1.13(118)1

:-9/P SW 143 21 17t 222 22 57 25 39
I up 1

2 IP I 1
3 NP (19) 5 (24) 2

E SW 260 6t. 6 0 16t 112 117 17t
I P-2) 8 1 7 5 1

( P-i3 VP 1(11) 2511)3
3 (P- ip (f 6 1116(13 Ii41

C-8/P SW 130 24 19 27 20 24 7 10 5 2 4 39
1 2 1 1
2 NP IT.

3 lip

AE SW 223 10 20 16o 16 5847 26 98 13 2124Im P- 3 T (44) 1 (20)
2 P-31 3

3 1P-2, .r_ 1T 11

C-13/P SW 130 24 19 27 20 2410 1517 5 39 f
2 t,,-2 IT

3NP AP1 3SW 220 10 20 160 16 58 44 21 96 9 20 24

2 k-1. NP£ 17 (15) 1 13

3 (P-2) N ,P i.L .

*LnarLanding &nd Lunar Amcent data mere broken into lesser eloents only for
0-8 and 0-13. CD is Coast Descent ard CA is Coast Ascent.

v in EA of 0-4 the Navigator (P-3) had 20 switches I error; 0-9 (P-3) 20 switchos,
I error; 0-8 (P-2) 53 ewitches, no errort.; 0-13 P-2) 52 switches; 1 error.
in TLI for 0-4 and 0-9 the navigator had 4 awitohes. Pilot performance order
was P-2, P-3, P-I. P-2 of 0-9 missed I switch,

- the order of performance in theso instances wer P-3f P-.11 P-2.
** parenthetical numbers indicate ewitches axpected when dl~ffrent from e'e.
NP not Performed by this Pilot.
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AP = I. NOMES WN ANALYTI0 XVM BOOGY

In prepari4S the main text of this report the intention vas to present
enough general information on the analytio methods used to make the results

eaningful and interpretable, It did not seem wise to mako fully explicit
all the initial computations, uuch as night be of interest to one wishing to
verify a portion of the results or to adopt the mthods to his o=n needs. Tet,
beig quite different from tr mtionl methods in orientation and intent, the
mthods used should be fully described. Cornsquently, this appendix provides
additional step-by-step dtails on the omputationn involved in obtaining the
bsic analytic results, from whioh the results described in the text rare

computed. Nore general discussion of the underlying measurement philosophy
may be found in a separate report by Co'cterman (1967).

As aIready described (see pages 24-27) the analytic problem began with
a voluminos collection of flight control data for each of 12 pilots. By
careful elimination this volume vas reduced to sets of data on 22 parameters
scattered throughout the simulated lunar landing mission, and further categor-
ized by association with one of a number of phases. Most of these 22 measures
represented direct records of flight control information, although four of
them re2resented simple combinations of two measures (see page 25) which were
treated in the same fashion as the raw date. Furthermore, as depicted in
appendix IV, for each pilot with respect to each phase there were records of
performance on first a variable number of training trials, then a ?eaI time
mission, then the fast time skill retention test mission, and finally on a
wvi ;mble nmboi of rtrLaining trials on certain mission phases.

The first step in interpreting this large collection of data us to
arrive at a probabilistic indication of each pilot's performance capability
in eenh measured aspect in traintng, in the skill rutentJin test mission$ and
in retraining. The real time mission vas omitted from consideration because
a presumably more adequate indication of skill achievement was available from
the multiple performances just prior to it at the end of training. Capability
Was assessed in two ways-first with reference to hypothetical system criteria

foz the measured anpects and second with reference to capability demonstrated
by the individual in training (his p.95 level per measured aspect).

ReIAb~ilty ROeriteria in tZiaAR. Calculation oi performanoe capabil-
ity or reliability at the end of training with regard to tho hypothetical

criteria involved three simple, though tedious, steps. First, having chosen

to consider the last four training trials (with the few exceptions noted in

the text) as best -eproseating that apability, means and estimated standard

deviations were computed from each sample. The formulas used are the con-

ventional ones hioh may be given as followss
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.n

(2) Notimted Stadr BvmUtn t Fix(z X,.,n (,n - 1")

~in vhioh X is ths reoorded datum and n is the number of suoh data items

(4 in this am)

Next, on the assumption that repeated such sets of four performances
under ozaotly the same oircumtanoes would be foun to follow the norml
probability dansity function the relevant criteria ware interpreted in teras
of a normal ftmotion having these respective means and estimated standard
deviations. Thus, by the familiar operation of dividing the difference be-
twen the mean and the criterion t7 the estimated standard deviation the
distance (1). in standazd deviation units, of the criterion from the sample
mean wa obtained in each instance. This relationship may be summarized as:

(3) Standard Deviations from the Mean

in which C is the criterion for a particular measured aspot. (See table V
on page 29 for a listing of the hypothetical system criteria,)

The . values so obtained also represent the number of standard dovia-
tions of the criterion from the mean of a normal distribution having a moan
of zero and a standard deviation of one, for which the proportions above and
bolow a particular deviation are well known. Acoordingly, in the final step,
the .Iualue obtained for each measured aspect and each pilot ms interpreted
as a probability by simple interpolation from a standard table of the no:mal
probability integrl (Peters and Van Voorhis, 1940, pages 481-4)o The

" robability taken was always the proportion of the hypothetical function
4 (based on the sample statistics) indicating performanoe superior to the

.riterion, In antuality, this me perfomance umerially .... th1 n th'i F
criterion,

Thus, for example, to determine the capability of P-131 to meet t03
criterion of a 10 fps r&ate at impact on lunar landing the recorded rates on
the last four training trials were taken as the sample. These rates were
2.8, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.8 fps. The Y of these values was found to be 4.85 and
the _ was found to be 1.3892, as computed by formulas 1 and 2. Also, by
formula 3, the difference of 5.15 between criterion and mean was found to
give a i of 3.7072. Or, described in another way, the mean ?f the sample as
found to be nearly four standard deviations superior to (though numoriolly
less than) criterion performance. Aooording to the tabled values of j for
the normal probability integral, somewhat fewer than 5 oases in 10,000 would
be expected to fall beyond a . of 3.7072, and thus to exoeed the oritorii,
whereas the remaining 9,995 or more oases would be expected to be less than
the criterion. Therefore, the probability of P-131 meting the criterion
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of a 10 fps rate at impaot on lunar larnding is >.999, as given in table XXV
(appendix III). This circumtanoe is illuntrated in figurm 109 in which the
hypothetical distribution of P-131's performnce at the end of training is
shown with relevant, values noted.

Re ili Wv -R critera in test. The asseosmont of capability in the
skill retention test followed the same iogiot but with variations in caloula-
tion necessitated by the availability of only one measmrement. If the test
of each pilot's skill had involved multiple performances then it wwuld have
been possible to take some (or all) of them as a sample and to proceed
exactly as with the training data to arrive at the lilelihood of success in
meeting each criterion. However, in order to avoid inaccuracy because of
relearning only the first performance after the retenetion period could be
considered and, with only one measurement, neither the mean nor the estimated
standard deviation could be computed.

4,-

z0

(42p5)
WSUCCESS FAILURE>

W (1.39)1

~!(3.70)

0 2 4 6 8 10
FEET PER SECOND

Figure 10. Hypothetical Distribution at the End of Training of P-131's
Vertical Rate at Impact on aInnar Landing indicating Probability
of Meeting the Criterion
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This araytic problem was resolved by assuming that the obtained value
constituted the basit available estimate of the msan and that the variability
in performane at the end of training in indicative of vhat wovuld be observed
in multi le test performances under the se~a circumstanaes (if thoy wer*
possiblo.-Ta aiblt s ob qstdipisthttesnl efnr

between training and test is to be expectad then the variability in performance

may be expected to change in some degree, Consequently, new inaacuxaoies are
to be expected in the use of these assumptions. Nevertheless, the estimates
of capability so obtained are basod on tl1 best available information and axe
probably biased as a group to only a alight extent, as discussed on page 76.r

Imnplementation of these assumptions in calculating the estimatedj probabilities was comparatively simple. With the test performance (XXI) and
s for training already available, to arrive at the standard deviations betwoon
test and criterion performance (ig) it was merely necessary to divide the
actual difference between them by h j'owdsadr devaio etmt,

as in the followings

(4) ZM

in which Xmis the recorded mission performs'co and §Tis the estimated L
Again, the proportion of values expected to be numerically less (hence superior)
to a I. as great as that obtained was taken as the probability of successfully
meetingthe criterion*

j By way of further illustration, P-13118 Lunar landing impact rate of
5.4 fps in the test mission is 4.6 fps less than (or superior to) the criterion.
This difference is 3.3113 times the standard deviation of 1.3892 fps found in
traininrg- stiggesting that elightly mars than 9,995 such test performances in
13,000 distributed normally with a mean of 5.4 fps and a standard deviation of Y
1,3892 fps would riot exceed the criterion of 10 fps. Corsequentlyt P-131's
reliability in controlling the lunar landing impact rate in the retention~ test

waa considered to beo >.9999 as shown in table XMV (appendix III).
Relabiitynercrieri inrstainn~.The assessment of capability

to meet criteria in retraining required now calculations but, unlike that -,r
test performance, presented no complications because multiple measures Vere
available. Thus, in general, reliabilities per criteria in retraining were
computed in exactly the same way as reliabilities per criteria at the end of
training. A sample of performances was identified and X and s computed from
that sample. Then, a with respect to the oriterion was calculated and inter-

I preted as the probability (p) of successl performne. Of course, an
doscribed in the text, for the six pilots comprising two crews (G-8 and 0-13)
this was dorne both with reference to the first four and the best four trials
of retraining (taken in successive feux-trial blocks). Calculation of the
reliabilities of the six pilots comprising 0-4 and 0-9 'who were tested earlior
was based upon all their retrasining trials as a sample because they heAd fewer
trials. But these axe differences in sampling, not in method of calculation.

L4'A
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XI

TAsecond awsesmwnt of apability, rather than referriv to the hypothatiois2
system criteria, refamrd to a level Of pM-frrmanod in eaoh measured aspeat
mhich each individual had demonstrated capability to aohiqive With hIi rsli-
ability. Instead of an &xbitrary and atqolute criterion oomion for the
analysis of all the pilots' perfoxmniez in this aooamit the rofarer. G

I weem to an indiviftall~eatablished leval of performawc varying with the

individual and his n former alill. The value of this second assessment
ma6 its greater 8ensiivity to shifts3 in perfoxmanoe in the test mission and

CW1culation of these probabilities for each pilot on each measured4
aspect involved one nev calculation and a simple manipulation of the result
in oon unction with certain values aaready svuilable from the analysis with
respect to criteria. Having chosen a probability of .950 as a reasonable
compromise between certainty of achievement anld estimation error, the first

be expected in 950 performances of L,000 at~ the and of training (devignated
X ) This Mas accomplished by referanoe onas ngain to the normal distribu-
t3N which is known to include 95% of the cases from one extreme to 1.6449
standard deviations in the direction of the other oztreme. Thuas, be find tho
t % mean, as in the folloving:

Sutato nta of addition would have been required if the measures had

suswitithiaesta the v .aalbefreo eaue as compaed filotmta then

ratsii a~le, eisohersions (6 endt7)ate the amites tfhevemntrAsinte nayiswihread o rteia hedffree btwe KaPefomac (o11t4roma ae sth on n heX dvddb



parts for cow~puting with respect tc criteria ey~cept ti". X 55i substitutei
for C. The reaultiig &-values a. likovise uazd to obtain, yi-eplto

fma table of the n,,rzal probability integxalt , x~ cpectodprco~zrtion of
casee superior to (or less thwn) the rofer~ne-in this canse X 9 5

Thus, pureuing the previous illustrativo data still fuarthor P-131' 8
impact rates on his lsat four lunar landinge in training guggest 1hy applica-
tion of formula 5).t.A in 95 out of 100 perormances his rate would not exceod
7.1351 fps. This Miffrs by 1.7351 fps or- 1.249 estimated standard dsvia-
tions (of 1.3892 fps. from his retention test rate of 5.4 f'ps. A deviation
that great at one extreme of t enormalI distribution is expected to occur onl'y
about 106 times inl,00OO Conaequently, -the likel.ihood in the test miseion

lun-er laniding is taken to be b;4. Mhis outcome indicates a slight loss from
training to test in capability to -;ontrol impact rate (iea decrease in4
likelihood of .7", from the reference of .950).

Furthermore, in his best four-vt _. '"-ik of~ retraintng P-131. Is impact

rates were 3.0, 1.4t 3.4, and 2.6 fp~s with a "rd V' 1n 80of .864 fpa.
Me X 7.1351 oomputed. from the trainingdt i on to -ffr by 5.249,
eatmad standard deviations from the XR ox' 2.6 and a dev-iation that great
in the awe direction is expected to occur considerably fewer thaxr five times
in 10,000 performances. The estimated likelihood in :vtraining o' P-131
successfully realizizzg his former p 91level of impac~t rate control on lunar
landing is, then, in excess of .9095.' This represents a considerable increase
in capability over that demonstrated at the end of training.

Suma. of Droceduxes fur obt19Sn _aamtr rbaiite .J By the

use of the simple methods just described and illustrated all the values tabledI
in spgendAix III were obtained. These valuee provide tho desired. probatilistic
indication of each pilot's performance capability in each measured aspect o~f
training, test mission, and retraining to serve as a basis for assessingp
more inclueively, phase, mission. and crew capabilitio~s. None off the computa-

Mi tions required are unusual or complicated, buat 'when there are many of them and
they are accomplished manually (as in this instance) they do requize consid(t-'
able time. Therefore, 'when applied to data of much volume these methods wvuld
be most efficiently narried aut ' y moans of comput-ir analysis. The f'ollowing
summary of procedinral steps requi4red in this initial analysis suggests the
ease with which the analysis might have been programmed for digital om~puta-
tion. MVIetf ot ossn

1.Idntfyand noe(enter) all reference performance cositin of:

a. hypothetical system criteria (C)

b. training performance sample (X.T)

a. test mission performance (M

d. retraining perfonmnce samaples (Xi)



parts for computing I vith respect to critoria except that X. g5 is substituted
for 0, The resulting Z-values are likewise U8s ;d -to obtaint Winterpolation
from a table of the normal probability integral, the expecte& proportion of
oases superior to (or less than) the referenoo-in this cae 1*950.

Thus, pursuing the previous illustrative data still £urtfsr P-'13115
impact rates on his last four lunar landings in train~ng sugest 1by applica-
tion of formula 5,) tbat in 95 out of 100 performa~nces his rate vould not exceed
7,1351 fps. This X*9 dMfrs by 1.7351 f~ps or 1.249 estimated standard devia-
tions (of 1.3892sfps) from his retention test rate of 504 fps. A deviation
that great at one extrme of the normal distribution is expected to oocu only
about 106 times in 1,000. Consequently, the likelihood in the test mission
of P-131 meeting his former p a level of 7.1351 fps in rate at impact on
lunar landirg is taken to be :604. This outcome indicates a slight loss from
training to test in capability to control impact rate (i~e,g a decrease in
likelihood of .056 from the reference of -950),,

Furthermore, in his best four-trial block of retraining P-131's iopact
ratee were 3.0, 1.4, 3.4, and 2,6 fps with a YSof 2.6 and an sof .864 fps.
The 1..?5 of 7. 1351 computed from the training c,ats is found to differ by 5,249
estimaied standard deviations from the YRof 2.6 and a deviation that groat
in the same direction is expected to occur considerably fewer than five times
in 10,000 performances, The estimted likelihood in retraining of P-131
successfully realizing his former p9 5 lvlo matrt control on lunar
landing is, thon, in excess of .995 This represents a considerable increase
in capability over that demonstrated at the end of training.

of ~roedn~e fo otakijZg _ara2t , DRMobbiit~i IRD. By the
use of the simple methods just desoribed and illustrated all the values tabled
in apendix III were obtained@ These values provide the desired probabilistic
indication of each pilot's performance capability in each measured aspect of
trairALnV., test mission, and retraining to aroas a basis for assessin,9
more inclusively, phase, mission, and drew capabilities. None of the compta-
tiorie reuired wre unusual or complicated, but then there are many of them and
they are accomplished manually (as in this instance) they do require consider-
able time. Theorefore, ihen applied to data of much volume these methods would
be uaost efficiently carried out by mean of computer analysis. The following
summary of procedural stops required in this initial analysis suggests the
ease with which the analysis might have been programmed for digital computar--

to1. Identify and note (enter) all reference performance consisting oft

a. hypothetical system criteria (a)

b. training Performance sample (XT)

c. test mission performance (XK)

d. retining performance samples (Xe)
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APPMLDI III

Probabilities for Each Heaeuxed Parametber
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